NO-BLOS
1402992  01/12/2005
WELCURE DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
trading as ;WELCURE DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
301-305, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEV KUMAR LALWANI
DK Lalwani & Co., 403, Shakuntla Bldg., 59 Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
EASYCARE

1557944 14/05/2007
BHAVISHA PARAG THAKKER
trading as ;BHAGWATTI IMPEX
2/1, STARWAY CO-OP.HSG. SOCIETY, JUHU TARA ROAD, BEHIND ASHA COLOLY, JUHU, SANTACRUZ(W),MUMBAI-49.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
1501, Antartica-C, Lodha Aqua, Off. W.E Highway, Opp. Thakur Mall, Near Dahisar Check Naka, Mumbai, Maharashtra, INDIA.
Pin- 401107
Used Since :01/05/2007
MUMBAI
HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS.
DIGEMAX

1693534  02/06/2008
UMESH LADHA
trading as ;M/S.D.C.MEDICAL AGENCY
SITARAM MARKET, 1ST FLOOR, BOMBA-Khana, UJJAIN (M.P.)
TRADERS & MARCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE PREPARATIONS.
YURN SHAI METAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
trading as; YURN SHAI METAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
NO. 13 JHONGSHAN RD., TUCHENG CITY TAIPEI COUNTY 236 TAIWAN
A LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF TAIWAN.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PREMIER REGISTRATION SERVICE.
8/1, RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OXYGEN-BASED DIAGNOSTIC AGENTS, PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY,
CONTRAST MEDIA FOR MEDICAL IMAGING FOR USE WITH MRI DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS, AND DIAGNOSTIC
SCANNING AGENTS IN THE NATURE OF CONTRAST MEDIA FOR USE IN VIVO IMAGING IN CLASS 6
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
DEFROST

1761906  10/12/2008
GLORIOUS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.10 - 11, SECTOR A, VAIBHAV NAGAR, KANADIA ROAD, INDORE, (M.P.) - 452 006.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & PACKER.
A PVT. LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER CO. ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :01/04/2007
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
Klin - X
1765323  18/12/2008
PRISTINE CARE PRODUCTS PVT LTD.
151 S-22, PAREKH MARKET, 39 KENEDDY BRIDGE, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA INDIA, PIN-400004
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS, FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
HEMNARI

1788519  24/02/2009
PIYUSH BHARTIA
O-64, LAJPAT NAGAR-II, NEW DELHI-110024
TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :21/01/2009
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
ALTOR
1807908  17/04/2009
BHAVNISH MANCHANDA
SANDEEP KUKREJA
SANJEEV JUNEJA
AVINASH BANGA
trading as ;SBS VISION
MOUZA RAMPUR JATTAN NAHAN ROAD KALA AMB. (HP)
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.R. SHARMA
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHRI : 135 003. DIST: YAMUNANAGAR
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
DILP KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;DWARFISH PHARMACEUTICALS
SHATRI NAGAR GURSHAI GANJ G.T.ROAD, DISTRICT-KANNAUJ, (UP)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMAJI & COMPANY
111/29, ASHOK NAGAR, (BEHIND G. T. RD.), KANPUR-12.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
SERVODOL

1818291  14/05/2009

SUNIL SETH
trading as ;SARVEAR PHARMACEUTICALS
49 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE PO R & S MILLS AMRITSAR PB.
MANUFACTURERS, MARKETING & TRADING
INDIAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. MARWAH.
3290, SECTOR 24 D, CHANDIGARH 160023
Used Since :07/04/2002
DELI

MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE.
BIO COOL

1819032   18/05/2009

DR UPSHAM GOEL
5/37 VINAY KHAND GOMTI NAGAR LUCKNOW 266010
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
QUAISER ABBAS, ADVOCATE.
220, MURLI BHAWAN, 10-A, ASHOK MARG, LUCKNOW-226001.
Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND ALL OTHER PRODUCT INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
XL COOL

1819033  18/05/2009

DR UPSHAM GOEL
5/37 VINAY KHAND GOMTI NAGAR LUCKNOW 266010
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
QUAISER ABBAS, ADVOCATE.
220, MURLI BHAWAN, 10-A, ASHOK MARG, LUCKNOW-226001.
Used Since : 01/04/2009

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND ALL OTHER PRODUCT INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
1832506   24/06/2009
SHRI BHARATBHAI M. LAKHALANI
trading as ;NATURAL HEALTH CARE
302, 1ST FLOOR, ISHWAR ESTATE, OPP. PUSHRAJ RESIDENCY, NEAR GOTA RAILWAY CROSSING, GOTA,
AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.H.ACHARYA & COMPANY
98/3, L COLONY, P.O. POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD -380 015.
Used Since :19/05/2009
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
subject to no exclusive right over descriptive matters.
1836379 03/07/2009
ASHIQ HUSSAIN SHEIKH
trading as ;LICOT FORMULATIONS
BARROW GHAT BUND MAISUMA SRINAGAR (J&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp; K) NEAR ALNOOR PHARMACEUTICAL
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :27/05/2008
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -5.
GRACE

1886336    19/11/2009

GRACE LABORATORIES (P) LIMITED
trading as ;GRACE LABORATORIES (P) LIMITED
G-III, ASHOK VIHAR, DELHI - 110 052.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
1895302  14/12/2009
CHEMET WETS AND FLOWS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CHEMET WETS AND FLOWS PVT. LTD
D-63, SILVER ARE, NR. GUJARAT COLLEGE RLY. CROSSING, ELLIS BRIDGE, AHMEDABAD-380 006.
MANUFACTURER
Used Since :12/12/2009
AHMEDABAD
FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES AND HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS: 05
1895303  14/12/2009
CHEMET WETS AND FLOWS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CHEMET WETS AND FLOWS PVT. LTD
D-63, SILVER ARE, NR. GUJARAT COLLEGE RLY. CROSSING, ELLIS BRIDGE, AHMEDABAD-380 006.
MANUFACTURER
Used Since : 12/12/2009
AHMEDABAD
FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES AND HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS:05
1903078  30/12/2009
DINESH PURI
trading as ;MACOLL PHARMA
WARD NO 20, ANAND NAGAR, KHAIRTHAL ALWAR (RAJ)
MARKETING AND TRADING
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. MARWAH.
3290, SECTOR 24 D, CHANDIGARH 171926
Used Since :10/04/2008
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
1918376  05/02/2010
ZYDUS WELLNESS LIMITED
ZYDUS TOWER, SATELITE CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD- 380 015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUresh M. UPADHYAYA
H/6, SUSMITA FLATS, JAWAHAR NAGAR, VASNA, AHMEDABAD-380007.
Used Since :05/01/2009
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
1920323  10/02/2010
MR. RAJENDRA PRASAD GOYAL
trading as; M/S RAJU AYURVEDIC PHARMACY
SUBHASH ROAD, JOURA, DISTT. MORENA, MP. - 476221.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior - 474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since: 01/04/2006
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
CLEAR ON

1939337  22/03/2010
SUNCARE FORMULATIONS PVT. LTD
1/11 LANE-1 ASHIRWAD ENCLAVE DEHRADUN 248006 UTTARAKHAND
SERVICES PROVIDING
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AEGIS INC
117, SUPERTECH RESIDENCY 5/6 A, VAISHALI, GAZIABAD-201010, UP
Used Since :01/03/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL PRODUCT FOR ANTIBIOTIC OFLOXACIN
BreathOn
1943060 29/03/2010
BIRLA LIFESCIENCES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;BIRLA LIFESCIENCES PVT.LTD.
Industry House, 6th Floor, 159, Churchgate Reclamation, Mumbai 400 020
MANUFACTURERS MERCHANTS
A COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES; AYURVEIDC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
1943173 29/03/2010
M/S.HAMPS BIO PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as M/S.HAMPS BIO PRIVATE LIMITED.
433, C-1, GIDC, ANKLESHWAR - 393 002.
NO SPECIFY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.SURIYANARAYAN
U-16,SWAGAT COMPLEX, OPP. SNEH MILAN GARDAN, KADAMPALLI,NANPURA, SURAT-01
Used Since :17/02/2006
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS.
VELFORM
1950211 14/04/2010
DATT MEDIPRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
56, COMMUNITY CENTRE, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KNOWLEDGENTIA CONSULTANTS
E-71, L.G.F., GREATER KAILASH-I NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :23/01/1995
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides excluding pharmaceutical dietic substances for medical use.
E-TIC
1953929 21/04/2010
MUKESH VARSHNEY
trading as ;M/S LALIT PHARMA
3/517 BHAVAN DEEP OPP LOTUS APARTMENT SAMAD ROAD ALIGARH-202001 (U.P)
MARKETING AND TRADING
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAY MARWAH ADV
292 MODEL TOWN, AMBALA CITY 134003
Used Since: 15/11/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AJOURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES;
HEPP GUARD
1966934  18/05/2010
S. SATINDER SINGH
S. SANTOKH SINGH
S. ROPINDER SINGH
S. JASWINDER SINGH
trading as ;M/S. EK-TEK PHARMA
15-L, MODEL TOWN, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.

sale of goods is restricted to Punjab only.
CHENG KUANG PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD
NO 258 SEC-2 HSIN NUNG ROAD PEI TOW TOWN CHANG HWA HSIEH TAIWAN ROC
MANUFACTURERS , TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ANALGESICS MEDICINE, ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PREPARATIONS, ANTI-INFLAMMATORY AGENTS AND ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR TOPICAL USE, FROSTBITE SALVE FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, SUNBURN OINTMENTS, HAEMORRHOID PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TREATING DANDRUFF, ARTICLES FOR HEADACHE, MEDICINAL TEA, MEDICINES FOR ALLEVIATING CONSTIPATION, PETROLEUM JELLY FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIGESTIVES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, OINTMENTS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, REDUCING TEA FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DECOCTION FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, SYRUPS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, MEDICINAL HERBS PLUM ESSENCE (OTHER THAN MEDICAL NUTRITION), RELIEF AND HEALTH CARE PLASTERS CONTAINING ESSENTIAL OIL.
MR. NAVEEN JAIN
trading as ;MR. NAVEEN JAIN
525 HSIDC RAI SONIPAT HR
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :15/12/2008
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS -05.
DOLOHIM

1975394 04/06/2010
ELOHIM PHARMA PVT. LTD
309 MADHUBAN 55 NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI 19
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :28/05/2008
DELHI
AYURVIDC, HOMEOPATHIC, UNANI & PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, ORGANIC FORMULATION, NEEM FORMULATION (PESTICIDES) INSECTICIDES, LARVICIDES, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AND PESTICIDES, MOLLUSCICIDES, NAMATOCIDES, RODENTICIDES AND PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN PESTICIDES INSECTICIDES HERBICIDES WEEDICIDES, AS PER CLASS-05.
TWICE

1990931  08/07/2010

DR. SAMIR KUMAR BISWAS
trading as ; SHWELL PHARMACEUTICALS

HOUSE NO.969, D-BLOCK, PALAM EXTEN. PART-1, DWARKA, SEC-7, NEW DELHI -77
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 18/04/2010

DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SHEGLOW
1997530  22/07/2010
S K GUGLANI
trading as ;SUPER HEALTH CARE INC.
H NO 20 SECTOR 16 PANCHKULA (HR).
MARKETING & TRADING.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. MARWAH.
3290, SECTOR 24 D, CHANDIGARH 171926
Used Since :07/08/2008
DELHI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
XTRAHOT

1999642  27/07/2010
SACHIN KANSAL
trading as ;EURO ORGANICS
7 - 8, ADARSH NAGAR, MODEL TOWN, AMBALA CITY, HARYANA
MANUFACTURING,MARKETING&TRADING.
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.K.MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City 134003 Haryana
Used Since :02/11/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI
MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES.
MOXIVAN

2000426  28/07/2010
VANTAGE MEDICINES LTD
SCO 32 SHOPPING COMPLEX NO. 1 OPP RED CROSS SOCIETY, JAGADHARI-135003 (HARYANA)
MARKETING & TRADING
An Indian company incorporated under the Indian Company Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.K.MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City 134003 Haryana
Used Since :02/04/2010
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals; Medicines (or Human, Dental & Veterinary purposes; Ayurvedic Medicines. Unani Medicines, Homeopathic Medicines, Food For Babies, Dietetic substances adapted for medical use;
CIPVAN
2000434  28/07/2010
VANTAGE MEDICINES LTD
SCO 32 SHOPPING COMPLEX NO. 1 OPP RED CROSS SOCIETY, JAGADHARI-135003 (HARYANA)
MARKETING & TRADING
An Indian company incorporated under the Indian Company Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.K.MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City 134003 Haryana
Used Since :02/04/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS. MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES, FOOD FOR BABIES, DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE;
DURANIM

2000798  29/07/2010

RAJIV MUKUL

trading as ;ZEE LABORATORIES

UCHANI, G.T. ROAD, KARNAL 132001, HARYANA (INDIA).

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.

28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2002859  03/08/2010
LAKSHMI C.K
SHYMA BABY
SUGINA.V.P.
ASHA PRABHA
trading as ;BARYTON LIFE SCIENCES
28/1352, MADATHIL MUKKU, CHEVAYUR, CALICUT - 673 016, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
REGD. PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GUDWILL & GOODWILL.
41/785, "SWATHI" C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN - 35, KERALA.
Used Since :02/07/2010
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NICLIN

2013636  25/08/2010

KHAJA ALIUDDIN

trading as: IMPEGNO PHARMACEUTICALS

D.NO.10-3-775/2, 2ND FLOOR, VIJAYANAGAR COLONY HYDERABAD (A.P)

MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS

REGISTERED UNDER PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.

12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since: 10/08/2010

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
BUTAPER STRONG

2021598   10/09/2010

GEETA SAINI
452/2 RAJNDERA NAGERA, ROORKEE, HARIDWAR, UTTRANCHAL, PIN- 247667
MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :12/08/2010

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT, PARACETAMOL, NEMOSLIDE
YENIFUR

2021812  13/09/2010
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, 08933, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MERCAHTNS & MANUFACTURERS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2028194  24/09/2010
UNJHA PHARMACEUTICALS (P) LTD.
805, AVDHESH, OPP. GURUDWARA, S.G. HIGHWAY, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A R SHAH & CO.
401, ANUSHREE BUILDING, NR. BANK OF BARODA, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD 380013
Used Since :11/12/2000
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
AMOCLAVE

2034337  07/10/2010
AYU SANJEEVANI HEALTH CARE PVT LIMITED
113 A Ram Vihar Old Janipura Jammu 180007 (J&K)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :01/07/2010
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
2038362  15/10/2010
BIOFORD REMEDIES (P) LTD.
HALL NO. 8, KHASRA NO. 238, P.O. ALIPUR BUDHPUR, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, DELHI - 110036
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUN SHINE TRADE MARK CO.
SHOP NO. 10, WAHE GURUJI COMPLEX, OPP. P.O. MUKAND NAGAR GZB - 201001, U.P
Used Since :10/10/2010
DELHI
MEDICAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
THE MARK TO BE READ AS WHOLE.
FATUZ
2038677  15/10/2010
ARVIND KUMAR
trading as ;D M Pharma SCO 165 Ist Floor Sector 38 Chandigarh 160036
H No 244 Sector 37 A Chandigarh 160036 (UT)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :05/07/2006
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
GLIMTAS
2038686  16/10/2010
AYU SANJEEVANI HEALTH CARE PVT LIMITED
113 A Ram Vihar Old Janipura Jammu 180007 (J&K)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :01/07/2010
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
GLITAS
2038687 16/10/2010
AYU SANJEEVANI HEALTH CARE PVT LIMITED
113 A Ram Vihar Old Janipura Jammu 180007 (J&K)
MANUFACTURING MARKETING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :01/07/2010
DELHI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
MEFFESPAS
2038693  16/10/2010
AYU SANJEEVANI HEALTH CARE PVT LIMITED
113 A Ram Vihar Old Janipura Jammu 180007 (J&K)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :01/07/2010
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
AMOLAAC

2038694  16/10/2010
AYU SANJEEVANI HEALTH CARE PVT LIMITED
113 A Ram Vihar Old Janipura Jammu 180007 (J&K)
Manufacturing Marketing Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :01/07/2010
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
DORFER
2039360  18/10/2010
ARVIND KUMAR
trading as ;D M Pharma SCO 165 Ist Floor Sector 38 Chandigarh 160036
H No 244 Sector 37 A Chandigarh 160036 (UT)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :05/07/2006
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
LYMOX
2039361  18/10/2010
ARVIND KUMAR
trading as ;D M Pharma SCO 165 Ist Floor Sector 38 Chandigarh 160036
H No 244 Sector 37 A Chandigarh 160036 (UT)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :05/07/2006
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
BIO-CLAV
2042037  21/10/2010
BIOVISTA LIFESCIENCES
JAGDEEP RANA
RAM GOPAL
trading as :BIOVISTA LIFESCIENCES
SCO - 48, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR - 47/D, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS, TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :25/04/2009
DELHI
MEDICINES.
UDCAP

2047948  01/11/2010
PFIZER INC.
235, EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK, 10017, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATINS.
RUDIOXID
2048019  01/11/2010
MANOJ KUMAR VERMA
trading as ;Umbel Life Sciences Unnao (UP)
13 Gandhi Nagar Unnao (UP)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :15/05/2009
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
RABITON

2049628  03/11/2010

KAMAL JIT SINGH CHAUHAN
trading as ;BIOMAX BIOTECHNICS
H. NO. 318, SECTOR - 15, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MARKETING AND TRADING.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :07/07/2002
DELHI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE.
RA-Quin
2051005  09/11/2010
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai-400063
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN & VETERINARY USE
RA-Zin
2051006  09/11/2010
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai-400063
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN & VETERINARY USE
DRON MF

2051954  10/11/2010
V P- AGGARWAL
M.R AGGAWAL
trading as ;D M PHARMA BADDI
VILLAGE BHUD BADDI, DISTT. SOLAN, H.P
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :05/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
LEVODIN

2051962  10/11/2010
V P- AGGARWAL
M.R AGGAWAL
trading as ;D M PHARMA BADDI
VILLAGE BHUD BADDI, DISTT. SOLAN, H.P
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :05/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE.
AUSWELL

2058687   25/11/2010
AUSPICIOUS PHARMACEA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;AUSPICIOUS PHARMACEA PVT. LTD.
125 /9, NEAR GURDWARA KALGIDHAR, MANDI KALANWALI 125 201, DIST. SIRSA, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONALITY
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
LIVOZAP

2059499   26/11/2010
ECO LIFE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
WANI TRADERS 2ND FLOOR,KULO BUILDING,GOW KADEL,SRINAGAR KASHMIR-190001(J&K)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :30/10/2010
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MEGFILL
2059578  26/11/2010
M/S. RADOM BIOSCIENCES PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 2, RAN NAGAR, TEHSIL TOWN, NEAR SKYLARK, PANIPAT - 132103, HARYANA.
TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :25/10/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
RADCORT-S

2059581  26/11/2010
M/S. RADOM BIOSCIENCES PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 2, RAN NAGAR, TEHSIL TOWN, NEAR SKYLARK, PANIPAT - 132103, HARYANA.
TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :25/10/2010
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLasters, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
DIYOMAC

2060299  29/11/2010
DIYOS LAB PVT. LTD
C2/121, JANAK PURI NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHWIN RAJAN (ADV)
217-C, SUPER MIG, SEC-93, NOIDA U.P-301206

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINES.
ENZY FORTE

2061091  30/11/2010

DRISH LIFE SCIENCES LTD.
1898 PHASE-V S.A.S NAGAR MOHALI.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCAHNTS, TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since: 01/10/2010

DELHI
MEDICINES.
MORPIME

2065526   09/12/2010
MORAL PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.O. ROYAL ARCADE, 565, KA - 94 - 2, SNEH NAGAR, ALAMBAGH, LUCKNOW - 226005
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/12/2010
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
Bayurab

2066157  10/12/2010

BAYU HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
1/629, SECTOR - J, JANKIPURAM, LUCKNOW - 226021, U.P

MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX CORPUS
161-A, HAZRAT NIZAMUDDIN WEST, NEW DELHI-13

Used Since: 01/12/2010

DELHI

ALL KINDS OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AS FALLING UNDER CLASS05
V Red
2066162 10/12/2010
BAYU HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
1/629, SECTOR - J, JANKIPURAM, LUCKNOW - 226021, U.P
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX CORPUS
161-A, HAZRAT NIZAMUDDIN WEST, NEW DELHI-13
Used Since :01/12/2010
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AS FALLING UNDER CLASS -05
PREG-STAIN

2066168  10/12/2010

MR. SUNEEL HASHIA
trading as ;SANCTUARY PHARMACEUTICALS.

HOUSE NO-33 LAL KOTHI KASHMIRI COLONY PAPRAVAT ROAD NEAR RAO MANSINGH SCHOOL NAJAFGARH NEW DELHI-110043

MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Used Since : 01/12/2010

DELHI

ALL KINDS OF MEDICINAL (AYURVEDIC, HOMOPATHEIC, UNAANI) AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AS FALLING UNDER CLASS -05

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "PREG".
LACTEAL

2066172  10/12/2010
MR. SUNEEL HASHIA
trading as ;SANCTUARY PHARMACEUTICALS.
HOUSE NO-33 LAL KOTHI KASHMIRI COLONY PAPRAVAT ROAD NEAR RAO MANSINGH SCHOOL NAJAFGARH NEW DELHI-110043
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICAL AYURVEDIC HOMEOPATHIC UNANI AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AS FALLING UNDER CLASS 05
ALNEER

2067798  14/12/2010  
ALINA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD  
GAUTAM BUDDH NAGAR, GREATER NOIDA-201306 ALPHA COMMERCIAL BELT N 21 PLAZA FF-18  
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING  
Used Since :12/12/2010  
DELHI  
GOODS SERVICE PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2067813   14/12/2010
ALINA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
GAUTAM BUDDH NAGAR, GREATER NOIDA-201306 ALPHA COMMERCIAL BELT N 21 PLAZA FF-18
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :10/12/2010
DELHI
GOODS SERVICE PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
FYRON

2067990  14/12/2010
BLESSING MEDICINES PVT. LTD
668/1 WAZIRABAD ROAD BHAJANPUR CHOWK NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER, TRADER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :13/12/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
TRIMIN

2067993  14/12/2010

BLESSING MEDICINES PVT. LTD
668/1 WAZIRABAD ROAD BHAJANPUR CHOWK NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER, TRADER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since: 13/12/2010
DELI
MEDICINAL& PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
Nucef-200

2068991  16/12/2010
M/S D.S.K. NATURAL LAB PVT. LTD
trading as ;M/S D.S.K. NATURAL LAB PVT. LTD
246, PRAHUPUR, VIKAS NAGAR (HAMARA PCO), MUGAL SARAI, CHANDAULI, U.P
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :12/02/2008

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL SUBSTANCES
THE MARK TO BE READ AS WHOLE..
SCABGUARD
2075198  27/12/2010
GUARDIAN LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
GUARDIAN HOUSE, PLOT NO.55, SECTOR-37, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE-VI, GURGAON-122001, HARYANA.
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAKS & PARTNERS
A-485-B, ANSALS PALAM VIHAR GURGAON-122017 HARYANA
Used Since: 01/07/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMING; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
SEPTIGUARD
2075199  27/12/2010
GUARDIAN LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
GUARDIAN HOUSE, PLOT NO.55, SECTOR-37, UDYOEG VIHAR, PHASE-VI, GURGAON-122001, HARYANA.
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAKS & PARTNERS
A-485-B, ANSALS PALAM VIHAR GURGAON-122017 HARYANA
Used Since :01/07/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ZYOPIN

2075947   28/12/2010
UNISTAR BIOTECH LTD.
PLOTN O 6, 304 ANUPAM PLAZA LSC GAZIPUR DELHI 92
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/12/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL
DANIMIN
2079539 03/01/2011
PARVESH LATA
trading as ; DANIEL CURE PHARMA
GOBINDARH ROAD GURU KIRPA COLONY ABOHAR PB.
MARKETING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR. S.K. MARWAH
292 Model Town Ambala City 134003 (Haryana)
Used Since: 06/08/2008
DELHI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
2081442  06/01/2011
VEGEESH KUMAR YADAV
GYANENDRA MANI TRIPATHI
UPENDRA SINGH BHANDARI
trading as ;GENEROSITY PHARMACEUTICALS
SHANKUTALAM BANQUET HALL CAMPUS MULCHAND GARDEN, NEAR SUSHEELA TIWARI HOSPITAL RAMPUR ROAD HALDWANI UTTARANCHAL 263139
MANUFACTURER TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
STARBOLIN
2081567  06/01/2011
ALOK YADAV
trading as ;AKHIL PHARMA
91A/6 NORTH MALKA, ALLAHABAD U.P
TRADER
AN INADIN
Used Since :01/12/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
DENOLOL

2083257  11/01/2011

JASLEEN KAUR

trading as ;MDC EXPORT'S

NO. 319, SECTOR - 21 A, CHANDIGARH

MANUFACTURER ,MERCHANTS AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VENUKA KUMARIA.

#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.

Used Since :30/11/2007

DELHI

MEDICINES
OSCAR REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
OSCAR HOUSE, BADI MAJRA, YAMUNA NAGAR, 135 001. HARYANA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/08/2009
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, Medicinal and Veterinary preparation as per class -05
2083314  11/01/2011
OSCAR REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
OSCAR HOUSE, BADI MAJRA, YAMUNA NAGAR, 135 001. HARYANA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/08/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL & VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 05.
LV-FLEX

2083321   11/01/2011

APS BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
21 - RAIPUR SISONA ROAD, BHAGWANPUR, ROORKEE - 247661, UTTRAKHAND
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/08/2009
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
RUMOVET
2085887    17/01/2011
SADAN KUMAR
VIRENDRA SINGH
trading as ; VETFINE HEALTH CARE
1-1770, JAHANGIRPURI, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since :01/05/2009
DELHI
VETERINARY MEDICINES (POWDER,LIQUID&TABLETS)
MUST BOLUS

2085888 17/01/2011

SADAN KUMAR
VIKENDRA SINGH
trading as; VETFINE HEALTH CARE
I-1770, JAHANGIRPURI, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since: 01/05/2009
DELHI
VETERINARY MEDICINES(POWDER, LIQUID & TABLETS)
G-1
2087141  20/01/2011
MR. PREM CHAND SHKULA
trading as ; PHARMA PLANET INDIA
123, BASANTI BAGH COLONY, SAI ROAD BADDI H.P
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since : 01/01/2008
DELHI
MEDICINES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE."G-1".

SERRAGUARD-D

2089232  25/01/2011
GUARDIAN LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
GUARDIAN HOUSE, PLOT NO.55, SECTOR-37, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE-VI, GURGAON-122001, HARYANA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAKS & PARTNERS
A-485-B, ANSALS PALAM VIHAR GURGAON-122017 HARYANA
Used Since :01/07/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
2089373    25/01/2011
M/S. ASTRAAZIN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;M/S. ASTRAAZIN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
KHASRA NO. 62, 1ST FLOOR, PANDIT BEHARI LAL MARKET, SAMALKA, NEW DELHI-110037
MARKETING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :14/01/2011
DELHI
MEDICINE FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
SEFTOZ

2089391  25/01/2011
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
M/MIG 260-261 LDA COLONY RAM NAGAR AISHBAGH LUCKNOW 226004 U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/12/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
TELZEST

2089392  25/01/2011
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
M/MIG 260-261 LDA COLONY RAM NAGAR AISHBAGH LUCKNOW 226004 U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/12/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
2089394  25/01/2011
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
M/MIG 260-261 LDA COLONY RAM NAGAR AISHBAGH LUCKNOW 226004 U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/12/2009
DEHLI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES
OF U.P.
ALSURE

2089412  25/01/2011
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
M/MIG 260-261 LDA COLONY RAM NAGAR AISHBAGH LUCKNOW 226004 U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/12/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
2089423  25/01/2011
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
M/MIG 260-261 LDA COLONY RAM NAGAR AISHBAGH LUCKNOW 226004 U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/12/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
CARIFOS

2089426  25/01/2011
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
M/MIG 260-261 LDA COLONY RAM NAGAR AISHBAGH LUCKNOW 226004 U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAHARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since : 12/12/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
2089542   25/01/2011
AMRIK SINGH
trading as ;NEWRY DRUG PHARMA
1, BANNA ROAD, NEAR PUNJAB & SIND BANK, FACTORY AREA, PATIALA, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J. J. REGISTRATION SERVICES.
NO. 623, SECTOR 18-B, CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :21/04/2005
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS GOODS.
DESTEYN
2092219  31/01/2011
CONSERN PHARMA PVT. LTD.
308 - C, R.B.S. NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141004, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CALGRACE

2092628  01/02/2011

GRACEMED FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
PR-80 NEHRU ENCLAVE GOMTI NAGAR LUCKNOW U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
317, VARDHMAN PLAZA-I, J BLOCK RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTER, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
CALTROL PLUS

2093210  02/02/2011
OXYGEN REMEDIES PVT.LTD.
1/576 AMBEDKAR PURAM AWAS VIKAS KALYANPUR KANPUR-208019
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/09/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PREPARATION
KIRIN
2094318  03/02/2011
PARIJAT INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
M - 77, FIRST & SECOND FLOOR, M - BLOCK MARKET, GREATER KAILASH, PART - II, NEW DELHI - 110048
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA & CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES
ORIENTAL

2094320  03/02/2011
PARIJAT INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
M - 77, FIRST & SECOND FLOOR, M - BLOCK MARKET, GREATER KAILASH, PART - II, NEW DELHI - 110048
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA & CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES AND INSECTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
NERVISTAR
2094549 03/02/2011
YOGENDRA KUMAR
trading as ;UNISTAR BIOTECH LTD
PLOT NO 6, 304 ANUPAM PLAZA LSC GAZIPUR DELHI 92
PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :24/01/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL
DANISH

2095187 04/02/2011

DHANUKA AGRITECH LTD.
82, ABHINASH MANSION, JOSHI ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110005
MANUFACTURERS/TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
REDROXI
2097008  09/02/2011
SH.ARVIND SINGH
SH.RANBIR SINGH
trading as ;MEDI RAIN MEDI CARE
SHOP NO-10 PALIKA BAZAR OLD POLICE STATION LADWA HARYANA
MANUFACTURS MERCHANT & SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.R. SHARMA.
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHARI-135 003, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.
Used Since :27/01/2011
DELHI
IN RESPECT OF MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2098431  10/02/2011
BADRI BIOLOGICALS PVT LTD
H-3, UPSIDC Industrial Area, Persakhra, BAREILLY (U.P.)
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :21/05/2004
DELHI
Veterinary preparations, Dietary and Nutritional supplements for medicinal use.
SITO-UP
2098874  11/02/2011
SUN INDIA PHARMACY PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 44, SECTOR - 3, I.I.E. PANT NAGAR, RUDRAPUR, U.S. NAGAR, UTTRAKHAND
MANUFACTURER & MERCAHNT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.
Used Since :01/02/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ATTIVO

2108107  01/03/2011
BHAWNA BEDI PAUL
RANJANA ARORA
SHALIKA GUPTA
trading as : PROLIVA SCIENCES
C4E/8/88, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since: 01/07/2010
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KIND OF MEDICINE FOR HUMAN USE.
CARDALAT OROS

2111943  09/03/2011

PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, S.A.
CALLE DESIDERIO VALVERDE - 103, ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, 809 - 620 - 8000
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI
501, VISHWA NANAK, ANDHERI CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since: 08/01/2010

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5

THE MARK TO BE READ AS WHOLE.
CEFIME
2111944  09/03/2011
PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, S.A.
CALLE DESIDERIO VALVERDE - 103, ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, 809 - 620 - 8000
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since : 09/08/2007
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CIPLOXIN

2111949  09/03/2011

PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, S.A.
CALLE DESIDERIO VALVERDE - 103, ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, 809 - 620 - 8000

MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI
501, VISHWA NANAK, ANDHERI CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Used Since: 25/10/2005
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CIPLOXIN D

2111950  09/03/2011
PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, S.A.
CALLE DESIDERIO VALVERDE - 103, ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, 809 - 620 - 8000
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI
501, VISHWA NANAK, ANDHERI CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since: 25/10/2005
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CIPLOXIN OD
2111951 09/03/2011
PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, S.A.
CALLE DESIDERIO VALVERDE - 103, ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, 809 - 620 - 8000
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI
501, VISHWA NANAK, ANDHERI CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since : 07/07/2006
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
DAC
2111955  09/03/2011

PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, S.A.
CALLE DESIDERIO VALVERDE - 103, ZONA UNIVERSITARIA, SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, 809 - 620 - 8000
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Used Since: 19/05/2006

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
TEMP-98

2112556  09/03/2011

BLAZON BIOTEK PVT LTD
85 BANK COLONY STREET NO 2 MODI NAGAR CHAZIABAD UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AVANTAZ
2115422  15/03/2011

MYLAN LABORATORIES LIMITED
trading as :MYLAN LABORATORIES LIMITED
1-1-151/1, IV FLOOR, SAIRAM TOWERS, ALEXANDER ROAD SECUNDERABAD
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
FLEXIKIT
2115563  15/03/2011
MR.GYANESH JESWAL
MR.NARESH GOEL
trading as ;NASCENT BIOMED PVT LTD
238 HALL NO -1 G.T ROAD BUDHPUR DELHI 36
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD,UNDER COMPANY ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/07/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUED IN CLASS 5.
CHAKACHAK

2116956  17/03/2011
CROP ORGANIC PVT LTD
R.OFF. SCF-12 NEW GRAIN MARKET SULAR GHARAT DIST. SANGRUR PUNJAB
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :01/11/2010
DELHI
Manufacturing & Trading of Pesticides, Insecticides, Weedicides, Fungicide and Herbicides
2117633  18/03/2011
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
M/MIG 260 - 261, LDA COLONY, RAM NAGAR, AISHBAGH, LUCKNOW - 226004, U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/12/2009
DELHI
- Pharmaceutical, Medicinal and Veterinary preparation as per class -05
LYVIA

2119586  22/03/2011
BHAWNA BEDI PAUL
RANJANA ARORA
SHALIKA GUPTA
trading as : PROLIVA SCIENCES
C4E/8/88, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89

Used Since : 01/02/2011
DELHI

MANUFACTURING OF ALL KIND OF MEDICINE FOR HUMAN USE.
NEUTRAHERBS
2119678  22/03/2011
SH. ANIL BHASKAR
BHASKAR FARMS, WADALA CHOWK, JALANDHAR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEHGAL & ASSOCIATES
KHUKHRANA COMPLEX, KRISHNA NAGAR, NR. ADARSH NAGAR, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB
Used Since: 01/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
BONSICAL

2120048  23/03/2011

ASTRONOVA ORGANICS PVT. LTD
SHUBHAM VALLEY PLOT NO 8 UNIT NO 101 VIKASH SURYA ARCADE SEC-11 DWARKA DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAGAR KUMAR PRADHAN, ADVOCATE
# 36, I.P. EXTENSION, 98, AJANTA APARTMENTS, N. DELHI-92.
Used Since : 21/03/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT
THIOFREE

2120050  23/03/2011
ASTRONOVA ORGANICS PVT. LTD
SHUBHAM VALLEY PLOT NO 8 UNIT NO 101 VIKASH SURYA ARCADE SEC-11 DWARKA DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAGAR KUMAR PRADHAN, ADVOCATE
# 36, I.P. EXTENSION, 98, AJANTA APARTMENTS, N. DELHI-92.
Used Since :21/03/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD THIO.
SUPRAKOF
2120829  24/03/2011
HARISH CHALWAL
trading as ;ECOSURE PHARMA PVT LTD
A-1B /56B 1st FLOOR PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER,SALES& MARKETING
Used Since :14/03/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ECOCLAV
2120830  24/03/2011
HARISH CHALWAL
trading as ;ECOSURE PHARMA PVT LTD
A-1B /56B 1st FLOOR PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER,SALES& MARKETING
Used Since :14/03/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
HERBO-MALT

2122450  29/03/2011
MANISH SABHARWAL
ADM OFF. 60 SECTOR-6 PANCHKULA HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/02/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS (AYURVdic MEDICINES,HERBS,NEUTRACEUTICALS).
EnBA-Rab
2122600  29/03/2011
PANACEA BIOTEC LIMITED
B-1 EXTN. A/27, MOHAN CO-OP, INDL. ESTATE, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 044.
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANDISER
Used Since : 01/03/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ACIVELL
2124012  31/03/2011
ASHISH KUMAR SHAH
trading as ;SIA LIFE SCIENCES
D-221 DEFENCE COLONY JAJMUI KANPUR 208010
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE KOTTAY.
111/2, HARSH NAGAR, KANPUR - 208 012
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
FERRIVEL

2124014  31/03/2011

ASHISH KUMAR SHAH
trading as ;SIA LIFE SCIENCES
D-221 DEFENCE COLONY JAIPURA KANPUR 208010
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE KOTTAY.
111/2, HARSH NAGAR, KANPUR - 208 012

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
HI-D
2124154  31/03/2011
AKUMS DRUGS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
304 MOHAN PLACE LSC C- BLOCK SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI 110034
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :18/12/2010
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations and Substances
LAB

2124156  31/03/2011
AKUMS DRUGS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
304 MOHAN PLACE LSC C- BLOCK SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI 110034
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since : 15/09/2010
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations and Substances
LOACE

2127851  08/04/2011

COSMAS PHARMACLS LTD
B-I-1446 10/B Y-BLOCK CROSSING HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

 Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
EPICLIN
2128356  11/04/2011
PRATIBHA
trading as ;LA MED INDIA
G-1 VARDHMAN PALACE B-2 COMMUNITY CENTRE NIMRI COLONY ASHOK VIHAR PHASE-4 DELHI 52
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :10/04/2010
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations included in class-5
COMDRAB-DSR
2128415  11/04/2011
AJAY CHOKER
18-B RAMPURAM MUJAFARNAGAR U.P 251001
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :07/04/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
COMFLUOFF

2128418   11/04/2011
AJAY CHOKER
18-B RAMPURAM MUJAFARNAGAR U.P 251001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :07/04/2011
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
DIMAX

2129334  13/04/2011
SOLVMAX LIFE SCIENCE PVT LTD
HOLDING NO 385/6, GROUND FLOOR, BIRSA ADIWASI COLONY, P.O GULZARBAGH, PATNA 800007
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 23/01/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-5
THIOZEN

2129340  13/04/2011
SOLVMAX LIFE SCIENCE PVT LTD
HOLDING NO 385/6,GROUND FLOOR,BIRSA ADIWASI COLONY, P.O GULZARBAGH , PATNA 800007
MERCHANTSAND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :23/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-5
UROLISER
2129353 13/04/2011
NISAR AHMAD ALLIE
trading as; BIO-TECH DRUGS & CHEMICALS
ALI MOHAMMAD ALLIE SRINAGAR
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 23/01/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-5
Y-Rex

2129459  13/04/2011
SIMPEX PHARMA PVT. LTD.
1104 - 1107, ANSAL TOWER, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110019
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since: 04/04/2011
DELHI
ALL KIND OF MEDICINAL (ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC, HOMEOPATHIC, UNANI) AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AS FALLING UNDER CLASS 05.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "REX".
BURNFIX

2130258  15/04/2011
ANIMESH SAXENA
AVINASH SAXENA
PRITISH SAXENA
trading as ;BLESSINGS HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
C/O RAMA HOUSE THE MALL SOLAN 173212 H.P
MANUFACTURER AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AAM CHASKA

2130345  15/04/2011
ALKA FOODS PVT. LTD.
26, S.S.I. LAGHU UDYOQ NAGAR, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, DELHI - 110033
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since :01/12/1995
DELHI
Confectionery (Medicated), Ayurvedic, Digestive & Medical Preparations.
CHAMPAK
2131277  18/04/2011
CHAMPAK FOOD PRODUCTS
RZF, 99/147, STREET NO 418, SADHNAGAR-II, PALAM COLONY NEW DELHI-110045
MANUFATURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CONFECTIONERY (MEDICATED), AYURVEDIC DIGESTIVE PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2132038  19/04/2011
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
M/MIG 260 - 261, LDA COLONY, RAM NAGAR, AISHBAGH, LUCKNOW - 226004, U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/12/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
RABEY

2132055  19/04/2011
DILIP KUMAR
trading as ;HARVEY LIFE SCIENCES
15/33 , SORON KATRA SHAHAGANJ AGRA U.P 282010
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/12/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
E-TONE
2132113  19/04/2011
RAJIV MUKUL
trading as ;ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI, G.T. ROAD,KARNAL - 132001, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSIRIGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROVI^S VERMIN- FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
SHRIRAM ButaPOWER 50

2132654  20/04/2011

DCM SHRIRAM LTD.
trading as ;DCM SHRIRAM LTD.

2ND FLOOR KIRTI MAHAL TOWER 19 RAJENDRA PLACE NEW DELHI-08
MANUFACTUR &MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX & JURIS.
B-93, GULMOHAR PARK, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NEW DELHI-49.

Used Since :02/04/2011

DELHI

PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND HERBICIDES ETC.
MECORICH
2132818  20/04/2011
NAVA HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
806 8TH FLOOR SUNEJA TOWER -II DISTT CENTRE JANAK PURI NEW DELHI 110058
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KULDIP & ASSOCIATES.
945/3 ( F.F ), NAIWALA, FAIZ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110 005.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
LAFOZ

2133334  21/04/2011
MR.SHUDAKAR TIWARI
trading as : PHOENIX PHARMACEUTICALS
205, SG & S PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNITY LEGAL
S 369, GREATER KAILASH PART II NEW DELHI 110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS,
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN,
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AND ALL OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
RT-NET
2133360  21/04/2011
ZYPHAR'S PHARMACEUTICS PVT. LTD.
C - 80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110094
MARKETING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2133637  21/04/2011
RECENT HEALTH CARE LTD
trading as ;RAM BABU SINGH
A-226 OKHLA INDL AREA PHASE-I GROUND FLOOR NEW DELHI 110020
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :10/02/2009
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2133643  21/04/2011
RAKESH KUMAR
409/09 SHAKTI ENCLAVE GMS ROAD DEHRADUN UTTRAKHAND
MANUFACTURING TRADING & MARKETING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since: 01/02/2010
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF ALOVERA JUICE, AMLA JUICE (MEDICATED AYURVEDIC)
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
CEDARCAL

2133866  22/04/2011
SANBIO CEDARLANE LABS
Arpana Verma W/o Vijay Kumar Verma,
Mukta Saini W/o Satwinder Singh Saini
Opp. Gugamari, Babyal; Ambala (Haryana)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since : 20/01/2011
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals; Medicine for Human Use.
BESTOCIN
2134121  25/04/2011
QUALITY BESTOCHEM FORMULATIONS (P) LTD
2 MOHKAMPUR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX PH-I DELHI ROAD MEERUT UP
MERCHANT, DISTRIBUTOR & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOG BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LEIO OZ
2134128  25/04/2011
QUALITY BESTOCHM FORMULATIONS (P) LTD
2 MOHKAMPUR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX PH-I DELHI ROAD MEERUT UP
MERCHANT, DISTRIBUTOR & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED
FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOG BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING
TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LC BEST
2134131  25/04/2011
QUALITY BESTOCHM FORMULATIONS (P) LTD
2 MOHKAMPUR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX PH-I DELHI ROAD MEERUT UP
MERCHANT, DISTRIBUTOR & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058
Used Since : 01/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOG BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
PILE HEAL
2134134   25/04/2011
QUALITY BESTOChem FORMULATIONS (P) LTD
2 MOHKAMPUR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX PH-I DELHI ROAD MEERUT UP
MERCHANT, DISTRIBUTOR & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED
FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOI- BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING
TEETH,- DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.words separately.
PROTIMALT
2134136  25/04/2011
QUALITY BESTOCHM FORMULATIONS (P) LTD
2 MOHKAMPUR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX PH-I DELHI ROAD MEERUT UP
MERCHANT, DISTRIBUTOR & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since: 01/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED
FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH,
DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
RUBICON
2134570  25/04/2011
MR. VIJAY MEHTA
trading as ; NATIONAL PHARMA AGENCIES
4300 E, NO. 3, ANSARI ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110002
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since : 01/01/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES,
CRITICEF-T
2135377  26/04/2011
RAJNI YADAV
trading as ;ARIKOS PHARMACEUTICAL PVT.LTD.
369, 370, VARDHMAN FORTUNE MALL, COMMUNITY CENTRE, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, NEAR GUJRA WALA TOWN, DELHI - 110009
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
NE-BOL
2136166   27/04/2011
MUKESH GUPTA
trading as :INTERPHARMA
902, VIKRAM TOWER, 16, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI-8
TRADERS & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :24/03/2003
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
LIFEWINFORTE

2136750  28/04/2011
DURGESH KUMAR JAISAL
SUNIL KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
SANTOSH KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
trading as :LIFE - WIN BIOTECH
OMKAR NAGAR, MANIRAM, GORAKHPUR, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since :27/04/2011
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
WINXONE

2136752  28/04/2011
DURGESH KUMAR JAISAL
SUNIL KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
SANTOSH KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
trading as ;LIFE - WIN BIOTECH
OMKAR NAGAR, MANIRAM, GORAKHPUR, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since :27/04/2011
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
DROTANES

2136965  28/04/2011
NESTOR PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B-24/3 OKHLA IND AREA PH-II NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARKS CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI- 110 001.
Used Since :02/02/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
VICOOL DSR
2137544  29/04/2011
VIVE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
2079 KUCHA DAI KHANA KATRA SHER SINGH AMRITSAR
MERCHAND & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD, UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.-10, SEWA NAGAR, GZB. 201001.
Used Since :01/01/2009
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY INCLASS-05
THE MARK TO BE READ AS WHOLE.
Acidmet

Relieves Hyperacidity........Normalises Reflux

2138019  02/05/2011
NAMRITA CHOPRA
trading as; METABOLIC LIFE SCIENCES
MIG-77 SECTOR-16 SIKANDRA AGRA UP
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NATIONAL TRADE MARK CO.
25- RAM MANDIR MARKET (OPP. ROXY TALKIES), HING KI MANDI, AGRA - 282 003. (U.P.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINE & ITS SUBSTANCES.
XEROWORM

2138199  02/05/2011
TRIPINDER SINGH SAHI
trading as ;ALPHA DRUGS PHARMACEUTICALS
6/5, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075
Used Since :27/04/2007
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 5.
CEASER
2138512  02/05/2011
PARIJAT INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
M - 77, FIRST & SECOND FLOOR, M - BLOCK MARKET, GREATER KAILASH, PART - II, NEW DELHI - 110048
MANUFACTURERS, TRADER AND EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA & CO.
8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
VENTORA

2138606  02/05/2011

FREEDOM PHARMACEUTICALS
SH MREDUL KAMRA
trading as ; SMT VEENA KUMARI
HUMBRAN ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
TRADING & MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since : 01/04/2007

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL MEDICINES.
MAZIK DROP

2138838  03/05/2011
COROMANDEL AGRICO PVT. LTD
2ND FLOOR 7 COMMUNITY CENTER EAST OF KAILASH NEW DELHI 65
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AARYAVARTT
878, 1ST FLOOR PUNJABI MOHALLA CLOCK TOWER DELHI-110007
Used Since :01/01/2011
DELHI
HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2139032 03/05/2011
MR. RAJINDER KUMAR SHARMA
trading as; AALOFIC PHARMACEUTICALS
207, SHOP NO. 5, G.F., ARJUN LAJWANTI BHAWAN, PITAM PURA VILLAGE, DELHI - 110034
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 15/12/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05.
INMITUfähf

2139036  03/05/2011
INMITO MEDITECH PVT LTD
216-A HUMAYUNPUR SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE NEW DELHI 110029
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :05/12/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05
SWINE
2139743  04/05/2011
BHARAT INSECTICIDES LIMITED
1506, VIKRAM TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110008
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
INSECTICIDES,PESTICIDES, LARVICIDES, FUNGICIDES, HERBIDICES, MOLLUSCICIDES, NEMATOCIDES, RODENTICIDES
AND PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
ECOLIFE

2140869  06/05/2011
J.U. PESTICIDES & CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
906, VISHWADEEP TOWER, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :05/01/2011
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES AND FUNGICIDES
AMOLIV
2141374 09/05/2011
MR. AMAR GUPTA
trading as; AMAR PHARMACEUTICALS
555 SOUTH CIVIL LINES MEERUT ROAD MUZAFFARNAGAR
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since: 01/04/2001
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING HERBAL MEDICINE
IECAL-C
2141376   09/05/2011
MR. AMAR GUPTA
trading as AMAR PHARMACEUTICALS
555 SOUTH CIVIL LINES MEERUT ROAD MUZAFFARNAGAR
MERCHANTABILITY & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/01/2003
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING HERBAL MEDICINE.
ORTHOMID
2141391  09/05/2011
ADITYA AGARWAL
trading as ;ADITYA MEDIHERBS
C - 10, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MUZAFFAR NAGAR - 251001, U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/01/2008
DELHI
HERBAL MEDICINS, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-5.
SHRI KRISHNA PHARMACY (P) LIMITED
2142246   10/05/2011
SHRI KRISHNA PHARMACY PVT. LTD.
56, HIDE MARKET AMRITSAR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Used Since :25/10/1946
DELHI
MANUFACTURE OF AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
HIFI- PLUS
2146474  19/05/2011
JACKSON LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
MAJITHA ROAD, BYE PASS AMRITSAR, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
\textit{THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.}
SHARBAT HAZIM
2148041  23/05/2011
ARBAB UDDIN
SHABAB UDDIN
IFTEKHAR UDDIN
FARZANA PARVEEN
trading as ;SADAR DAWAKHANA
855, KATRA HIDDU, FARASH KHANA, DELHI - 110006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1949
DELHI
UNANI MEDICATED SYRUP
ALKAPLUS
2148414  23/05/2011
SHALLU BHASIN
trading as ;DEESAAN PHARMA HEALTHCARE
39 - A-1, SHASTRI COLONY, AMBALA CANTT - 133001, HARYANA
TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :23/04/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Priority claimed from 24/11/2010; Application No.: 85185034; United States of America

ONYX PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.
2100 POWELL STREET, EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA 94608, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS
CD#2

2151068    27/05/2011
CD PHARMA INDIA PVT. LTD
C-1/53, SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA NEW DELHI 16
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY IN CORPORATE UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. P. AHUJA & CO.
53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, CALCUTTA - 700 019.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS COMPRISING A STRAIN OF LACTOBACILLUS
JENTADUETO
Priority claimed from 24/02/2011; Application No. : 302011011517.6/05 ;Germany

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM INTERNATIONAL GMBH
55218 INGELHEIM GERMANY.
MANUFACTURE , MERCHANTS & SERVICES PROVIDERS
a company organized and existing under the laws of Germany
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Supertulle

2175225  14/07/2011
NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITIN TALWAR
413-P SECTOR 6 PANCHKULA HARYANA -134109
Used Since :18/05/2011
DELHI
PARAFFIN GAUZE
2178760  21/07/2011
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
MORE PRASH

2190008  12/08/2011
MORAL HEALTH & PERSONAL CARE LTD
H O ROYAL ARCADE 565 KA-94-2 SNEH NAGAR ALAMBAGH LUCKNOW PIN 226005
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :01/12/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS
2197397    30/08/2011
KRISHNA KUMAR AGRAWAL
trading as :RISHIT PHARMACEUTICALS
NAYA DAVA BAZAR, SHOP NO.27, TANDON BAGICHA, DAMOH (MP)
MANUFACTURER TRADER AND PACKER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agoents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE ( M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :01/04/2006
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
TRIMURTI PLANT SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIVA PRASAD A.
H.NO.9-119, FLAT NO.5, 2ND FLOOR, STREET, NO.1 HMT NAGAR, NACHARAM, HYDERABAD-500 076.A.P.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ALGICIDES, BACTERIAL POISONS, BACTERIAL, BACTERIOLOGICAL MICROORGANISMS, PREPARATIONS, CULTURES OF MICROORGANISM FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY USE BACTERIOLOGICAL CULTURES (BOUILLONS FOR -), BACTERIOLOGICAL CULTURES (MEDIA FOR ) BIOCIDES ,DRY ROT FUNGUS (PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING ), FUNGICIDES,GERMICIDES,HERBICIDES INSECTICIDES, NUTRITIVE SUBSTANCES FOR MICROORGANISMS PARASITICIDES, PESTICIDS VERMIN DESTROYING PREPARATIONS, WEEDKILLERS AS PER NICE CLASSIFICATION 9 EDITION.
MEDLEY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
MEDLEY HOUSE, D-2 MIDC AREA, 16TH ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 31/12/1999
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2220768 17/10/2011
MR. IFTEKHAR AHMED
VIII & P.O. Chitbara Goan, District Ballia, Uttar Pradesh
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
AYURVEDIC HAIR OIL.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD BANBOOTI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2220769  17/10/2011
MR. IFTEKHAR AHMED
VIII & P.O. Chitbara Goan, District Ballia, Uttar Pradesh
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2220768
KOLKATA
AYURVEDIC HAIR OIL.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD BANBOOTI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
KYPLEX

2247555  10/12/2011
DR. SHRAWAN KUMAR KHARINTA
trading as : KYMEX PHARMACEUTICALS
JANKINATH MARKET, SALASAR BUS STAND, SIKAR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since : 01/02/2007
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2268235  18/01/2012
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD.
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Used Since :14/12/2007
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2292903    01/03/2012

VALO PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED.
G/5-6, KHIRA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, B.M. BHARGAV ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI - 400054.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :10/04/2002

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE device of PLUS & other descriptive matters.
2302259  20/03/2012
BARLEY LENTIL VITAMINS PVT LTD
trading as ;BARLEY LENTIL VITAMINS PVT LTD
Manufacturer and Merchant of Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Aptment, B/h Dr. Swadiya"s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations for the purpose of Respi
2303366  21/03/2012
SAURABH JAIN
trading as ;AUSTIRA PHARMACEUTICAL
C/O TAX LAW CHAMBER, PLOT NO. 93-94, SECOND FLOOR, R.K. TOWER, M.P. NAGAR, ZONE-2, BHOPAL (M.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
ALL PARTNERS ARE INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2303368   21/03/2012
SAURABH JAIN
trading as ;AUSTIRA PHARMACEUTICAL
C/O TAX LAW CHAMBER, PLOT NO. 93-94, SECOND FLOOR, R.K. TOWER, M.P. NAGAR, ZONE-2, BHOPAL (M.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
ALL PARTNERS ARE INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2307547   29/03/2012
STALLION LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
17, 8TH FLOOR, DEVPATH, BEHIND LAL BUNGLOW, OFF. C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006. - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY.
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
2307552  29/03/2012
STALLION LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
17, 8TH FLOOR, DEVPATH, BEHIND LAL BUNGLOW, OFF. C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006. - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
BAPPA MORYA MEDITECH PVT LTD
OFF. NO. 4, GANGA JYOTI CHS, OFF LINK ROAD, BANGUR NAGAR, GOREGOAN WEST, MUMBAI-4
MANUFACTURING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY GOODS WHICH INCLUDES IN CLASS 5.
2307949  29/03/2012
N.K. PADMANABHAN VAIDYAR
trading as ;NEW UDAYA PHARMACY AND AYURVEDIC LABORATORIES.
RAVEENDRAN ROAD, KADAVANTHRA, KOCHI-682020, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARCMEDIUS
G-340, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, KOCHI 682 036, KERALA
Used Since :01/03/1986
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE.
CLOENSIA
2316713 17/04/2012
R. SUJIT
#32, 'ASHIRWADA', 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, DEVRAJ URS LAYOUT,'A' BLOCK DAVANGERE-577002.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
NUTRIZYME

2318359  19/04/2012
MEDIKIND LIFE SCIENCES (HYDERABAD) PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;MEDIKIND LIFE SCIENCES (HYDERABAD) PVT. LTD.,
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/04/2012

CHENNAI
NUTRITIONAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MEMORYFAB
2321402  25/04/2012

ARVIND JAIN
trading as ;MEDIZEN LABS

#157, 1ST MAIN ROAD, A.R.COMPOUND, MYSORE ROAD, CHAMRAJPET, BANGALORE-560 018.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT PREPARATIONS.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
HAIRFAB
2321403  25/04/2012
ARVIND JAIN
trading as ;MEDIZEN LABS
#157, 1ST MAIN ROAD, A.R.COMPOUND, MYSORE ROAD, CHAMRAJPET, BANGALORE-560 018.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT PREPARATIONS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
FABSLIM
2321404  25/04/2012
ARVIND JAIN
trading as ;MEDIZEN LABS
#157, 1ST MAIN ROAD, A.R.COMPOUND, MYSORE ROAD, CHAMRAJPET, BANGALORE-560 018.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT PREPARATIONS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
PRADARASHAMAKA VATI

2321831    25/04/2012
SRI SRI AYURVEDA TRUST
trading as ;SRI SRI AYURVEDA TRUST
21ST KM KANAKAPURA ROAD, P.O. UDAYAPURA, BANGALORE (SOUTH) - 560082, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Manufacturers, Merchants & Exporters
A TRUST ORGANIZING AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARAT DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres, 23 B Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata 700019
Used Since :12/05/2009
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical preparations, ayurvedic, herbal and unani medicines
Zeropurin

2325709  03/05/2012
SUGUNA FOODS LIMITED
trading as ;SUGUNA FOODS LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE-641018, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSR & CO
INDUS CHAMBERS GROUND FLOOR NO.101 GOVT ARTS COLLEGE ROAD COIMBATORE TAMILNADU-641018
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HERBAL VERTINARY FEED SUPPLEMENT AND MEDICINES.
PSYCO LIFE SCIENCES

2328047  08/05/2012
SHATAYUSHI HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
KELKARS HOUSE, ARVIND GHOSH MARG, RAMDAS PETH, AKOLA-444001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2328046
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
TRANUS

2329332  10/05/2012

NEXUS CRITICAL CARE PVT., LTD.
trading as ; NEXUS CRITICAL CARE PVT., LTD.

PLOT NO.181, VIVERS COLONY, 11TH CROSS, GOTTEGERE, BANNERGHATTA ROAD, BENGALURU-560083.

MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADERS AND EXPORTER

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
XLEVO
2330374  11/05/2012
CRESCENT FORMULATIONS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;CRESCENT FORMULATIONS PVT,LTD.
CRESCENT TOWERS, #4-7-11/4/C, RAGAVENDRA NAGAR, NACHARAM, HYDERABAD-500076.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
2330903    14/05/2012

SUDHIR VORA
SANJAY ZATAKIA
MRS.SHWETA VORA
trading as ;ZEST PHARMA
275, SECTOR-F, SANWER ROAD, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :20/11/2007
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
2332575  16/05/2012
CREWLOCS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 11 AND 12, 1ST FLOOR, SAI CORNER, OPP. JAGTAP DAIRY, RAHATANI, PUNE-411017.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUREKHA BABU NAKMAN
SUREKHA B. NAKMAN, LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD., OFFICE NO.8, LUCK MANSION, 1ST FLOOR,
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACEUZ (E), MUMBAI - 400 055.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
2334098  18/05/2012
SACHIN PRABHAKARRAO UDHALN
UDHAN COMPLEX, FLAT NO 101, NEAR DUTT MANDIR, OLD JALNA 431203 (M.S)
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

2335786 22/05/2012
U. M. DESHPANDE
trading as MILAN LABORATORIES (INDIA). PVT. LTD.
A-5, MEGH MALHAR, GAVAND PATH, NAUPADA, THANE-400 602
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND DEALER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-1956
Used Since :01/01/2007
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATION
CALREX PLUS
2339366  29/05/2012
MEDREX PHARMA
A-21,2ND PHASE,ALLWYN COLONY,KUKATPALLY,HYDERABAD-72
Manufacturer and Distributors
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. VIJAYA KUMAR
C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37
Used Since :01/05/2012
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
DKT INDIA
HEM-DIL, 2ND FLOOR, 67-A LINKING ROAD, SANTACRUZ WEST, MUMBAI 400054, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MARKETER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, EXPORTERS, IMPORTERS
A SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT XXI OF 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SETH DUA & ASSOCIATES
601 6TH FLOOR, DLF SOUTH COURT, SAKET NEW DELHI 110017
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2292646
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE PILLS
NASOCARE

2341460  01/06/2012

K.V. RAJENDRAN
DEVIKRUPA, 78/2, 4TH CROSS, BHAVANI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 029, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.MEENAKSHI SUNDARAM
’GOKUL RESIDENCE” # 3/20, GROUND FLOOR, ELLAIAMMAN KOIL STREET, FLAT NO,1-A, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600 033.
Used Since :14/01/2005

CHENNAI
NASAL DROPS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1327074.
BIOSTADT INDIA LIMITED
POONAM CHAMBERS, 602-A, A WING, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDE, HERBICIDE, INSECTICIDE, PESTICIDE
PLAGRIL GOLD
2346272  11/06/2012
DR.REDDY'S LABORATORIES LIMITED
trading as ;DR.REDDY'S LABORATORIES LIMITED
8-2-337, ROAD NO.3, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD-500034. ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :01/01/2010
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
2346460 12/06/2012

SAMI DIRECT MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SAMi DIRECT MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED

NO. 30 AND 31, 5TH MAIN,5TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560034, KARNATAKA, INDIA

MANUFACTURER

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LivEzy-M
2347655 13/06/2012
MEDIC BIOLOGICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MEDIC BIOLOGICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
T.C.7/799, ULLOOR, MEDICAL COLLEGE POST, TRIVANDRUM -695011, KERALA, SOUTH INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/01/2010
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DRUGS.
ALTAIR HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
trading as ALTAIR HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :30/03/2012
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
DICLOPYX-FORTE

2350094 19/06/2012

ALTAIR HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
trading as ; ALTAIR HEALTH CARE PVT LTD


MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Used Since :07/06/2012

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS.
2352410 22/06/2012
S.R.RAMABHADRAN
trading as ;RABIDIZ
HUADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS, NEAR POLY TECHNIC, KODUMBU.P.O, PALAKKAD DISTRICT. KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BENOY K. KADAVAN.
KADVANS LEGAL OFFICES 4TH FLOOR, I.S. PRESS BUILDING, BANERJEE ROAD, KOCHI-682 018.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
HUNGER BLOCK

2352963  25/06/2012
RAPID NUTRITION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;RAPID NUTRITION PRIVATE LIMITED
#15, IDA, BALANGAR, HYDERABAD-500 037, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHD MUBIN RABBANI
#808/2,8TH FLOOR, BABUKHAN ESTATE, BASHEERBAGH, HYDERABAD- 500 001, A.P.
Used Since :21/06/2012

CHENNAI
NUTRITIONAL ADDITIVES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NUTRITIVE SUBSTANCES FOR GOONS MEDICAL PURPOSES; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; AMINO ACIDS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; APPETITE SUPPRESSANTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC BEVERAGES, FOODS AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; ENZYMES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MEDICATED CONFECTIONERY; MEDICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES; MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
URICURE
2355288  28/06/2012
JAYESH JASHWANTLAL SHAH
RADHABEN JASHWANTLAL SHAH
13/74, RUPAL PARK, OPP.-VIJAY NAGAR, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/ Marketers/ Traders/ Service Providers
All are Joint Applicants of Indian Nationals
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013
Used Since :28/03/2006
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
2355384 28/06/2012
RAVINDRA MAROTIRAOJI BIHADE
BEHIND BUS STAND, JAMB ROAD, KALPANA NAGAR, MANGLURPIR, TAL-MANGLURPIR, DIST-WASHIM-444 403
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL—AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since: 13/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN RELATION TO INFERTILITY HORMONAL INJECTIONS USED FOR HUMAN IN CLASS 05
UNILEVO

2358211  04/07/2012
UNICHEM LABORATORIES LIMITED
UNICHEM BHAVAN, PRABHAT ESTATE, S. V. ROAD, JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI 400102
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 31/01/2009
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF MAHARASHTRA ONLY..
2359835  06/07/2012

N.KUPPURAJ
T.SARANYA

trading as ;BIOZENIX PHARMACEUTICALS
NO.21, FIRST CROSS, ANNA NAGAR, KARUR-639002, TAMILNADU,
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since :16/09/2011

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2361054 10/07/2012
Cian Health Care Pvt Ltd
4th Floor, Kothari Plaza, Lullanagar Pune - 411040. (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Grace Consultancy and Services
C/310, Heramb Apt., 20/2, Kashinath Patil Nagar, Dhankawadi, Pune-411 043.
Used Since: 10/11/2011
Mumbai
Manufacturer and Merchant of Medical, Pharmaceutical, Veterinary and Sanitary Preparations
And Substance Included in Class 05
2365209  18/07/2012
FAYYAS M.P
trading as : MOSONS EXTRACTIONS
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PALAYAD, KANNUR DISTRICT, KERALA, INDIA, PIN-670661
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESS CARE
PRESTIGE CENTRE, NEAR GOVT. TRAINING SCHOOL, SUB-REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, KANNUR, KERALA, PIN-670002.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; MATERIALS FOR DRESSING, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
2367185  20/07/2012  
D. JAYAPRAKASH  
B. RAJKUMAR  
T.K. SUBRAMANIAN  
trading as ;WELL CARE LIFE SCIENCE.  
NEW NO: 39 (OLD NO: 20/1) SEVENTHI PILLAIYAR KOVIL STREET, WORAIYUR, TRICHIRAPALLI - 620003 TAMIL NADU.  
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER  
PARTNER  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
S. NARAYANAN  
15, KOLAPPATTI ROAD, KAVERY NAGAR, AIRPORT, TRICHY 620 007  
Used Since :19/04/2010  

CHENNAI  
PHARMACEUTICALS
NOVACALAMIN

2369868   25/07/2012
MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
# 38/2/1, 1ST FLOOR, PADMA ARCADE, NEW TIMBER YARD LAYOUT, MYSORE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 026.
KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
DIAVTD

2373200  01/08/2012
BION THERAPEUTICS (I) PVT. LTD.,
trading as :BION THERAPEUTICS (I) PVT. LTD.,
303, CHAKRAPANI ESTATES, OPP.KALANJALI LANE, FATECH MAIDAN ROAD, HYDERABAD-500004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/07/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2373376  01/08/2012
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057
Used Since :02/05/2009
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS,
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2374778  04/08/2012
RASHMIBEN ASHISHBHAI AMIN
trading as ;Zealot Pharmaceuticals
Manufacturer & Merchant
An Indian Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY.
A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009. INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
INZOLE PLUS

2374966  06/08/2012
CROPGEN BIO SOLUTIONS PVT.LTD.,
trading as ;CROPGEN BIO SOLUTIONS PVT.LTD.,
6-4-73, BHOLAKPUR, SECUNDERABAD - 500080 (ANDHRA PRADESH).
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :30/05/2012
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, BIOCIDES, GERMICIDES, BACTERISCIDES, VIRUCIDES, FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND HERBICIDES
FOR AGRICULTURAL USE
2375008  06/08/2012
MEYER ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT.NO.A-177, ROAD NO.16-Z, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE-400 604
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, DIETETIC AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
SANZYME LIMITED
A-2, SILVER BELLE, SRINIVAS BAGADKAR MARG, J.B. NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DR. GOPAKUMAR G. NAIR,
3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI(E), MUMBAI-400 101.
Used Since :06/08/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, NUTRITIONAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2377107 09/08/2012
S. SRINIVASAN
trading as "GLOBAL EMU NATURAL"
NO: 3/1056/A-16, GMK NAGAR, TRICHY ROAD, NAMAKKAL - 637001, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since: 01/07/2007

CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, SKINCARE (PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS), HAIR GROWTH PREPARATIONS (MEDICINAL), PAIN RELIEVER OIL, OILS (MEDICINAL), DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
2378738  13/08/2012
PARESH DHARMA AUTI
trading as ;AUTI PHARMACEUTICAL
AUTI PHARMACEUTICAL, STATE BANK COLONY, 1095, ZANSHI HOUSE, ALP TAL SHIRUR, DIST. PUNE,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, PIN 412210
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND MARKETING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2378739  13/08/2012
PARESH DHARMA AUTI
trading as ;AUTI PHARMACEUTICAL
AUTI PHARMACEUTICAL, STATE BANK COLONY, 1095, ZANSHI HOUSE, ALP TAL SHIRUR, DIST. PUNE, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, PIN 412210
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND MARKETING INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2382993 22/08/2012
BLUE CROSS LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
PENINSULA CHAMBERS, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400 013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS
2383814    23/08/2012
GEOLIFE AGRITECH INDIA PVT. LTD.
NO.301, 3RD FLOOR, MARATHON MAX, L.B.S.MARG, OPP. NIRMAL LIFESTYLE, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI.
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since : 19/04/2012
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, VERMICIDES, AND HERBICIDES.
2388424  03/09/2012
ERINUS PHARMA PVT. LTD.
C/O TAX LAW CHAMBER, 2ND FLOOR, PLOT NO.93-94, R. K. TOWER, M. P. NAGAR, ZONE-II, BHOPAL (M. P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT1956
Used Since 21/08/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
AGLOWMED LIMITED
702-A, POONAM CHAMBERS, DR. A B ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2389226   04/09/2012
AQUILA MEDICARE PVT. LTD
206, GANATRA INDUSTRIEL ESTATE, NEAR ABHISHEK HOTEL, KHOPAT, THANE (WEST)-421604.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2389237  04/09/2012
ALL INDIAN ORIGIN CHEMISTS AND DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, CORPORATE PARK II, V. N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
TAZY
2390652  06/09/2012
FERON HEALTHCARE (P) LTD.
trading as ;FERON HEALTHCARE (P) LTD.
6-1-159/301, SHRI VEN ASCOT, WALKER TOWN, SECUNDERABAD - 500025
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/01/2011
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINE
2392732  10/09/2012
MAHESH RAMNIKLAL SHAH
RAJNIKANT RAMNIKLAL SHAH
KAMLESH RAMNIKLAL SHAH
YOGESH RAJNIKANT SHAH
MRS. PARESHA MAHESH SHAH
MRS. ASHA RAJNIKANT SHAH
MRS. SULSHA KAMLESH SHAH
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISINFECTANT (PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS: DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES: PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS: MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL VERMIN: FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES)
OLRIGHT

2392740  10/09/2012
AKESISS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AKESISS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
RIZWAN ESTATE, PATHADIPALAM, EDAPPALLY, KOCHI-682024, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
-
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMA AND MEDICINE FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION.
2394799   12/09/2012
SMEGA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
PRATIK SOCIETY 16/251, KANNAMWAR NAGAR 1, VIKHROLI EAST, MUMBAI-400083, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER/TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
 FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2397903  18/09/2012
WALLACE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
3RD FLOOR, DEMPO TRADE CENTRE BUILDING, PATTO PLAZA, EDC COMPLEX, PANAJI, GOA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORARATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware’s Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
PROTEINPOT

2398085   18/09/2012

ESSEN FOOODIES INDIA PVT. LTD. trading as ;ESSEN FOOODIES INDIA PVT. LTD.

KINFRA (FOOD) SPECIA ECONOMIC ZONE, KAKKANCHERY, CHELEMBRA P.O., MALAPPURAM, KERALA, INDIA-673634
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM.T
CC43/ 1983, SRSRA-2, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025,KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL DRINKS, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NUTRITION DRINKS.
2399382  20/09/2012
EL-DORADO BIO-TECH PVT. LTD.
74/1, SECTOR-G.C., CIDCO, WALUJ, M.I.D.C., AURANGABAD-431136
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :20/08/2011
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
DOOTERIAH & KALEJ VALLEY TEA ESTATES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; DOOTERIAH & KALEJ VALLEY TEA ESTATES PRIVATE LIMITED
SUITE -1004-05, KRISHNA BUILDING,224,A.J.C BOSE ROAD,KOLKATA-700017 WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s)
A INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/2009
KOLKATA
Medicinal Tea; Tea for Medicinal Purposes; Herbal Tea for Medicinal use; Asthmatic Tea; Aromatic Teas (for Medicinal use); Jasmine Tea for Medicinal Purposes; Artificial Tea (for Medicinal use); Fruit Tea for Medicinal Purposes; Packaged Tea for Medicinal Use
YAA
2400744  24/09/2012
SACHIN KALLUR
trading as STRIVE MEDICARE
AMBKA NILAYA, VIJAYA HOUSING COLONY, COLLEGE CROSS ROAD, BIJAPUR-586101
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :01/08/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
EXCOUS
2400873  24/09/2012
ADDISSUN LIFESCIENCES PVT.LTD
S. NO. 216/6/1, HINJEWADI PUNE-411057
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Used Since: 24/08/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES.
2401473  24/09/2012  
AARON HEALTHCARE AND EXPORT PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO.17, 6/7, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, OPP. SHANTY SAGAR HOTEL, SHANTI NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 093.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :09/02/2009
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS FOR EXPORTS ONLY.
SNEEREL
2403982 28/09/2012
INSPIRE LIFE SCIENCES
MANCHEM VIJAY KRISHNA
SRINIVAS PARMI
trading as ;INSPIRE LIFE SCIENCES
312, ADITYA ENCLAVE, KANCHANJUNG APPARTMENTS, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500016 ANDHRA PRADESH, DISTT-RANGA REDDY.
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :15/09/2012
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
EUGENIX HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
1102, B WING, PHASE NO.1, LAKE HOME, POWAI, MUMBAI, PIN-400076
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :10/04/2007
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PRODUCTS.
F-Q10S
2408801  09/10/2012
FLUENCE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;FLUENCE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
9 KILFIRE HOUSE, OFF NEW LINK ROAD, OPP. LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI-400053,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES, THIRD PARTY MANUFACTURING AND
ETHICAL SELLING.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/09/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018  Class 5

2408841  09/10/2012
APIUM PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD. trading as ;APIUM PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
22, GULAB PALACE, FIRST FLOOR, BEHIND HOTEL CENTER POINT, RAMDASPETH NAGPUR 440 010 . INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
CEFTRIZO 1 GM

2408905  10/10/2012
SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.
trading as ;SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.
A.O.1, EDEN GARDEN, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIWALI (WEST) MUMBAI-400067.
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :17/09/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
COPLIN 400 MG

2408906  10/10/2012

SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.
trading as ;SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.
A.O.1, EDEN GARDEN, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIWALI (WEST) MUMBAI-400067.
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :17/09/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
CEFTRIZO-S-1.5GM

2408907 10/10/2012
SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.
trading as ;SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.
A.O.1, EDEN GARDEN, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIWALI (WEST) MUMBAI-400067.
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :17/09/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
CERATUM 1 GM

2408908  10/10/2012

SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.

trading as ;SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.

A.O.1, EDEN GARDEN, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIWALI (WEST) MUMBAI-400067.

MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREETPAL SINGH ADV

434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since :17/09/2012

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
CERATUM 1.5 GM

2408909   10/10/2012

SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.

trading as ;SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.

A.O.1, EDEN GARDEN, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIWALI (WEST) MUMBAI-400067.

MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREETPAL SINGH ADV

434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since :17/09/2012

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
COBALIN 75 MG

2408910  10/10/2012

SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.  
trading as ;SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.  
A.O.1, EDEN GARDEN, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIWALI (WEST) MUMBAI-400067.  
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
PREETPAL SINGH ADV  
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015  
Used Since :17/09/2012  
MUMBAI  
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
2411141    15/10/2012
SKM. SHREE SHIVKUMAR,
NO.41, PERIYAR NAGAR, ERODE-638001, T.N.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL; SIDDHA, AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2411145 15/10/2012
SKM. SHREE SHIVKUMAR,
NO.41, PERIYAR NAGAR, ERODE-638001. T.N.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL; SIDDHA, AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2411152  15/10/2012
SKM. SHREE SHIVKUMAR,
NO.41, PERIYAR NAGAR, ERODE-638001. T.N.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL; SIDDHA, AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2413857    18/10/2012
GALPHA LABORATORIES LIMITED
221, Kanakia Zillion, E Wing Bandra Kurla Complex Annex LBS Marg & CST Road Junction Kurla West MUMBAI 400070
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT EXPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH 2375736.
ODINOLA

2417945  26/10/2012
MUKESH KUMAR.P
#251, 1ST FLOOR, BHAGYALAKSHMI COMPLEX, 2ND CROSS, 3RD MAIN ROAD, CHAMRAJPET, BANGALORE-560 018, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2418998   29/10/2012
B. GUPTHA
trading as ;WORLD WIDE REMEDIES
New No. 92, Old No. 90/76, Ram nagar, Salem - 636007
Allopathic medicine and items included in Class 5
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIVYA PRASAD
#79/A 407 SFS 4TH PHASE, YELHANKA NEW TOWN, BANGALORE - 560 064.
Used Since :28/12/2006
CHENNAI
Allopathic medicine and items included in class 5.
2419280   30/10/2012
HOSPITALIS SUPPLY SOLUTION PVT LTD
#172, GROUND & 1ST FLOOR, 3RD MAIN, 7TH CROSS, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE - 560 018, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUCATURERS AND TRADERS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT OF 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :22/10/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, BABY FOODS, VITAMINS, DRUGS, NUTRACEUTICAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, AND OTHER NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS HOSPITALIS SUPPLY SOLUTIONS EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
OMNATOR
2421678  02/11/2012
SKOPEIN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
C/O. ASHOKRAO RAOSAHEB DESHMUKH, P. NO.26 ,SKY LINE HOUSING SOC.,PARIJAT NAGAR, NO. 4., CIDCO, AURANGABAD-431001. MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since : 21/10/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
OLICURE
2421681 02/11/2012
SKOPEIN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
C/O. ASHOKRAO RAOSAHEB DESHMUKH, P. NO. 26, SKY LINE HOUSING SOC., PARIJAT NAGAR, NO. 4, CIDCO,
AURANGABAD-431001. MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada,
Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since : 21/10/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
RABTIME-20

2421683  02/11/2012

SKOPEIN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
C/O. ASHOKRAO RAOSAHEB DESHMUKH, P. NO.26 ,SKY LINE HOUSING SOC.,PARIJAT NAGAR, NO. 4., CIDCO,
AURANGABAD-431001. MAHARASHTRA INDIA.

MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada,
Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.

Used Since :21/10/2012

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
2421709  02/11/2012
AGASTAN BIO CHEME PVT.LTD.
trading as : AGASTAN BIO CHEME PVT.LTD.
# 4-1-921/1, 1ST FLOOR, TILAK ROAD, ABIDS, HYDERABAD - 500 001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 06/02/2002
CHENNAI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SUPPLERICH
2427690  15/11/2012
MUKESH KUMAR, P
trading as : MARX REMEDIES
#251, 1ST FLOOR, BHAGYALAKSHMI COMPLEX, 2ND CROSS, 3RD MAIN ROAD, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE- 560018,
KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTRERS AND MERCHANTS

- Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARX REMEDIES
#251, 1ST FLOOR, BHAGYALAKSHMI COMPLEX, 2ND CROSS, 3RD MAIN ROAD, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE- 560018

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE.
LIPOLEX

2427960  15/11/2012

SCEOLEX PHARMA PVT.LTD
trading as ;SCEOLEX PHARMA PVT.LTD

SHREE SAI SADANA HOUSE, 1ST CROSS, 1ST MAIN, OPP. STADIUM MUNESHWAR NAGAR, KOLAR-563101
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXCURIAE
NO.53/81, SURVEYAR STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE-4

Used Since :22/10/2012

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MINOGLIB

2433655  27/11/2012
MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.

# 38/2/1, 1ST FLOOR, PADAM ARCADE, NEW TIMBER YARD LAYOUT, MYSORE ROAD, BANGALORE-560026.
KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CLINFECT
2433657  27/11/2012
MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
trading as MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
# 38/2/1, 1ST FLOOR, PADAM ARCADE, NEW TIMBER YARD LAYOUT, MYSORE ROAD, BANGALORE-560026.
KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
KPZOLE
2434236  28/11/2012
KAPS3 LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
HOUSE NO. 129, MAIN ROAD PRAKASHA, TALUKA - SHAHADA, DIST. NANDURBAR - 425422 , MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL KISHOR SHAH
HOUSE NO. 129, MAIN ROAD PRAKASHA, TALUKA - SHAHADA, DIST. NANDURBAR - 425422 , MAHARASHTRA
Used Since :01/08/2012
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
KPLOC RD

2434237  28/11/2012

KAPS3 LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
HOUSE NO. 129, MAIN ROAD PRAKASHA, TALUKA - SHAHADA, DIST. NANDURBAR - 425422, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL KISHOR SHAH
HOUSE NO. 129, MAIN ROAD PRAKASHA, TALUKA - SHAHADA, DIST. NANDURBAR - 425422, MAHARASHTRA
Used Since: 01/08/2012

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2440704  11/12/2012
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD.
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2442448   14/12/2012
STALLION LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
17, 8TH FLOOR, DEVPATH, BEHIND LAL BUNGLOW, OFF. C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006. - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
2442450  14/12/2012
STALLION LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
17, 8TH FLOOR, DEVPATH, BEHIND LAL BUNGLOW, OFF. C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006. - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
2442713 14/12/2012
ARVINDBHAI B. DHANDHUKIA
7-B, NAVENDU SOCIETY, NEAR MEMNAGAR LAKE, BEHIND RADHAKRISHNA TEMPLE, MEMNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 052
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. A. NAKRANI & ASSOCIATES
205, "VEDANT", 7 KALPANA SOCIETY, B/H. MUN MARKET, OFF C.G. RD., NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 009
Used Since : 14/06/2012
To be associated with:
2341534
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5 AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2341534..
2443422  17/12/2012
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD.
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2449217  26/12/2012
AQUILA BIOTECH PVT LTD.
404,-A WING, SOLARIS NO.1, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, POWAI, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/10/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
PROPOSED TRADE MARK

RICHNEURON

2449291  26/12/2012

LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2450375  28/12/2012
MAHINDRA RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MAHINDRA INTERNET COMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
P K KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :22/03/2010
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2453932  03/01/2013
RELIANCE LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
DHIRUBHAI AMBANI LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE, PLOT NO R-282, TTC AREA OF MIDC, RABALE, NAVI MUMBAI-400701,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2460851   16/01/2013
CHANDRA DRUGS PVT. LTD.
36, VIDYA NAGAR, INDORE-452001 (M.P.)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :19/12/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
DBN 2462615 18/01/2013
EMIL PHARMACEUTICAL INDS PVT. LTD.
101, MANGALAM, KULUPWADI, NEAR NATIONAL PARK, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
INDIAN PVT. LTD. COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AND SANITARY SUBSTANCES
PERIYARPHEN

2464068 21/01/2013

JIJO DAVID
trading as : NEELANGAL PRODUCTS

THRICHALATHOOR P.O, MUVATTUPUZHA, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PM ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025

Used Since: 12/08/2007

CHENNAI

PARA NITRO PHENOL (FUNGICIDE) INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
ESTECA

2466574   24/01/2013
ZOYA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Private Limited Company
No.34, Cloud 9, NIBM Road, Pune 411060, Maharashtra
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING CALCIUM TABLETS AND OTHERS
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSALYA VENKATARAMAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E) Chennai - 600 102
Used Since :10/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING CALCIUM TABLETS AND OTHERS INCLUDED UNDER CLASS 5
IN USE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

MIKKU N' YOKKO.
109-B 1ST STREET, KRISHNA COLONY, SINGANALLUR, COIMBATORE, TAMIL NADU PIN: 641005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, EAST OF LONI ROAD, NEAR GOVT. SCHOOL, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110094
Used Since: 01/01/2013

CHENNAI
TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL AND VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES HOMEOPATHIC MEDINES
2470902  04/02/2013
J. ABUL HUSSAIN
trading as ;M/S. SALUBRY LIFE SCIENCES
NO.316-A/7, JOTHI STREET END, CHRISTU NAGAR, K.P. ROAD, NAGERCOIL, KANNIYAKUMARI DIST- 629 003.
TRADERS, MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN FIRM INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.VARGEES AMAL RAJA
NO.6, 3RD FLOOR, FRANCIS JOSEPH STREET, CHENNAI - 600 001.
Used Since :08/01/2013
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATINS
Kruta

2474443  08/02/2013
ASWINI HOMEO AND AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS LIMITED
trading as ;ASWINI HOMEO AND AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS LIMITED
5-283/1, ASWINI HOUSE, H.P.ROAD, MOOSAPET, HYDERABAD ANDHRA PRADESH.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMBA CONSULTANCY SERVICES
PLOT NO. 12, ROAD NO. 1 NO 54-16-13, VENKATESWARA NAGAR, RING ROAD, VIJAYAWADA 520 008,A P
Used Since :29/01/2013
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDING MEDICATED COSMETICS, CREAMS, SHAMPOOS AND
SOAPS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, PAIN OILS, MUSCLE RELAXANTS, BALMS, GELS, SPRAYS,
SYRUPS.
2475090  08/02/2013

DR. MS RAJESH KAUSHAL
trading as ;DO

FLAT NO 22, 6TH FLOOR, KASHISH PARK, LBS ROAD THANE (WEST) THANE-400604, MAHARASHTRA.
MARKETING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
2475587   11/02/2013
MANOJ SHARMA
# 15/1, SHREE KRIPA HOUSING SOCIETY, OPP. SAI GARDEN CHINCHWARD, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA
MERCHAND
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :30/06/2004
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
K-DRUF

2476412  12/02/2013
RAJAPPA RAVICHANDRAN trading as ;NOSTRUM PHARMACEUTICALS
# AK-25, 11TH MAIN ROAD, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600040, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :25/10/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICATED LOTION FOR EXTERNAL USE ONLY
TAMUNOS

2476413  12/02/2013
RAJAPPA RAVICHANDRAN
trading as ;NOSTRUM PHARMACEUTICALS
# AK-25, 11TH MAIN ROAD, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600040, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :09/01/2013
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
MYOSITOL
2476918   12/02/2013
RHINE BIOGENICS PVT LTD
trading as ;RHINE BIOGENICS PVT LTD
RHINE HOUSE, 21/555, ADITHYA NAGAR, EAST VENNAKKARA, NURANI P.O., PALAKKAD - 678004, KERALA.
DISTRIBUTORS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAI SANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :15/12/2012
CHENNAI
SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, OTHER DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
subject to Goods restriction SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, OTHER DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS ONLY.
RAVINDRA MAROTRAOJI BIHADE
BEHIND BUS STAND, JAMB ROAD, KALPANA NAGAR, MANGURPIR, TAL-MANGURPIR, DIST - WASHIM - 444 403
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 11/02/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN RELATION TO INFERTILITY USED FOR HUMAN IN CLASS 05
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT WORD AND LABEL BOTH SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ALLY PHARMA OPTIONS PVT. LTD.
102, TULSINIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA. PIN-400102
MANUFACTURER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2481031  19/02/2013
PRECIA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
D-4, FLAT NO. 502, LAXMI NARAYAN RESIDENCY, POKHARAN ROAD NO. 1, THANE-400606
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :16/11/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

DALES REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
102, ABHISHEK, C/5, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF. LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since :01/04/1999

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION USED FOR MOUTH WASH AND USED FOR ORAL HEALTH CARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2481370    19/02/2013
DALES REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
102, ABHISHEK, C/5, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF. LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/1995
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION USED AS CREAM FOR ITCHING / FUNGAL INFECTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2484728  26/02/2013
RANVIR SINGH BIJARNIA
B - 50, 200, SIDDHA CO. - OP. HSG. SOC., SIDDHARTHA NAGAR, PART- II, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI - 400104
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRANAY MANGHARAM
63, Nariman Bhavan, 227, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINES, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, FOOD NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE
MATTER.
2487213 28/02/2013
PAVITRA NONWOVENS PVT. LTD.
6, NEW COMMON WEALTH SOCIETY, 229, LINK ROAD, OPP, SHOPPERS STOP, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :18/06/2009
MUMBAI
CLEANING CLOTHS IMPREGNATED WITH DISINFECTANT FOR HYGIENE PURPOSES (HYGIENE WET TOWEL), DISINFECTANTS FOR HYGIENE PURPOSES, FEMININE HYGIENE PRODUCTS, DIAPERS, DIAPER-PANTS (BABIES) IN CLASS 05
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
KUSHAK EXIM PVT.LTD.
1102, SUNSHREE GOLD, NIBM ROAD, KONDHWA KD, PUNE-411048, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since: 23/08/2010
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICHIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2495431 14/03/2013

KESHARIMAL JAIN AND SONS
NEHRU WARD, HINGANGHAT - 442301. DISTT:- WARDHA, MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1

Used Since: 17/11/0012

MUMBAI
Ayurvedic Medicines, Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2495432  14/03/2013
KESHARIMAL JAIN AND SONS
NEHRU WARD, HINGANGHAT - 442301. DISTT:- WARDHA. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :17/11/2012
MUMBAI
Veterinary preparations; Medicines used for Veterinary Purpose, Ayurvedic Medicines, Pharmaceutical
2497738  18/03/2013
UNISON PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
UNISON HOUSE, 93/2, NEAR PRERNATIRTH DERASAR, SATELLITE, JODHPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-I, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380061
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2498749 20/03/2013
KAMLESH CHIMNLAL SHAH
SHASHIKANT CHIMANLAL SHAH
RAJESH CHIMANLAL SHAH
PARESH CHIMNLAL SHAH
MAHESH CHIMNLAL SHAH
HITESH CHIMNLAL SHAH
GIRIDHAR SHANTARAM BORATE
SANDIP BHIMRAO THORAT
SMT. SANGEETA SANDIP PATIL
trading as ;NEXUS PHARMA
G/4, SATYA SHREE APT., SHIVAJI NAGAR, NEAR B-CABIN ROAD, NAUPADA, THANE (WEST)-400602
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :13/07/2011
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2498750 20/03/2013
KAMLESH CHIMNLAL SHAH
SHASHIKANT CHIMANLAL SHAH
RAJESH CHIMANLAL SHAH
PARESH CHIMNLAL SHAH
MAHESH CHIMNLAL SHAH
HITESH CHIMNLAL SHAH
GIRIDHAR SHANTARAM BORATE
SANDIP BHIMRAO THORAT
SMT. SANGEETA SANDIP PATIL
trading as :NEXUS PHARMA
G/4, SATYA SHREE APT., SHIVAJI NAGAR, NEAR B-CABIN ROAD, NAUPADA, THANE (WEST)-400602
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :21/05/2011
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trademarks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018  Class 5

2499221  20/03/2013
SUNWAYS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
JAI PRAKASH ROAD NO. 2, GOREGAON(EAST), MUMBAI- 400063.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION USED FOR EYE DROP INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
SMITH LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
NIT SANKUL, BEHIND ETERNITY MALL, BLOCK NO. 309/308, 3RD FLOOR, SITABULDI, NAGPUR. 440012
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Used Since :01/04/2008
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2502669 26/03/2013
MRS. VANDANA SANJAY BANKAR
trading as: INCURE PHARMA
4 18 34/P, 2ND FLOOR, VISHNUNAGAR, BEHIND AKASHWANI, AURANGABAD-431001.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since: 14/03/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES
2503797  28/03/2013
SANTOSH RANGRAO JADHAV
trading as ;RESANSI BIOTEK
SR NO. 18/4/6, PRO. NO.738, DHANLAXMI BUILDING, KODRENAGAR, SHEWARE WADI, PUNE–412307, MAHARASHTRA STATE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKKAR ASSOCIATE.
TRIBHOVAN GIRDHAR NIWAS, BLOCK NO. 25, 1ST FLOOR, L. L. ROAD, VILE PARLE (W), MUMBAI-400 056.
Used Since :21/09/2010
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC PROPRIETARY PREPARATION, HERBAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT WORDS AND LABEL BOTH SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
AMIKARE
2504352  31/03/2013
CNC BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CNC BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED 30 MIG MLA QUARTERS BHADBHADA ROAD,BHOPAL
30 MIG MLA QUARTERS BHADBHADA ROAD,BHOPAL
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/12/2012
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
2505491   02/04/2013
RULIP DIAGNOSTICS PVT LTD
GITANJALI, TULIP BLCOK, DR ANTONIO DO REGO BAGH, ATO SANTA CRUZ, PANAJ 403201
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)–400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISINFECTANTS FOR MEDICAL AND LABORATORY USE
KNIGHT CLUB

2505861   02/04/2013
KNIGHT RIDERS SPORTS PVT. LTD.
BACKSTAGE, PLOT NO. 612,15TH ROAD, JUNCTION OF RAMAKRISHNA MISSION ROAD, SANTACRUZ (W), MUMBAI - 400054.
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fungicides, herbicides
2507444  04/04/2013
HAB PHARMACEUTICALS AND RESEARCH LTD.
DEWAN AND SHAH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, NO.1, UNIT NO.18, SATIVALI ROAD, WALIV PHATA, VASAI (EAST), THANE-401208. (INDIA)
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND EXPORTING
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MURALIDHAR S. KHADILKAR & A. A. KIRPEKAR
52, DR. V. B.GANDHI MARG, NEAR RHYTHM HOUSE, FORT, MUMBAI-400 023.
Used Since : 17/03/1995
To be associated with:
1092891, 1206948, 1288175
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
ADONAC

2507460  04/04/2013

Yogesh Singh Rajput
AR-3, Asama City Homes, Near Ford Showroom, Sakari, Bilaspur 495001 (Chhattisgarh)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
SHIVAZYME

2507461  04/04/2013

Yogesh Singh Rajput
AR-3, Asama City Homes, Near Ford Showroom, Sakari, Bilaspur 495001 (Chhattisgarh)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2508151  05/04/2013

SURAJ S. ZANWAR
4TH FLOOR, KOTHARI PLAZA, LULLANAGAR PUNE-411040. (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
Minopev

2513511 15/04/2013
PRETIUM PHARMACEUTICALS
SURENDRRA SHASHIKANT DEODARE
RAVINDRA SHASHIKANT DEODARE
MAHENDRA SHASHIKANT DEODARE
PRAASAD SHASHIKANT DEODARE
404, NARAYAN PETH, 1ST FLOOR, BHANUVILAS THEATRE CHOWK, NEAR MODI GANPATI, PUNE - 411 030
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2513570 15/04/2013
VALENTIS LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
A-801, SAPATH-IV, OPP.-KARNAVATI CLUB, S. G. HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD. GUJARAT. INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS/MARKETERS/TRADERS/SERVICE PROVIDERS
A Private Limited Company incorporated under the Companies Act-1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013
Used Since :05/08/2011
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS
2515079   17/04/2013
JAIN CAPSULES AND CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
29/2, A.B. ROAD, MANGLIA, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :28/12/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATIONS
INHALOGELS
2515574  17/04/2013
UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Sion - Trombay Road, Deonar, Mumbai - 400088.
An Indian company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956. Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
2516543    19/04/2013
SHAMRAO PANDURANG CHAVAN
trading as ;VALENCE PHARMA
SHOP NO.1,SR.NO.22,H.NO.157/4,AKHIL APARTMENT,BALAJI NAGAR,DHANKAWDI,PUNE-411043
TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL ALLPOTHY MEDICINES
2516639  19/04/2013
VITANE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
S-6, E/2, GROUND FLOOR, SUKIRTI, SAMATA NAGAR, THANE (WEST), 400606
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SATISH S SONALKAR
177, RAJARAM NIVAS, SIR BHALCHANDRA ROAD, HINDU COLONY, DADAR, MUMBAI 400 014
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Oxford Laboratories Pvt. Ltd.
B-306, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053
Manufacturer, Trader and Merchant
A Private Limited Company
Used Since: 15/05/2011
Mumbai
Pharmaceutical, Veterinary and Sanitary Preparations; Dietetic Substances Adapted for Medical Use, Food for Babies; Plaster, Materials for Dressings; Materials for Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax Disinfectants; Preparation for Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides in Class 05
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the.
Restricted only for Maharashtra.
NERVI XPS

2518347 23/04/2013
UNIPROGEN BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 17, GURUKUL CHS., NEAR D'MART, SECTOR -8/A, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI - 400 708
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical, Clinical & Pharmaceutical preparation
BHAGWANDAS BATHEJA
JDA SCHEME NO. 5, R-30, SHIV NAGAR, DAMOH ROAD, JABALPUR - 482 002 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :18/10/2010
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical preparation
COLBATE KX 700
2518620   24/04/2013
M/S. SREEDHAREEYAM AYURVEDIC MEDICINES (P) LTD
Nelliakkattumana, Kizhakombu P.O, Koothattukulam 686 662, Ernakulam (Dist), Kerala
Manufacturer and Trader
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Manufacturing of Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations included in class 05
VISCODROP

2519043  25/04/2013
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2519386  25/04/2013
MEGHA HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
9, LUTHRA PREMISE, SAFED POOL, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :10/10/2002
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2520073 26/04/2013
SUNIL MUGAWADIYA
ANKIT RATHI
trading as ;SMITHSON LIFE SCIENCE
71, KALANI NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM THROUGH PARTNER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :13/12/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS
2521728  29/04/2013
MEDISOL LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
228, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS USED FOR ASTHMA AND COPD.
2524811  03/05/2013
AJABRAO KISANRAO SARNAIK
trading as ;HARSHRAJ PHARMACY.
SHEET NO 76, WARD NO. 02, PLOT NO. 62, ANANT COLONY, RISOD, DIST-WASHIM. PIN NO. 444506.
MANUFACTURER, TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since : 26/04/2013
MUMBAI
ALL TYPE OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD SYP.200ml.
AIMSCEL

2525190  04/05/2013
AIMS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
BESIDE GEB SUBSTATION, PADRA JAMBUSAR ROAD, AT & PO : GAVASAD 391430, TAL.: PADRA, DIST: VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical and Veterinary preparations; Micro Crystalline Cellulose; Cellulose Powder
MAXDAY

2526190  07/05/2013
PRASHANT MISHRA
trading as ;COMWORLD REMEDIES
70, RACHNA NAGAR, NEAR MAIDA MILL, BHOPAL (M.P) 462023
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
NYAYA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
ERENDE PLAZA, OFFICE NO. 102, NEAR MODI GANPATI, NARAYAN PETH, PUNE-411030.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :09/12/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
2526491 07/05/2013
Nitin sales Corporation
Mrs. Darshana Kushal Bhandari
Mr. Vishal Prakash Bhandari
Mrs. Kavita Sheetal Bhandari
Mr. Sheetal Prakash Jain
Mrs. Veena Anand Bhandari
Mr. Prakash R. Jain(HUF)
trading as ;Nitin sales Corporation
S.N.46/47, Western ware housing Complex, Godown No. 'D', Urli Devachi, Saswad Road, Pune-412308
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Adult Diapers, Plasters For Medical Purpose
PROBIMOX - 125

2529319 10/05/2013
PROBITY SCIENTIFIC PRIVATE LIMITED
806, PRABHADEVI SAHAKARI GRIH NIRMAN SANSTHA, 8TH FLOOR, RAJABHAU DESAI ROAD, PRABHADEVI, MUMBAI - 400025
MANUFACTURER,EXPORTER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK PANDURANGI
A-403, ATHENE BUILDING, LODHA PARADISE, MAJIWADA, THANE(W), MAHARASHTRA, INDIA - 400601
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
THE MEDICINE IS USED FOR HUMAN BEING AS AN ANTIBIOTIC
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 5

ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1671160, 1671161, 1671162, 1671163, 2210279, 2210280, 2234290, 2252304, 2252305, 2269724, 2269725, 2269726, 2270625, 2324006, 2324007

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
SAMEER BHALERAO
301, GOKUL GOVARDHAN APPT. PANCHTARA SOCIETY, MADHUBAN LAYOUT, MANISH NAGAR, NAGPUR-440 015
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2531583  15/05/2013
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2531703  15/05/2013
MR. C. S. SINGHAI
trading as ;M/S. DISECURE PHARMA
906/1069, Bombay hospital and Research Centre, Golebazar, Jabalpur, M.P. India
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
2532244  16/05/2013
MEDISOL LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
228, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AQUADOL

2535746  22/05/2013
THEMIS MEDICARE LIMITED
11/12, UDYOzag NAGAR, OFF. S. V. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST) MUMBAI-400104, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006
Used Since: 21/05/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2780962.
2536564    23/05/2013
RAJA DUBEY
trading as ;ASTRA HEALTHCARE
1324, VIJAY NAGAR, JABALPUR, M. P.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2539786  29/05/2013
PRECISE BIOPHARMA PVT. LTD.
209, JHALAWAR, PATANWALA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, L.B.S MARG, GHATKOPAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400086
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2540081  29/05/2013
UNIVERSAL SKIN IMPEX PVT. LTD.
106, S. K. TILES COMPOUND, NEAR RELIEF HOTEL, SARKHEJ CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD-382 210. GUJARAT. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER/MARKETERS/TRADERS/SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS
subject to no exclusive right over expression NO-1.
2540082  29/05/2013
UNIVERSAL SKIN IMPEX PVT. LTD.
106, S. K. TILES COMPOUND, NEAR RELIEF HOTEL, SARKHEJ CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD-382 210. GUJARAT. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER/MARKETERS/TRADERS, SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS
2540389  30/05/2013
MANISHKUMAR JASMATBHAI JAVIYA
trading as GHANSHYAM AYURVEDIC PHARMACY
PLOT NO. 23, JAY BHUVNESHWARI ESTATE, SABALPUR CHOWKDI, SABALPUR, JUNAGADH - 362 001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :04/10/2012
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL OINTMENTS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE NATURE CARE except as substantially shown on the label.
MANISHKUMAR JASMATBHAI JAVIYA
trading as ;GHANSHYAM AYURVEDIC PHARMACY
PLOT NO. 23, JAY BHUVNESHWARI ESTATE, SABALPUR CHOWKDI, SABALPUR, JUNAGADH - 362 001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :04/10/2012
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL OILS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE NATURE CARE except as substantially shown on the label.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2540390..
2540392  30/05/2013
MANISHKUMAR JASMATBHAI JAVIYA
trading as ;GHANSHYAM AYURVEDIC PHARMACY
PLOT NO. 23, JAY BHUVNESHWARI ESTATE, SABALPUR CHOWKDI, SABALPUR, JUNAGADH - 362 001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/10/2012
AHMEDABAD
PHARMA CEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matter.
2540393  30/05/2013
MANISHKUMAR JASMATBHAI JAVIYA
trading as ;GHANSHYAM AYURVEDIC PHARMACY
PLOT NO. 23, JAY BHUVNESHVARI ESTATE, SABALPUR CHOWKDI, SABALPUR, JUNAGADH - 362 001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :08/10/2012
AHMEDABAD
PHARMA CEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matter..
2541190  31/05/2013
RALLIS INDIA LIMITED
156/157 NARIMAN SHAVAN, 15TH FLOOR, 227, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES; INSECTICIDES; FUNGICIDES; HERBICIDES; WEEDICIDES; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN
2546784 11/06/2013
RAVINDRA MOHAN BHAVSAR
11, JEEVAN VIHAR SOC., HIRWE FARM, BHABHA NAGAR, NASHIK-422001
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRIK CREATION LLP
1/8, LAXMAN BUILDING, BUDHAPPA NIVAS, KARVE ROAD, VISHNU NAGAR, DOMBIVLI (WEST)THANE-421202, MH-INDIA
Used Since :17/05/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2546801  11/06/2013
JAMUNA DAS KESHARI
trading as :CARRON PHARMACEUTICALS
1/101 PRANAY NAGAR, RAM MANDIR ROAD, VAZIRA NAKA, BORIVALI, MUMBAI 400091, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :19/02/1996
To be associated with:
2028393
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2546802  11/06/2013
JAMUNA DAS KESHARI
trading as ;CARRON PHARMACEUTICALS
1/101 PRANAY NAGAR, RAM MANDIR ROAD, VAZIRA NAKA, BORIVALI, MUMBAI 400091, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :14/10/1997
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2546803  11/06/2013
JAMUNA DAS KESHARI
trading as ;CARRON PHARMACEUTICALS
1/101 PRANAY NAGAR, RAM MANDIR ROAD, VAZIRA NAKA, BORIVALI, MUMBAI 400091, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :05/11/1998
To be associated with:
826080
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2546805  11/06/2013
JAMUNA DAS KESHARI
trading as ;CARRON PHARMACEUTICALS
1/101 PRANAY NAGAR, RAM MANDIR ROAD, VAZIRA NAKA, BORIVALI, MUMBAI 400091, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2546962  11/06/2013
DR. WILD AND CO. AG
HOFACKERSTRASSE 8, 4132 MUTTENZ, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023
Used Since :31/12/1967
To be associated with:
2471741
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR THE CARE AND PROTECTION OF MOUTH AND TEETH
2546964  11/06/2013

NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002, BASEL, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAW OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
OPHTHALMIC PREPARATIONS
2546965  11/06/2013

NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002, BASEL, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAW OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :07/10/2005

MUMBAI
SOLUTIONS FOR USE WITH CONTACT LENSES
2546966  11/06/2013

NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002, BASEL, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAW OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :07/10/2005

MUMBAI
SOLUTIONS FOR USE WITH CONTACT LENSES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2546965.
2547225  12/06/2013
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD.
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
AMTRIZ

2547453   12/06/2013
AMAR LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
23-16, A/2, SHAH AND NAHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DHANRAJ MILLS COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL-WEST, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES, PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
AMTRIZ-P

2547454  12/06/2013

AMAR LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
23-16, A/2, SHAH AND NAHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DHANRAJ MILLS COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL-WEST, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/06/2013

MUMBAI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES, PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
2547897  13/06/2013
SUNMARK GLOBAL EXPORTS PVT LTD
403, KAILASH TOWER, SHIV SHRUSTI COMPLEX, OPP G.M LINK ROAD, NEAR INDIRA CONTAINER YARD, MULUND WEST, MUMBAI-400080
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
SUNMARK GLOBAL EXPORTS PVT LTD
403, KAILASH TOWER, SHIV SHRUSTI COMPLEX, OPP G.M LINK ROAD, NEAR INDIRA CONTAINER YARD, MULUND WEST, MUMBAI-400080
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
2547991  13/06/2013
ARC TELESHOPPING ( P.) LTD.
2503, SECTOR-E, SUDAMA NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452009
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :09/12/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

Lady M-Care
2548015 13/06/2013
SYNCOM HEALTHCARE LIMITED
SYNCOM HOUSE, 40, NIRANJANPUR, DEWAS NAKA, A.B.ROAD, INDORE (M.P) PIN-452010
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UDNER INDIAN COMPANY ACT THROUTH DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :29/04/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PRODUCT
STOOD-5000

2548023  13/06/2013
LUCENT AND TORRENT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
G-1, G-2, GROUND FLOOR, DAWA BAZAR, RNT MARG, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT THOUGH DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since: 12/06/2011
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS
2548024  13/06/2013
LUCENT AND TORRENT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
G-1, G-2, GROUND FLOOR, DAWA BAZAR, RNT MARG, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452001
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT THOUGH DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since : 12/06/2011
MUMBAI
VETERINARY MEDICINES FOR ANIMAL USE
2548027  13/06/2013
LUCENT AND TORRENT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
G-1, G-2, GROUND FLOOR, DAWA BAZAR, RNT MARG, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452001
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT THOUGH DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since: 12/06/2011
MUMBAI
VETERINARY MEDICINES FOR ANIMAL USE
2548066  13/06/2013
UNIWELL MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO.14, GROUND FLOOR, SHYAM DARSHAN, VILLAGE MORE, NALLASOPARA EAST, TAL VASAI, THANE, 401209
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :30/05/2013
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AND OTHER GOODS
CLASSIFIABLE UNDER CLASS 5.
UNIWELL MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO.14, GROUND FLOOR, SHYAM DARSHAN, VILLAGE MORE, NALLASOPARA EAST, TAL VASAI, THANE, 401209
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 30/05/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AND OTHER GOODS CLASSIFIABLE UNDER CLASS 5.
LYKA EXPORTS LIMITED
101, SHIV SHAKTI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPP. MITTAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER / MARKETING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
SURESH KUMAR JETHANI trading as ;DAY PHARMACEUTICALS
HOUSE NO. 13/456, NAHARPARA, PANJWANI NAGAR, RAIPUR, (CHHATTISGARH)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :25/06/2001
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS 05
MEGABREX

2548525  14/06/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR, 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since : 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
BIOPipe
2548543  14/06/2013
DARSHAN SHIRASI
trading as ;DARSHAN SHIRASI
E/402, Panchsheel Gardens, Mahavir Nagar, Kandivali west, Mumbai - 400067.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEHANGIR GULABBHAI & BILIMORIA & DARUWALLA
RAJABAHADUR MANSION, 20, AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, (HAMAM STREET) FORT MUMBAI - 400023
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND
ANIMALS; ; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES. ABSORBENT, CHEMICAL
PREPARATIONS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES,
CHEWING GUM FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, HERBAL TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICINAL HERBS,
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
2548548 14/06/2013
VAIBHAV V. MEHTA
ANJAN A. MEHTA
trading as; WISDOM EXIM
28TH VISHAL SHOPPING COMPLEX, S. V. ROAD, OPP. N. L. HIGH SCHOOL, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400 014.
Used Since: 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
MEGAROME
2548578  14/06/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR. 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
NIMEZEST
2548580  14/06/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR. 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since : 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PANTOLITE

2548581  14/06/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR. 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PERMEZEST

2548582  14/06/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR. 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PICOZEST
2548967  14/06/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR, 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
POVIBEST
2548968  14/06/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR. 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since: 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PREDZEST

2548969   14/06/2013

INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR, 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1

Used Since: 01/01/2013

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
TRAMAPRIDE

2548970  14/06/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR, 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
UNIBION

2548971 14/06/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
RAJESH KINGRANI
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR. 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2548975 14/06/2013
RAJHANS PRODUCTS
MANOHARLAL GUPTA
KANHAIYALAL GUPTA
319, RAMBHAI BHOGLE MARG, REAY ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 010
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Ayurvedic medicine (Herbal Oil)
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2549372 17/06/2013
LIFEON LABS PVT. LTD
SHOP NO.1 AND 2, GROUND FLOOR, ASHAPURA ARCADE, P AND T COLONY, GANDHINAGAR, DOMBIVLI (EAST), THANE - 421 204.
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS
(A LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
LIFEON LABS PVT. LTD
SHOP NO.1 AND 2, GROUND FLOOR, ASHAPURA ARCADE, P AND T COLONY, GANDHINAGAR, DOMBIVLI (EAST), THANE - 421 204.
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS
(A LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since: 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
2549378 17/06/2013
LIFEON LABS PVT. LTD
SHOP NO.1 AND 2, GROUND FLOOR, ASHAPURA ARCADE, P AND T COLONY, GANDHINAGAR, DOMBIVLI (EAST), THANE - 421 204.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
(A LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
2549382   17/06/2013
LIFEON LABS PVT. LTD
SHOP NO.1 AND 2, GROUND FLOOR, ASHAPURA ARCADE, P AND T COLONY, GANDHINAGAR, DOMBIVLI (EAST),
THANE - 421 204.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
(A LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
BRUNSON HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO-4B,AHINSA GRUH NIRMAN PLOT-112 KAMOTHE,NEW PANVEL,PANVEL- 410209, MAHARASHTRA,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
REGISTERED COMPANY, UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
2549611 17/06/2013
ABBOTT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
4, CORPORATE PARK, SION-TROMBAY ROAD, MUMBAI-400071
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, SANITARY, AND DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, NUTRITIONAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, MEDICATED PREPARATION FOR TREATMENT OF SKIN AND HAIR INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
2549765 17/06/2013
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :31/03/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matters.
2549766  17/06/2013
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :31/05/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
AMCOR PHARMA PVT. LTD
G.K. PAL, PLOT NO-4, RAMKRISHNA SOCIETY, NARENDRA NAGAR, NAGPUR-440015
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since : 01/06/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS
MRS. HETAL ASHISH CHANDAN
MRS. DEEPA SUNIL UNDE
MRS. SWATI NIWANT HARAILE
MRS. JYOTI APPASAHEB BAGLANE
MRS. SHAMA ABHIJEET PATIL
MRS. HARSHADA PRAVIN SALUNKHE
MRS. PRAGATI SATISH PATIL
MRS. MADHURI JALINDER UNDE

trading as ;SPANSA PHARMACEUTICAL

1ST FLOOR, SIDDHIVINAYAK APARTMENT, OPP.NAVIN MARATHI SCHOOL, SHRIRAMPUR, DIST.AHMEDNAGAR-413709.

MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A UNREGISTERED PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Used Since :15/05/2013

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
2550339  18/06/2013
RADIANT HEALTHCARE (INDIA) PVT. LTD
A/101, DEVIDARSHAN COMPLEX, TEMBHI NAKA, THANE (WEST)- 400601
MANUFACTURER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :12/06/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2550893  19/06/2013

LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS,
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2550895   19/06/2013
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS,
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2551517  20/06/2013
EMMPEE HEALTH CARE (P) LTD.
trading as ;EMMPEE HEALTH CARE (P) LTD.
NC-18,LOHIYANAGAR,NR.SRIRAM HOSPITAL,KANKARBAGH,PATNA 800020,BIHAR
Manufacturer & Merchant
AN INDIAN NATIONAL COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical & medicinal preparations of all kinds being included in class-05.
GOODS FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY..
2551543  20/06/2013
PRASHANT JAYRAM KUBAL
trading as ;REXLORD PHARMA
A-703, SHIVAM PARADISE CHS, BEHIND DENA BANK, L.B.S MARG, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :29/05/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2551546  20/06/2013
PRASHANT JAYRAM KUBAL
trading as ;REXLORD PHARMA
A-703, SHIVAM PARADISE CHS, BEHIND DENA BANK, L.B.S MARG, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :29/05/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2551547  20/06/2013
PRASHANT JAYRAM KUBAL
trading as ;REXLORD PHARMA
A-703, SHIVAM PARADISE CHS, BEHIND Dena BANK, L.B.S MARG, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :29/05/2013
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2551549 20/06/2013
PRASHANT JAYRAM KUBAL
trading as ;REX LORD PHARMA
A-703, SHIVAM PARADISE CHS, BEHIND DENA BANK, L.B.S MARG, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :29/05/2013
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2551774  20/06/2013
SYNCOM HEALTHCARE LIMITED
SYNCOM HOUSE, 40, NIRANJANPUR, DEWAS NAKA, A.B.ROAD, INDORE (M.P) PIN-452010
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT THROUGH DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since: 29/05/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PRODUCT
2551799  20/06/2013
MRS. TASNEEM NAWAB
trading as : ARWA PHARMACEUTICALS
ROW HOUSE NO.1, GULMOHAR RETREAT, FATIMA NAGAR, PUNE-40 (M.S.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.
SOLE PROPRIETARY FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since : 01/05/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
GLIMFIR

2551917    20/06/2013
SINSAN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SINSAN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
S. NO.176/7/2, DHAMALWADI, NEAR SONAI ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOL, BHEKRAI NAGAR, FURSUNGI, PUNE-412308
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :18/04/2013
MUMBAI
Medicinal, Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Substances Namely- For Diabetics.
2551950   20/06/2013
HEXAGON NUTRITION PVT. LTD.
404, A, GLOBAL CHEMBERS, ADARSH NAGAR, OFF. LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 053. MAHARASHTRA.
INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :05/06/2013
MUMBAI
Dietetic substance adopted for medical use, Pharmaceutical, Veterinary and Sanitary preparation; Food for Babies;
plasters, materials for dressing; material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin,
fungicides, herbicides.
2552153  21/06/2013
AGARWAL RADHESHYAM RAMKISHAN
trading as ;PYL HEALTHCARE
RAMKRISHNA SADAN GROUND FLOOR RAILWAY STATION ROAD PIMPRI PUNE-411018
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2552155  21/06/2013
AGARWAL RASHEESHYAM RAMKISHAN
trading as ;PYL HEALTHCARE
RAMKRISHNA SADAN GROUND FLOOR RAILWAY STATION ROAD PIMPRI PUNE-411018
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

2552156 21/06/2013
AGARWAL RADHESHYAM RAMKISHAN
trading as ;PYL HEALTHCARE
RAMKRISHNA SADAN GROUND FLOOR RAILWAY STATION ROAD PIMPRI PUNE-411018
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
AGARWAL RADHESHYAM RAMKISHAN
trading as ;PYL HEALTHCARE
RAMKRISHNA SADAN GROUND FLOOR RAILWAY STATION ROAD PIMPRI PUNE-411018
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
HEATUP GOLD

2552928  24/06/2013
PET BOVINE ANIMAL HEALTH
Jitendra K Patel
Bharat K Patel
Kishorsinh L Chauhan
trading as ;M/s PetBovine Animal Health
/203, Satya Residency, Anand party Plot Road, Near GST Crossing, New Ranip, Ahmedabad, 382480, Gujarat.
VETERINARY PREPARATION AND MEDICINES FOR ANIMALS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/06/2013
AHMEDABAD
VETERINARY PREPARATION AND MEDICINES FOR ANIMALS.
2553574 24/06/2013
SNOMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
336, BARASAT ROAD, FLAT 2A, 2ND FLOOR, SARADA MARKET COMPLEX, KOLKATA 700111, WEST BENGAL TRADER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING IN INDIA UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NICHE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICES
38A NARSINGH AVENUE, NAGER BAZAR, KOLKATA 700074, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 29/01/2010
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS.
ALODINAC

2553647  24/06/2013
NAVJEEVAN LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
ROW HOUSE NO. 6, AVON PLAZA, THAKUR COMPLEX, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400101
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
ZINCOUGH

2553665  24/06/2013
ZEST WELLNESS PVT. LTD.
OPPOSITE BUS STAND, MUMBAI AGRA HIGHWAY, SEONI MALWA (M.P.)-461 223
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER
A PVT. LTD. CO. INCOROP. UNDER CO. ACT 1956
MUMBAI
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.)-452 001.
Used Since: 13/06/2012

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
AMMO - KILL

2553946  25/06/2013
EXCELLAR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
202, SILVERLINE, OPP HOLYCROSS HIGH SCHOOL, OLD MUMBAI -PUNE ROAD, THANE (WEST) - 400601
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2553947  25/06/2013
EXCELLAR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
202, SILVERLINE, OPP HOLYCROSS HIGH SCHOOL, OLD MUMBAI -PUNE ROAD, THANE (WEST) - 400601
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AQUA YEAST

2553948  25/06/2013
EXCELLAR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
202, SILVERLINE, OPP HOLYCROSS HIGH SCHOOL, OLD MUMBAI -PUNE ROAD, THANE (WEST) - 400601
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
EXCELLAR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
202, SILVERLINE, OPP HOLYCROSS HIGH SCHOOL, OLD MUMBAI -PUNE ROAD, THANE (WEST) - 400601
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
EXORENA - 4S

2553952  25/06/2013
EXCELLAR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
202, SILVERLINE, OPP HOLYCROSS HIGH SCHOOL, OLD MUMBAI -PUNE ROAD, THANE (WEST) - 400601
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2554017  25/06/2013
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.:2427139.
2554026  25/06/2013

TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED
BOMBAY HOUSE, 24, HOMI MODY STREET, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, SANITARY AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, FOOD FOR BABIES; INFANTS AND INVALID FOODS; MOSQUITOES COIL, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR BANDAGING, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; PESTICIDES INCLUDING INSECTICIDES FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES; NUTRITIVE MICRO-ORGANISM FOR MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY USE BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2554365  25/06/2013  
ALOK JAIN  
DR. VIKRAM JAIN  
PRASHANT JAIN  
trading as ;ARSHIYA AYURVED SANSTHAN  
KHASRA NO.204/2 P, KHANDELWAL UDYOG NAGAR, GRAM PANCHAYAT PALDA, INDORE-[M.P.]  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.  
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050  
Used Since :01/06/2013  
To be associated with:  
2532409, 2532410, 2532411, 2532412, 2532413, 2532414, 2532416, 2532417, 2532418, 2532419, 2534206  
MUMBAI  
HERBAL POWDER, OILS (MEDICINAL), SYRUPS FOR PHARMACEUTICALS PURPOSES, OINTMENTS, AND ALL TYPES OF MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.  
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.
2554366   25/06/2013
ALOK JAIN
DR. VIKRAM JAIN
PRASHANT JAIN
trading as ; ARSHIYA AYURVED SANSTHAN
KHASRA NO.204/2 P, KHANDELWAL UDYOG NAGAR, GRAM PANCHAYAT PALDA, INDORE-[M.P.]
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, II Nd FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/06/2013
To be associated with:
2519314, 2532409, 2532410, 2532411, 2532412, 2532413, 2532414, 2532415, 2532416, 2532417, 2532418, 2532419, 2534206, 2554365
MUMBAI
HERBAL POWDER, OILS (MEDICINAL), SYRUPS FOR PHARMACEUTICALS PURPOSES, OINTMENTS, AND ALL TYPES OF MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2554367 25/06/2013
ALOK JAIN
DR. VIKRAM JAIN
PRASHANT JAIN
trading as; ARSHIYA AYURVED SANSTHAN
KHASRA NO.204/2 P, KHANDELWAL UDYOG NAGAR, GRAM PANCHAYAT PALDA, INDORE-[M.P.]
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA
WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since : 01/06/2013
To be associated with:
2519313, 2519314, 2532409, 2532410, 2532411, 2532412, 2532413, 2532414, 2532415, 2532416, 2532417, 2532419, 2534206,
2554365, 2554366
MUMBAI
HERBAL POWDER, OILS (MEDICINAL), SYRUPS FOR PHARMACEUTICALS PURPOSES, OINTMENTS, AND ALL TYPES
OF MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2554587  26/06/2013
SARFARAZ FAROOK LASHKARIYA
PACIFIC HOUSE, 1B, MOLEDINA ROAD, CAMP, PUNE - 411 001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & NUTRITIONAL FOODS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES
2554588   26/06/2013
SARFARAZ FAROOK LASHKARIYA
PACIFIC HOUSE, IB, MOLEDINA ROAD, CAMP, PUNE - 411 001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & NUTRITIONAL FOODS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES
2554589  26/06/2013
SARFARAZ FAROOK LASHKARIYA
PACIFIC HOUSE, IB, MOLEDINA ROAD, CAMP, PUNE - 411 001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & NUTRITIONAL FOODS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES
2554591    26/06/2013
SARFARAZ FAROOK LASHKARIYA
PACIFIC HOUSE, 1B, MOLEDINA ROAD, CAMP, PUNE - 411 001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & NUTRITIONAL FOODS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES
2554592 26/06/2013
SARFARAZ FAROOK LASHKARIYA
PACIFIC HOUSE, 1B, MOLEDINA ROAD, CAMP, PUNE - 411 001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & NUTRITIONAL FOODS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES
2554594 26/06/2013
SARFARAZ FAROOK LASHKARIYA
PACIFIC HOUSE, 1B, MOLEDINA ROAD, CAMP, PUNE - 411 001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & NUTRITIONAL FOODS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2487074, 2524533, 2545197

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

2554816 26/06/2013
SUMAN RANGAN DASGUPTA trading as ALLEVIATE THERAPEUTICS
112, BANGUR AVENUE, BLOCK-D, KOLKATA 700 055, WEST BENGAL
Manufacture(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s) & Exporter(s).
SOLE PROPRIETOR BEING INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAS & ASSOCIATES
56/6, THAKUR RAMKRISHNA LANE, HOWRAH 711 104, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Used Since: 17/06/2013
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018       Class 5

INGA LABORATORIES P. LTD.
INGA HOUSE, MAHAKALI ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA AS PER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION

CAPSIFORT
2555010   26/06/2013
ARCH PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
MEENA SMRITI SADAN, RAJEEV NAGAR, ADHIWAKTA NAGAR, GOPALGANJ, BIHAR, PIN-841428
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation
2555013  26/06/2013
ARCH PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
MEENA SMRITI SADAN, RAJEEV NAGAR, ADHIWAKTA NAGAR, GOPALGANJ, BIHAR, PIN-841428
Manufacturer / Merchant
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation
2555014 26/06/2013
ARCH PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
MEENA SMRITI SADAN, RAJEEV NAGAR, ADHIWAKTA NAGAR, GOPALGANJ, BIHAR, PIN-841428
Manufacturer / Merchant
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation
2555366  27/06/2013
M/S L’OREAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
WING, 8TH FLOOR, MARATHON FUTUREX, N.M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.
Used Since: 20/06/2013
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC HERBAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING MEDICATED HAIR OILS, TONICS, LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, BEAUTY CREAMS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE GOODS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2555429  27/06/2013
CHAKRESH CHANDAK
trading as; FIVE STAR CHEMISTS
19, VINOOBA NARGAR, TILAK NARGAR, MAIN ROAD, INDORE-452018 (M.P)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A PROPRIETOR CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/04/1994
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE AS PER THE FORMAT SUBMITTED IN THE APPLICATIONS.
Cefodoc

2555560 27/06/2013
MEDIC LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO.3 D/82 HAPPY HOME ESTATE 4 CHS LTD POONAM SAGAR COMPLEX MIRA ROAD (EAST) THANE-401107
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
SUREQUIT

2556420  28/06/2013
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310, PRATIK AVENUE, 3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400 057

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2556421  28/06/2013
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2556443 28/06/2013
PALSONS DERMA PRIVATE LIMITED
10/D/1, HO-CHI-MINH SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 071,WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :30/03/2012
To be associated with:
2312570
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
SANTOSH F. DSOUZA trading as STANMARCE ENTERPRISE
321/A, HARI OM PLAZA, NEAR OM KARESHWAR TEMPLE, M.G. ROAD, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2557057  01/07/2013
ALVIO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
172B, MANICKTALA MAIN ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A REGISTERED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

2557071 01/07/2013
SHASHI RANJAN KUMAR
trading as ;REGAL PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O. DRUG PALACE, G-11, MAHIMA PALACE, G.M. ROAD, PATNA - 800004, BIHAR.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :01/04/2013
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
LIVOSTOCK

2557200  01/07/2013

AMIT BHUPENDRA PARIKH
MRS. JAGRUTI AMIT PARIKH
trading as ; P AND C ANIMAL HEALTH LLP

602, MATHARU ARCADE, SUBHASH ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP INCORPORATED UNDER LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Used Since: 01/05/2013
MUMBAI

ANIMAL HEALTHCARE AND VETERINARY PRODUCTS, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 ,   22/01/2018           Class 5

LIVERSTOCK

2557201    01/07/2013
AMIT BHUPENDRA PARIKH
MRS. JAGRUTI AMIT PARIKH
trading as ;P AND C ANIMAL HEALTH LLP
602, MATHARU ARCADE, SUBHASH ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP INCORPORATED UNDER LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ANIMAL HEALTHCARE AND VETERINARY PRODUCTS, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY
PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2557207  01/07/2013
FRANCO-INDIAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
20, DR. E. MOSES ROAD, MUMBAI- 400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2557209  01/07/2013
FRANCO-INDIAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
20, DR. E. MOSES ROAD, MUMBAI- 400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2557232 01/07/2013
SANKALP PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
N-4,4TH FLOOR, CHANDI VYAPAR BHAWAN, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800001, BIHAR
Manufactures, Merchants and Traders
an Indian Company.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BINAPANI DAN, ADVOCATE
OSWAL CHAMBER, ROOM NO. 402B, 2, CHURCH LANE, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
GOODS FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY...
2557335  01/07/2013
EMAMI LIMITED
trading as EMAMI LIMITED
687, ANANDAPUR, EM BY PASS, KOLKATA - 700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A INDIAN COMPANY DULY REGISTERED ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :31/12/1945

KOLKATA
Ayurvedic, herbal and medicinal preparations, including ayurvedic body oil, medicated oils, medicated soaps, medicated creams, medicated powders, medicated hair oils, medicated lotions, balms and pain relieving preparations including cosmetics of all kinds for sale in India and for export.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE FAIR AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2557336 01/07/2013
EMAMI LIMITED
trading as; EMAMI LIMITED
687, ANANDAPUR, EM BY PASS, KOLKATA - 700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A INDIAN COMPANY DULY REGISTERED ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since: 01/12/2011
To be associated with:
2092418
KOLKATA
Ayurvedic, herbal and medicinal preparations, including ayurvedic body oil, medicated oils, medicated soaps, medicated creams, medicated powders, medicated hair oils, medicated lotions, balms and pain relieving preparations including cosmetics of all kinds for sale in India and for export.
2557384  01/07/2013

MAHESH PURSWANI
trading as ;JAYA HERBALS
PARAKHA COLONY, STATION ROAD, MANDASOUR (M.P.) PIN-458001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETARY FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :22/12/2010

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL PREPARATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2312880.
ARUN KUMAR SWAMINATHAN
trading as ADEPTO PHARMA
B-5, SANCHI COMPLEX, OPPOSITE BOARD OFFICE, SHIVAJI NAGAR, BHOPAL (M.P.)
TRADER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018  Class 5

2557409  01/07/2013
DR. KUMAR NARENDRA CHOUKSEY
trading as ;T. N. SYS MERYL PHARMA
WANJANI BHAVAN, 18, AMAR SINGH MARG, OLD FRUIT MARKET, FREEGANJ, UJJAIN, (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA
WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
NUTRITIONAL FOOD SUPPLEMENT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
Enuro

2557871  02/07/2013
VATSAL AYURVEDIC PRODUCT PVT. LTD.
18, SIDDHIVINAYAK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OZAR (MIG), NIPHAD, NASHIK-422206
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :01/07/1994
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2557873 02/07/2013
VATSAL AYURVEDIC PRODUCT PVT. LTD.
18, SIDDHIVINAYAK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OZAR (MIG), NIPHAD, NASHIK-422206
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhirane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :01/07/1994
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2557874  02/07/2013
VATSAL AYURVEDIC PRODUCT PVT. LTD.
18, SIDDHIVINAYAK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OZAR (MIG), NIPHAD, NASHIK-422206
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :01/07/1994
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2558099 02/07/2013
SHRI PAL MANGALCHAND JAIN
trading as ;UNIVERSAL LIFE SCIENCE
66/7, CHANDANWADI, MUMBAI-400002
MANUFACTURERS, EXPORTERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR-INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2558265  03/07/2013
CORAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
503, DALAMAL HOUSE, 5TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
PROTONEXT-G

2558370 03/07/2013
GRS LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :GRS LABORATORIES PVT. LTD
At: Plot No - 551/2174, 2nd Floor, Samantarapur Chhak, Bhubaneswar-2, Odisha - 751002
MANUFACTURER and TRADER
Registered under registrar of Companies, Cuttack- Odisha
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK SERVICE (ORISSA)
SANTI NAGAR (NEAR RAYMOND SHOW ROOM),MALI SAHI,B.K. ROAD,CUTTACK 753 001.ORISSA,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DIETARY FOOD PRODUCT CONTAINING PROTEIN FOR HEALTH
GOODS FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY.
2558926  04/07/2013
PCI PEST CONTROL PRIVATE LIMITED
Villa No. 3, Crescent Villa, Candolim, Goa – 403515, India
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, INSECT REPELLING & DESTROYING SUBSTANCES & PREPARATIONS; NAPHTHALENE BALLS, PHENYL; AGRO-CHEMICALS; POISON.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PEST FREE LIVING STRESS FREE LIVING.
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION.
PEPTINOL

2559692   04/07/2013
PUNEET LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
6, SUN HEIGHTS, OFF. A. D. S. MARG, OPP. SUN CITY COMPLEX, POWAI, MUMBAI - 400 076
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJAVA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :08/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

XREL
2560299 05/07/2013
DEY'S MEDICAL STORES (MANUFACTURING) LTD
6/D, NELLY SENGUPTA SARANI, KOLKATA 700087, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; NON-STEROIDAL ANTI-INFLAMMATORY MEDICATION
DILSAVE
2560513  06/07/2013
EMCURE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
Emcure House, T-184, M.I.D.C., Bhosari-411026, Pune, Maharashtra.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :01/05/1993
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2560590  08/07/2013
SALIUS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
A-209, SHIV CHAMBER, SECTOR 11, CBD BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI-400614, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2572125  29/07/2013
UNISON PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
UNISON HOUSE, 93/2, NEAR PRERNATIRTH DERASAR, SATELLITE, JODHPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-I, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380061
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
MIXIF

2572200  29/07/2013
BHARGAV K. SHAH
SACHIN M. PATEL
trading as ;M/s. PRASHIL LIFESCIENCES
28, VISHWAS CITY-5, GOTTA, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
FOLCIN

2573235  31/07/2013
WEST COAST PHARMACEUTICALS WORKS LIMITED
MELDI ESTATE, SAYONA CITY ROAD, GOTA, AHMEDABAD 382481, GUJRAT, INDIA
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJRAT
Used Since :01/01/1972
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations and Products
B-FOLCIN

2573236  31/07/2013

WEST COAST PHARMACEUTICALS WORKS LIMITED
MELDI ESTATE, SAYONA CITY ROAD, GOTA, AHMEDABAD 382481, GUJARAT, INDIA

Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT

Used Since :01/01/1972

To be associated with:
2573235

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations and Products
UNISON PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
UNISON HOUSE, 93/2, NEAR PRERNATIRTH DERASAR, SATELLITE, JODHPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-1, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380061

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
UNISON PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
UNISON HOUSE, 93/2, NEAR PRERNATIRTH DERASAR, SATELLITE, JODHPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-I, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380061
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2577365  07/08/2013
UNISON PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
UNISON HOUSE, 93/2, NEAR PRERNATIRTH DERASAR, SATELLITE, JODHPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-1, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD ,AHMEDABAD-380061
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2614833 19/10/2013
NIMESH RANCHHOD PATEL
trading as ;BASE PHARMACY (INDIA)
‘ASHIRWAD’, B/H LOHANA BUILDING, SHIYAPURA ROAPURA, VADODARA-390001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETARY FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Aprtment, B/h Dr. Swadiya”s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.
Used Since :22/02/2010
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, PAIN RELIEF, ANTIINFLAMATARY, ANTI-COLD, MULTIVITAMINS AND MINERALS PRODUCTS
JKFER

2618710  25/10/2013

KIRANSINH M. RAVALJI
trading as ;M/S. JK LIFESCIENCES.
F-121, GHANTAKARNA COMPLEX, GANJ BAZAR, NADIAD-387 001. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/ Marketers/ Traders/ Service Providers
AN INDAIN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.D.DANI & ASSOCIATES
A/11, LALBHAI APPARTMENT, KIRAN PARK, NAVA WADAJ, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since :29/09/2008

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
2619797  28/10/2013
HARSHAL KISHORBHAI KOYA (HUF)
trading as :M/S. UNIPED MAKE WELL
7, GOLDEN PARK APPARTMENT, NEAR GANGLA NAGAR SOCIETY, PALANPUR PATIYA, RANDER ROAD, SURAT-395 009.
GUJARAT. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER/ MARKETERS/ TRADERS/ SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380
013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since :17/02/2012
AHMEDabad
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
subject to no exclusive right over the word CALCIUM.
BACTIGUARD

2632072  23/11/2013
JAGDISH DAHYALAL PATEL (Karta OF HUF)
trading as ;M/S. GLOBAL MEDITECH
905/2, G. I. D. C., SECTOR-28, GANDHINAGAR-382 028. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/ Marketers/ Traders/ Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since :03/01/2007

AHMEDABAD
ADHESIVE TAPES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING, BANDAGES FOR DRESSING, GAUZE FOR DRESSING AND SURGICAL DRESSING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
2649240    26/12/2013
HIMANSHU SHAH
PRITI SHAH
trading as ;VISHAL PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES
101/A, 100/B, SECTOR- E, SANWER ROAD, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :17/12/2013
To be associated with:
2649239
MUMBAI
NUTRACEUTICAL AND FOOD SUPPLEMENT
AMOXEPT

2651486  30/12/2013
AMICURES RESEARCH PVT. LTD.
B5 Navjeevan Society, Vinjol Railway Crossing, Road Vatvam, Admedabad 382440 Gujarat
Pharmaceutical substances and cosmetics
Company incorporated and existing under the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEDANT VIJAY PUJARI
Flat No. 1102, Diamond Square C.G.H.S., Plot 13-A, Sector 6, Dwarka, New Delhi
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations, dietetic substances adopted for medical use
2655582  07/01/2014
SPECTRA THERAPEUTICS PVT. LTD.
FF-11/12/13, NARAYAN KRUPA COMPLEX, OPP. RUSHIKESH PARK, BOPAL-GHUMA ROAD, GHUMA, AHMEDABAD - 380 058 - GUJARAT INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS
Diflusight eye drops

2708709  28/03/2014

INSIGHT EYE CARE PVT LTD.
UP-4, SADBHAV COMPLEX, NR DRIVE-IN, B/H INDRAPRASTH, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD 380054, GUJARAT.

Manufacturing & Trading
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since: 01/03/2014

AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceutical and Medical Preparation, more precisely eye drops.
EMAMI LIMITED
trading as; EMAMI LIMITED
687, ANANDAPUR, EM BY PASS, KOLKATA - 700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & EXPORTERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
785157, 1120949, 1151273, 1677005, 1677006, 2428810, 2685169, 2776937

KOLKATA
Ayurvedic, herbal and medicinal preparations, ayurvedic body oil, medicated oils, medicated soaps, medicated creams, medicated powders, medicated hair oils, medicated lotions, balms and pain relieving preparations including cosmetics of all kinds tonics, restorative preparations, rejuvenator preparations, energy boosters including chyawanprash for sale in India and for export.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

2834468 30/10/2014
BIOSTADT INDIA LIMITED
POONAM CHAMBERS, 602-A, A WING, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 27/08/2008
MUMBAI
FEED SUPPLEMENT, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT
2859476  06/12/2014
AASPAN PHARMACEUTICALS
trading as ;AASPAN PHARMACEUTICALS
SF-II: Ashok House-II, Sansthा Vasahat, Raopura, Baroda-I, Gujarat
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJAY DHINDLE
C - 203, Swami Aangan, S. No. 50/3, Narha, Pune 41
Used Since :27/08/2014
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2921148  13/03/2015
P.SWAMIDAS
trading as ;M/S.LASONS ENTERPRISES
NO.9/10 MAIN ROAD, SHANTHI NAGAR, S.M.NAGAR POST, CHENNAI-600062.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HAND SANITIZER
2954382   01/05/2015
CHANDRAPRABHA.A
trading as ;HERBINDUS
NEW INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AREA, KANJIKODE, PALAKAD-678621,KERALA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUPARNA GOPAL.T.K
Ravikulam, Devinagar, Manali, Palakkad, Kerala - 678001
Used Since :19/01/2015
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BIFIFLORA
2976998  03/06/2015
RAJESH MEHTANI
2/3 SINGLE STOREY RAMESH NAGAR NEW DELHI 110015
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :21/05/2015
To be associated with:
2976997
DELHI
DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION CONTAINING DRIED JUICE OF BARLEY PLANTS [OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL USE], FOOD SUPPLEMENTS (NON-MEDICATED) BEING GLUCOSE CONFECTIONERY, SUPPLEMENTS (FOOD) FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION [OTHER THAN MEDICATED, OR PREDOMINANTLY OF VITAMINS, MINERALS OR TRACE ELEMENTS]
2985188 15/06/2015
KOGANTI SUDHEER
PLOT NO. 214A, ADDAGUTTA HOUSING SOCIETY, WESTERN HILLS, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD-500072 TELANGANA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/01/2015
CHENNAI
FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR PRAWNS
LYWORM

3073160  08/10/2015
MEHRAJ HEMRAJ CHAUDHARY
trading as ;AID WELL PHARMACEUTICALS
2, ARYAN COMPLEX, NEAR BOPAL GRAM PANCHAYAT, BOPAL, AHMEDABAD - 3800581 GUJARAT (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :07/10/2015

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LEVAMISOLE DRUG, VETERINARY USE ONLY.
CEFISTELLAR

3080003  16/10/2015
AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE
OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE - 560 027
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
METHYMERZ
3080018 16/10/2015
AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE
OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
PRONOX-BB

3105149    26/11/2015

N.MUKESH
trading as ;BIO BAX SOLUTIONS
D.NO.5-161/1, LAXMINAGAR GUNDAPACHAMPALLY MEDCHAPELL MEDCHAPELL MANDAL, R.R.,DIST., (T.S) INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :25/05/2015

CHENNAI
AQUA FEED SUPPLEMENT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

3215913 18/03/2016
MR. PRADEEP KUMAR SHARMA
H. NO. 3, VIKAS ENKLEY, ROTHA ROAD, MEERUT (U.P.)-250001
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
3218801   24/03/2016
N. SUNILKUMAR
trading as ;M/S. LAKRISHI ORGANICS
OFFICE NO: 19, 1ST FLOOR, KHUMBHAT COMPLEX, 700 POONAMALLEE HIGH ROAD, AMINJIKARAI – 600029,
TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :20/01/2016
CHENNAI
NEEM OIL BASED BIO-PESTICIDE.
3231029 07/04/2016
SCHATZ PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SCHATZ PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 1, KH NO. 20/13/2, AMBERHAI NEAR POLE NO. J894, DWARKA SECTOR-19, DELHI- 110075
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VMS LEGAL SERVICES LLP
M-1/12, GROUND FLOOR, MODEL TOWN-3, NEW DELHI 110009
Used Since :29/09/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
Soinsvie
3291754  22/06/2016
SOINSVIE PHARMACIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Company
PLOT NO. 263, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE 1, PANCHKULA
Marketing of Pharmaceutical goods and products
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TARUNA GOEL
# 1309, Silver City, Zirakhpur
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2985721
DELHI
Pharmaceutical goods and products
OFALAV OZ TAB

3357591  07/09/2016
LA VENIER PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; LAVENIER
SHAMBHU SHARAN SHAHI, BIDYAPATINAGAR, RAMNATH SHARMA MARG, GOPALGANJ, BIHAR
Service and Trading of . Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides

PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT TANEJA, CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
L-11, Ground Floor, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi - 110017
Used Since : 23/05/2016

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
LAVICYP SYP
3357593  07/09/2016
LAVENIER PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;LAVENIER
SHAMBHU SHARAN SHAHI, BIDYAPATINAGAR, RAMNATH SHARMA MARG, GOPALGANJ, BIHAR
Service and Trading of Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT TANEJA, CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
L-11, Ground Floor, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi - 110017
Used Since :23/05/2016
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
WESFIX-O
3365004  16/09/2016
WESTIN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;WESTIN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
2039, SECTOR-13, URBAN ESTATE, KARNAL, HARYANA-132001, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MULSONA
3425021 03/12/2016
NOURIER LAB
Seema Goyal
Ravindra Goyal
trading as Nourier Lab
A-301, Krishna Place Althan Tenament, Surat - 395017, Gujrat
Manufacturer and Merchants.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since: 04/05/2016
AHMEDABAD
Medicines and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
NRB
3447511 02/01/2017
ANIMAX HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ANIMAX HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
116/49, WARD NO.-29, PANCHVATI, INDERPRASTH COLONY, SONEPAT ROAD, ROHTAK-124001, HARYANA, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/12/2016
DELHI
FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS
MOHD HASEEB SHAKIL AHMED
trading as ZIYAD HYGIENE
PLOT NO. 14/J, SHOP NO. 007, BAIGANWADI, GOVANDI, MUMBAI-400 043
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DIAPERS OF TEXTILE
HAIDARALI JUBER SHAIKH
trading as ;RUHANI AYURVEDIC CENTER
MAUJE AGAR, CHIKODE TAL, TALUKA-SHIROL, DISTRICT KOLHAPUR-416102
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :01/01/2007
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS
RUNNY
3468395  30/01/2017
BEEOK HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BEEOK HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 1, 16TH CROSS, PRAGATHI LAYOUT DODDANEKKUNDI, BANGALORE - 560037
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :19/09/2016
CHENNAI
MEDICINE, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
COUVINAZEC
3484569  15/02/2017
COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED trading as ;COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
VIVEK VIHAR PO HERBERTPUR WARD NO-6 ATHAN BAGH VIKAS NAGAR DEHRADUN
COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED HAVING REGD OFFICE AT VIVEK VIHAR PO HERBERTPUR WARD NO 6 ATHAN
BAGH VIKAS NAGAR DEHRADUN PIN 248142 UTRRAKHAND INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALIT KR.SHARMA
F-223 A GF, MANGAL BAZAR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :23/12/2016
DELHI
DRUGS AND MEDICINES.
COUVINCIP
3484571  15/02/2017
COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
VIVEK VIHAR PO HERBERTPUR WARD NO-6 ATHAN BAGH VIKAS NAGAR DEHRADUN
COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED HAVING REGD OFFICE AT VIVEK VIHAR PO HERBERTPUR WARD NO 6 ATHAN
BAGH VIKAS NAGAR DEHRADUN PIN 248142 UTTRAKHAND INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALIT KR.SHARMA
F-223 A GF , MANGAL BAZAR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :23/12/2016
DELHI
DRUGS AND MEDICINES.
COUVINCTZ

3484572  15/02/2017

COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as : COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED

VIVEK VIHAR PO HERBERTPUR WARD NO-6 ATHAN BAGH VIKAS NAGAR DEHRADUN

COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED HAVING REGD OFFICE AT VIVEK VIHAR PO HERBERTPUR WARD NO 6 ATHAN
BAGH VIKAS NAGAR DEHRADUN PIN 248142 UTTRAKHAND INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALIT KR.SHARMA
F-223 A GF , MANGAL BAZAR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Used Since :23/12/2016

DELHI

DRUGS AND MEDICINES.
COUVINOF
3484573  15/02/2017
COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
VIVEK VIHAR PO HERBERTPUR WARD NO-6 ATHAN BAGH VIKAS NAGAR DEHRADUN
COUVIN LIFE CARE PRIVATE LIMITED HAVING REGD OFFICE AT VIVEK VIHAR PO HERBERTPUR WARD NO 6 ATHAN
BAGH VIKAS NAGAR DEHRADUN PIN 248142 UTTRAKHAND INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALIT KR.SHARMA
F-223 A GF , MANGAL BAZAR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :23/12/2016
DELHI
DRUGS AND MEDICINES.
RUBOR

3486417  20/02/2017
HARI MADHAV KADAM
trading as ;GEETANJALI BIO PHARMA
103/2, LAD NAGAR, NEAR KARAMVEER BHAURAO PATIL COLLEGE, PANDHARPUR, SOLAPUR-413606
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :02/10/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
3497493 28/02/2017
SURYA PRAKASH YADAV
trading as AARNA CARE
71-C, POCKET D-2, DDA FLATS, OLD KONDALI, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE 3, DELHI 110096
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CS TANYA GROVER
8, NALA MARKET, WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical
3512349    23/03/2017
ANIRUDH KUMAR RAI
trading as ;ARA HERBAL
20, BADARUR EXTN., MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
149, IST FLOOR, KILOKARI, MAHARANI BAGH, ASHRAM, NEW DELHI 110014
Used Since :22/07/2012
DELHI
HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS INFECTANTS, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, HAIR OILS (AYURVEDIC AND MEDICATED), SOAPS (MEDICATED), SKIN CREAM, OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS -5
FWP FIN-O-CID

3518076  02/04/2017

NAVNIT KUMAR
DROPATI COMPLEX, HOUSE NO.: 023-0171, WARD NO.: 27, MANASPURI, AZAD NAGAR, MOTIHARI, EAST CHAMPARAN, BIHAR, PIN - 845401 INDIA

PROPRIETOR (FINE WORLD PHARMA)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ KUMAR SRIVASTWA
TRADESAFE IP, Ground Floor, Shyam Kishori Homes, Behind: Hotel Rajasthan, Fraser Road, Patna, Bihar, PIN - 800001
www.tradesafe.in Ph.: 09631134494

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3514976

KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICALS AND AYURVEDIC FORMULATIONS
DEVIVAL

3518652   31/03/2017

ANIT DATTA PROPRIETOR OF MS OMAX INTERNATIONAL
A-49 ,Sarai Pipel Thala Extn., Adarsh Nagar, Delhi – 110033, (India)

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
3522156  07/04/2017
DEEPAK ARORA
36 IND AREA KHANNA NAGAR BANKE BIHARI GALI BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
F-12/9, SIR SYED ROAD, JAMIA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110025

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINE, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
LivoShakti
3527752  16/04/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PRPRITOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
Hakeem Lukmaan

3527754   16/04/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPRITOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
LivoHappy
3527755   16/04/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPRITOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
Roop Nirog
3527756  16/04/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPRITOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CABROLYVE
3532648  24/04/2017
VIIV HEALTHCARE UK (NO.3) LIMITED
980 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex, TW8 9GS, England
a company incorporated under the laws of England
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances for treatment of HIV; vaccines for treatment of HIV; none of the above including ayurvedic medicines and formulations.
NAMAK SHAHI
3534498  26/04/2017
UNANI & CO PRIVATE LIMITED
929, KUCHA ROHULLAH KHAN, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL KUMAR SAH
A-3A, 2ND FLOOR, SAINIK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059.
Used Since: 14/05/1976
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF HERBAL, AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINES
3536508 28/04/2017
DR. MAHENDER SINGH BASU TRADING AS BASU EYE HOSPITAL
BANS MANDI, BAREILLY, UTTAR PRADESH
Manufacturers, Traders & service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/2010
To be associated with:
752209
DELHI
Eye drops" falling in class 5
SEMUNS ZINPLUS VIT

3540434  02/05/2017
K.V. BADARI NARAYANA, TRADING AS SEMUNS LABORATORIES
D.No.11-480 & 481, S & B Estates, sattenapalli Road, Narasaraopet
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/02/2012
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
DALIREM

3544744 08/05/2017

HETERO HEALTHCARE LIMITED
7-2-A-2, Hetero Corporate, Industrial Estate, Sanathnagar, Hyderabad-500 018.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBITALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002”.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
QURS PURSHABAB

3550091  16/05/2017
UNANI & CO PRIVATE LIMITED
929, KUCHA ROHULLAH KHAN, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL KUMAR SAH
A-3A, 2ND FLOOR, SAINIK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059.
Used Since: 14/05/1976
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF HERBAL, AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINES
3553693  22/05/2017

MAKRONIX LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
At: 103, 1st FLOOR, AKSHAR COMPLEX, C.S.No: 40, NH- 8, VAJP, VALASAD, GUJRAT, PI:N 396191
Registered under Registrar of Companies Act, Gujrat

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK SERVICE (ORISSA)
SANTI NAGAR (NEAR RAYMOND SHOW ROOM), MALI SAHI, B.K. ROAD, CUTTACK 753 001, ORISSA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS MEDICINES for HYPERTENSION (high blood pressure). in the same Class.
OLMIKE 20-H

3553694   22/05/2017
MAKRONIX LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
At: 103, 1st FLOOR, AKSHAR COMPLEX, C.S.No: 40, NH- 8, VAPI, VALASAD, GUJRAT, PIN: 396191
Registered under Registrar of Companies Act, Gujrat
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK SERVICE (ORISSA)
SANTI NAGAR (NEAR RAYMOND SHOW ROOM),MALI SAHI,B.K. ROAD,CUTTACK 753 001,ORISSA,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS MEDICINES for HYPERTENSION (high blood pressure). in the same Class.
3554452  22/05/2017

PHERMPEP CO., LTD.
3F., No.23, Keya Rd., Daya Dist., Taichung City 428, Taiwan.
A company of Taiwan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; albuminous preparations for medical purposes; casein dietary supplements; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; food for babies; nutritional supplements; pastilles for pharmaceutical purposes; lozenges for pharmaceutical purposes; protein dietary supplements.
YASLIV
3554817  23/05/2017
KUMARI ANITA
SHAKTI PARK, NALASUPRA, THANÉ, MAHARASHTRA - 401202
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES PRODUCTS
STONIS

3554818  23/05/2017
KUMARI ANITA
SHAKTI PARK, NALASUPRA, THANE, MAHARASHTRA - 401202
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES PRODUCTS
SEFNIS

3554820  23/05/2017
KUMAR AMRESH
SHAKTI PARK, NALASUPRA, THANE, MAHARASHTRA - 401202
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES PRODUCTS
MEROYAN
3554822  23/05/2017
SURESH KUMAR
SHAKTI PARK, NALASUPRA, THANE, MAHARASHTRA - 401202
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
fungicides, herbicides products
B-Kid

3558274 27/05/2017
BIPHA DRUG LABORATORIES PVT LTD
XIII/804 D, Pallippurathu Kavu Junction, Kottayam, Kerala, Pin - 686 001

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Advocates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjuran Road, Cochin - 682018

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Ayurvedic Medicinal preparations included in class 5
Utroboost

3558787    28/05/2017

RATISH KUMAR TRADING AS CARE TAKE HEALTH CARE
NEAR MISSION BAJAJ AGENCEY, MAHADEWA, SIWAN, BIHAR

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
MINTOSAN
3558992  29/05/2017
SMT. NEHA ARORA.
O-51, 2ND FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-2, NEW DELHI, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL NAME
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
CATTLE FEED SUPPLEMENTS, FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE, NUTRITIONAL & MEDICATED SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMAL FEED STUFFS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
RVST
3561265  01/06/2017
GO - ISH REMEDIES LIMITED
BADDI-NALAGARH ROAD KISHANPUR A: - 174 101 TA: - BADDI DIST: - SOLAN (H.P.)
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN BHASIN
3320 SECTOR 27/D CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances
3561604  01/06/2017
DHRUV SOMANI
55, HATHROI FORT, HARI KISHAN SOMANI MARG, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since: 24/05/2017
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
3563831  05/06/2017
CRYSTAL CROP PROTECTION PRIVATE LIMITED
B-95, WAZIRPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIRPUR, DELHI - 110052
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2155531
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES, RODENTICIDES, ACARICIDES; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; DISINFECTANTS
CRYSTAL CROP PROTECTION PRIVATE LIMITED
B-95, WAZIRPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIRPUR, DELHI - 110052
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2155531
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES, RODENTICIDES, ACARICIDES; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; DISINFECTANTS
3565016  06/06/2017
TODAY'S GLOBAL CROP PROTECTION
SHOP NO. 32-33, SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH MARKET, OPP. JAGRAON BRIDGE, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Weed Killers, Disinfectants, Preparations for Killing Weeds & Destroying Vermin, Phenol for Pharmaceutical Purposes; Insect Repelling & Insect Destroying Preparations.
3565038  06/06/2017
SENVION BIOTECH
Shop No. 2, Shree Ram Market, Near Gaushala, Main Gaushala Road, Karnal-132001, Haryana
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations; Dietetic Substances adapted for medical use
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD BIOTECH
3565383  07/06/2017
SACHIN SUKHATHANKAR
S-1, ANJALI, JOEFIL NAGAR, PONDA, GOA 403401 INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
LYRUS
3565439  07/06/2017
LYRUS LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD.,
trading as ;LYRUS LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD.,
NO.22, 7TH CROSS, JAIBHARATH NAGAR, BENGALURU-560033, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 122002 HARYANA
Used Since :03/10/2016
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS.
TUXIPLA
3566408  08/06/2017
CIPLA LIMITED
CIPLA HOUSE, PENINSULA BUSINESS PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, MUMBAI 400 013, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3657777 09/06/2017
PREVEST DENPRO LIMITED
38, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DIGIANA, JAMMU - 180010
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Dental Bonding material
3567789  09/06/2017
PREVEST DENPRO LIMITED
38, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DIGIANA, JAMMU - 180010
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Dental Etching material
3567839  09/06/2017
BRISTAL LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
B-319, 3rd FLOOR, Sobor Center, Gala Gymkhana Raod, Bopal (South), Ahmedabad-380 058.
Director
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

**Proposed to be Used**

AHMEDABAD

Medicines and Pharmaceuticals Preparation included in class 05
PRIPACT

3571554    15/06/2017
PRIBNOW PRIVATE LIMITED
302, SONMUR APARTS, DARUWALA COMPOUND, S.V. ROAD, CTS 624, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI CITY-400080
TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS
PRODUCTS PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOUNDS INCLUDING PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS
3574571  20/06/2017
PARSOTTAM JATAV
BALRAM WARD NO. 17, GURU GOVIND SINGH WARD, SAGAR CANTT, MADHYA PRADESH-47001
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAHIL GUPTA
BF-102, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
JOINT OIL ,JOINT PAIN REDUCE POWDER ,HAIR OIL, HAIR INCREASE POWDER,HONEY, AMAL MURABAA,
CHAWANPRASH,SUGAR CURE,FIT ME, DENTAL CARE POWDER,FACE PACK, MUSLI POWDER, LAHSOON
OIL, NEELGIRI OIL, SHILAJEET, FACEWASH, TOOTHPASTE, ARJUNCHHAL, ASTHMA CURE, TRIFLA CHURN GAS
NIVARAN CHURN, SORISIS CURE, COUGH SYURP COUGH GOLI, PATHRI POWDER, PILES CURE POWDER SKIN
CURE SOAP, SHAMPOO
3574705   20/06/2017

RAMESH KUMAR
Dhani Kishan Dutt, Nr. Balmiki Hanuman Mandir 12 Qtr. Road, Hisar, Haryana
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR CHHABRA
GF, J6/41, RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 110027

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Class 5 included Pharmaceutical, homeopathic, ayurvedic medicines, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides,
herbicides etc
Mahaushadhi Organics
3576835  22/06/2017
NALIN KUMAR JAIN
NO. 19, 2ND FLOOR, OLD NO.135, 6TH MAIN ,50 FEET ROAD, HANUMANTHNAVAR, 2ND BLOCK, BSK 1ST STAGE,
BANGALORE -PIN- 560050
Indian Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations namely, anti-inflammatory preparations, preparations for the relief of allergies, preparations to reduce contact with allergens or pollutants; antiseptic preparations, anti-bacterial preparations, all-purpose disinfecting preparations, germicides; articles impregnated with a disinfectant or anti-bacterial product, sanitizing wipes, tissues and sponges; articles impregnated with an antiseptic product, namely antiseptic wipes; insecticides and miticides; insect repellants; preparations for destroying and repelling vermin; fungicides; air deodorizing preparations, air purifying preparations; household and room deodorants and deodorisers; odour neutralizing preparations for use on carpets, textiles, surfaces, and in the air; preparations and substances for neutralising, controlling or reducing allergens, namely air purifying preparations; medicated toiletries, namely, medicated skin care preparations, medicated talcum powder, medicated bath preparations; medical plasters; materials for dressings, namely plasters, plaster rings, rings for corns, adhesive plasters, bandaging materials, namely gauze, composite dressings, foam dressing, skin substitutes, surgical tapes and adhesive skin closures; filled first-aid boxes, namely first aid kits; cloths, wipes, tissues and sponges impregnated with antiseptic or disinfectant preparations for hygiene use; anti-inflammatory gels, creams and lotions; saline nasal gel; medicated gels, creams and lotions for dermatological use; skin sanitizer gels; topical gels, creams and lotions for medical and therapeutic.
3578721  26/06/2017
SUNILKUMAR DHIRAJLAL MADLANI PROPRIETOR OF PLATONIC LIFE SCIENCES
340, SADGURU ARCADE, DHEBAR ROAD ONE WAY, RAJKOT-360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SINGLE FIRM PLATONIC LIFE SCIENCES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALPESH N. DAVDA
7 - EVEREST SOCIETY, JAYANT K.G.SOCIETY MAIN ROAD, OPP. KHADI BHAVAN, NEAR ANAND BUNGLA CHOWK,
MAVDI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 004 -GUJARAT
Used Since : 01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-5
DERMICEE
3579291 27/06/2017
SANDESH GUPTA
F-10/9, KRISHNA NAGAR, DELHI-110051
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
ARBIGLOW CREAM
3579293  27/06/2017
SANDESH GUPTA
F-10/9, KRISHNA NAGAR, DELHI-110051
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3579607  27/06/2017
DR. PIYUSH B. BORKHATARIYA
1ST FLOOR, BALAJI COMPLEX, NEAR TRIMURTI HOSPITAL, JUNAGADH -362001, GUJARAT, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 01/06/2017
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
ZELOS HEALTH CARE

3579759  28/06/2017
KRISHAN LAL MALHOTRA
HOUSE NO. 28, BLOCK NO. 22, WARD NO.6, GANDHI NAGAR ROHTAK, HARYANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
MERIDOST
3580109  28/06/2017
SANTOSH KUMAR GARG
141, 1st FLOOR, SUNDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110003
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARPREET OBEROI
81, NATIONAL PARK, LAJPAT NAGAR-4 NEW DELHI-110024
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
mytspro
3580297  28/06/2017
MITS NUTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No. 1, M.S. Heritage, Plot NO. 118, Sector - 27, Nerul, Navi Mumbai - 400706, Maharashtra
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL
PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES;
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR
STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES,
HERBICIDES
RABDIN
3580528   29/06/2017
M/S PFLEGE FORMULATIONS
23/17 A UGF, COLVIN ROAD- CIVIL LINES, ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Used Since :01/11/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
FEMYL

3580529   29/06/2017
M/S PFLEGE FORMULATIONS
23/17 A UGF, COLVIN ROAD- CIVIL LINES, ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Used Since :01/11/2016

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
RIPAPRESS
3580887  29/06/2017
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DESCRIPTION: MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
LONETA

3580890  29/06/2017
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

DESCRIPTION: MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
METAPHOR

3581452  30/06/2017
NIRMAN CROP CARE PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 688, NEAR DIVYA MARATHI PRESS, NH-6, AT POST - BORGAON MANJU, AKOLA - 444102. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
"WHITE HOUSE", STATION ROAD, GANDHI WARD, HINGANGHAT - 442301. DISTT:- WARDHA. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, miticides.
NIRMAN CROP CARE PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 688, NEAR DIVYA MARATHI PRESS, NH-6, AT POST - BORGAON MANJU, AKOLA - 444102. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
"WHITE HOUSE", STATION ROAD, GANDHI WARD, HINGANGHAT - 442301. DISTT:- WARDHA. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, miticides.
TES-Q10

3582103  30/06/2017

TESSERA HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO 92/XI, MUKULATH BUILDING, PULIKKAL KUNNU, KAMBALAKKAD POST, WAYANAD, KERALA, INDIA, 673122
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI,
AHMEDABAD 380006

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides all included in class 5
SHED CALL CT
3582108  30/06/2017
NEESAY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Room No. 9, Building No. 14/385, K.K. Tower, Pathiriyal Manjeri, Malappuram Kerala- 676123, India
Limited liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3381167
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
ISOKINASE

3582202 30/06/2017
RAJA TAK (PROPRIETOR OF M/S VERSURE PHARMA)
Shop No. A-1, Plot No.112-113, Vipin Garden, New Delhi, - 59,(India)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
3582255   01/07/2017

JODAS EXPOIM PVT LTD
Plot No 55, Phase–III, Biotech park, Karkapatla(V), Markook (M), Siddipet(D), Telangana, India, Pin: 502279.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3582256   01/07/2017
JODAS EXPOM PVT LTD
Plot No 55, Phase–III, Biotech park, Karkapatla(V), Markook (M), Siddipet(D), Telangana, India, Pin: 502279.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3582264    01/07/2017
JODAS EXPOIM PVT LTD
Plot No 55, Phase–III, Biotech park, Karkapatla(V), Markook
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3582270  01/07/2017

JODAS EXPOIM PVT LTD

Plot No 55, Phase–III, Biotech park, Karkapatla(V), Markook (M), Siddipet(D), Telangana, India, Pin: 502279.

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE

S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3582860    02/07/2017
BRINY PHARMACEUTICALS
PLOT NO-4, HIMMATNAGAR SOCIETY, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT-395006, GUJARAT
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINES, SHILAJEET (AYURVEDIC MEDICINE).
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
alginate dietary supplements, casein dietary supplements, enzyme dietary supplements, herbal teas for medicinal purposes, medicinal herbs, slimming pills, wheat germ dietary supplements, nutritional supplements
DAWAS

3583157  03/07/2017
PRAN DAWAS
C89A, MANDAWALI, FAZALPUR, DELHI-110092
proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
3583445  03/07/2017
MACHINDRA BABAN GHANGALE
OFFICE NO. 140, 141, G-WING, JAY GANESH SAMRAJYA, PUNE-NASHIK HIGHWAY, BHOSARI-411039, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE & HERBAL MEDICINES
BRINTON PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
Brinton House, Survey No.55/2, Kharadi, Pune – 411 014
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
CBC-PV

3583717  03/07/2017

CHANDRA BHAGAT PHARMA PVT. LTD.
P.B. No. 16624, Bhagat Bhuvan, 323-F, Dr. Ambedkar Road, Matunga (East), Mumbai - 400 019, State of Maharashtra, India.

An Indian Company Registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

In respect of medicinal, pharmaceutical and ayurvedic preparation and substances all being goods included in Class - 05.
CBC-ALPHA
3583718  03/07/2017
CHANDRA BHAGAT PHARMA PVT. LTD.
P.B. No. 16624, Bhagat Bhuvan, 323-F, Dr. Ambedkar Road, Matunga (East), Mumbai - 400 019, State of Maharashtra, India.
An Indian Company Registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
In respect of medicinal, pharmaceutical and ayurvedic preparation and substances all being goods included in Class - 05.
NEUMOVAC

3583719    03/07/2017

CHANDRA BHAGAT PHARMA PVT. LTD.
P.B. No. 16624, Bhagat Bhuvan, 323-F, Dr. Ambedkar Road, Matunga (East), Mumbai - 400 019, State of Maharashtra, India.
An Indian Company Registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
In respect of medicinal, pharmaceutical and ayurvedic preparation and substances all being goods included in Class - 05.
3584018  04/07/2017
ABHAY DHAKAD (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS K. BIO HERBS
Kameldeep, 24, Near Dutta Mandir, Nai Abadi, Mandsaur - 458001, Madhya Pradesh
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
3584117    04/07/2017
PUNITA KALPESH PATEL
RADHEYSHYAM, SPRING VALLEY, B/H KARNAVATI CLUB, AHMEDABAD 380058 GUJARAT INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANAVATI ASSOCIATES
NANAVATI ASSOCIATES Advocates, Patent & Trade Mark Attorneys Satyam Corporate Square, Block-B, B/h Rajpath Club, Off S G Road, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3584313  04/07/2017
FAHIMUDDIN ANSARI
trading as ;ROG BAHAR KAR CHURNA
H NO-445, STREET NO.-4, OPP-TRIPAL FACTORY, OLD MUSTAFABAD, DELHI-110094
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINE
SUPERBACT

3585003  05/07/2017

R. BUJJI, TRADING AS M/S. CLITUS PHARMACEUTICALS
D. No. 50-95-5/1, Celler Panchavati Apartments, Secthammadhar', Visakapatnam - 530 013

Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Used Since :27/04/2017

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
Shashvi Night

3585030  05/07/2017
SHASHVI REMEDIES OPC PRIVATE LIMITED
SRI RADHA PARTHASARThI, A-1801, MAHAAVIR HERITAGE, SECTOR 35G, PLOT NO.3, KHARGHAR, NAVI MUMBAI – 410210
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHINDER VIG
E-13, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA-201308 U.P

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3421786
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
SHAHNAZ HUSAIN'S FLOWER BOTANIC
3585068  05/07/2017
SHAHNAZ HUSAIN
trading as ;SHAHNAZ HERBALS
GF-20-21 E-BLOCK, INTERNATIONAL TRADE TOWER, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARK CO.,
ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3439881, 3439883, 3439885, 3439887, 3439892, 3439894, 3439902, 3439915, 3439917, 3439918, 3439920, 3439921, 3515738
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF FACE, BODY AND HAIR; MEDICATED SHampoos; INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
3585158 05/07/2017
PICWELL PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
F-503, SURYAM ELEGANCE, NR. SILVER HABITAT, NR. MADHAV FARM, RING ROAD, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD - 382 418.
GUJARAT. INDIA.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since :02/03/2017
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
FEVEROCIN

3585423  05/07/2017

M/S. NEW LIFE LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
16, BAL VIHAR ROAD, GHORA NAKKAS, BHOPAL-462001 (M.P.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :28/08/2000
MUMBAI

Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
WORMOCIN

3585429   05/07/2017
M/S. NEW LIFE LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
16, BAL VIHAR ROAD, GHORA NAKKAS, BHOPAL-462001 (M.P.)
A COMPANY Duly INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :28/08/2000
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
OFMAX
3585463  05/07/2017
RAMESHWAR LAL KUMAWAT PROP. OF M.D. PHARMA
E-91,NEAR KUMBHA CIRCLE ,AZAD NAGAR, BHILWARA-311001 (RAJ)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
Post-op Wipes

3585478  05/07/2017

ACUMED DEVICES DISTRIBUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
424/4, Tower View Colony, P-Block, 6th Avenue, Anna Nagar, Chennai 600 040

Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3585377

CHENNAI
Sanitizing wipes, pre-moistened medicated wipes, Tissues and wipes impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions and creams, Sterile wet wipes impregnated with pure water or Pharmaceutical ingredients
YOGAPAM

3585517  05/07/2017
R VIKRAM S/O SHRI RADHEY SHYAM
A- 43 G/F Kh No. 115, Khirki Ext. Panchsheel, Vihar -110017 Delhi-110017, (India)

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
CALCIOSMART
3585649 06/07/2017
M/S. MEDIBIOS LABORATORIES PVT. LIMITED
101, MANGALAM, KULUPWADI, NEAR NATIONAL PARK, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI 400066.
Director
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation
DAPLONG

3585656  06/07/2017
M/S. EDGE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
166, 16TH FLOOR, ATLANTA BUILDING, 209 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021

Director
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
3586010  06/07/2017
AMIT VERMA
Sec-1/655. A.V. Bodla, Agra-282007
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Biological fungicides, Pesticides.
CRACKSIN
3586360  06/07/2017
M/S. NEW LIFE LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
16, BAL VIHAR ROAD, GHORA NAKKAS, BHOPAL-462001 (M.P.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
WARTOCIN

3586362    06/07/2017
M/S. NEW LIFE LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
16, BAL VIHAR ROAD, GHORA NAKKAS, BHOPAL-462001 (M.P.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
MENSOCIN
3586363  06/07/2017
M/S. NEW LIFE LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
16, BAL VIHAR ROAD, GHORA NAKKAS, BHOPAL-462001 (M.P.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
CAL-C-TONE

3586364 06/07/2017
M/S. NEW LIFE LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
16, BAL VIHAR ROAD, GHORA NAKKAS, BHOPAL-462001 (M.P.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
LACTO-LIFE

3586365  06/07/2017
M/S. NEW LIFE LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
16, BAL VIHAR ROAD, GHORA NAKKAS, BHOPAL-462001 (M.P.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
GLUCEPTA

3586482   07/07/2017
SAMEER DEODATTA SAWWALAKHE
604, JAYANTI MANSION 3, ABOVE RELIANCE FRESH , MANISH NAGAR, NAGPUR 440015
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
SMUTHGO

3586483  07/07/2017
SAMEER DEODATTA SAWWALAKHE
604, JAYANTI MANSION 3, ABOVE RELIANCE FRESH, MANISH NAGAR, NAGPUR 440015

PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
RABIXZ

3586529 07/07/2017
CURE & CARE HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED.
H. NO.-365, 1ST FLOOR, GHARI MOHALLA VILLAGE BADLI, NEW DELHI-110042, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
CRITICAL MASS

3586545  07/07/2017
SUCHETA VATS
A-207, ROAD NUMBER 4 GALI NUMBER 9 MAHIPALPUR EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110037
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VARUNVATSA
7/A Khurbura Dehradun-248001 Uttarakhand
Used Since :06/04/2017
DELHI
DIETIC SUBSTANCES, HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS, BODY BUILDING HEALTH SUPPLEMENT FOR HUMAN USE
SAZOFI - TZ

3586783   07/07/2017
ADVIA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
ROAD NO. 26, KATARI HILL ROAD, ALIGUNG, GAYA - 823001, BIHAR INDIA
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS FORMULATION
NIINE

3587036  07/07/2017
SH. AMAR TULSIYAN,
(Proprietor)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sanitary napkins, sanitary towels, sanitary pads, menstruation pads, menstruation briefs, sanitary panties, panty liners for hygienic or menstrual purposes, deodorizing agent and refreshener, other than for personal use; panty shields for hygienic or menstrual purposes, menstruation tampons, sanitary wipes, paper wipes impregnated with sanitizers and paper wipes impregnated with disinfectants.
3587254  08/07/2017
NUTREE HEALTH CARE
H.No.3-6-666,Barwale Chambers,Himayath Nagar Street No.10,Hyderabad-500029
NUTREE HEALTH CARE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar,Allwyn Colony,Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72,Telangana,

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
CEGAXIL
3587358 08/07/2017
SRINIVAS NITTURI, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS CERAGON HEALTHCARE
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
3587560 08/07/2017
SALUBRITY & PABULUM HEALTHCARE (A UNIT OF JAI MATADI FINANCE COMPANY LTD.)
Guru Vatika, Phase-I, Nimpur, Jagatpur, Cuttack-754021, Odisha, India.
an Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
Used Since: 10/04/2017
KOLKATA
Manufacturer & Merchants of Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations being included in Class-05.
3587817  08/07/2017
PRICE PHARMA SPRL
KINSHASA, REPUBLIC DEMOCRATIC OF CONGO
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
LASA

3587890  08/07/2017
LASA SUPERGENERICS LTD.
B-207, 2ND FLOOR, CITI POINT, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, J B NAGAR, ANDHERI(EAST), MUMBAI-400059
Company incorporated under Company Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARAG MORE
Used Since :20/05/2010
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary active ingredients for medical purpose; Pharmaceutical and veterinary substances for medical purpose; Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; Anthelmintics; Fungicides; Dietetic substances adapted for medical use; Additives to fodder for medical purposes; Additives and supplements for animal foods; Dietary supplements for animals
NHALLMAX
3587916  09/07/2017
SH. HARMANPREET SINGH PROPRIETOR OF M/S NOVENTIS HEALTH CARE
SHOP NO. 74, NEW GRAIN MARKET, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS.
fericorn
3587937  09/07/2017
KAPIL GAMBIHR TRADING AS BIO-CORN PHARMACEUTICALS
94 , Shivlok Phase-3 , Khajurikala , Pipani , Bhopal ( M.P.) Pin- 462022
Sole Proprietary firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal Preparations and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
METAFINE
3587993 10/07/2017
DR. SANDESH GUPTA
F-10/9, KRISHNA NAGAR, DELHI-110051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
CADOXMA

3588245  10/07/2017
WOCKHARDT LIMITED
WOCKHARDT TOWERS, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation
LYLA

3588445  10/07/2017
MOHD ADAB KHAN
trading as ;NEMASIS KABEE
S.C.O. 1-656 ALFA-2, GREATER NOIDA U.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
NILLORY
3588669  10/07/2017
RAMA LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD.
43/15, Param Complex, Navsahyadri Society, Karve Nagar, Pune 411 052 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Used Since :04/02/2017
MUMBAI
Panty Liners (sanitary); sanitary napkins; sanitary tampons
Jirab
3588835  10/07/2017
PARAG MEHTA
C-43, SATELLITE CENTRE, MANSI CIRCLE, OPP. SWAMINARayan MANDIR, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD-380015
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AVANI SANDIP SOLANKI
B-7, SAHIJANAND COMPLEX, B/H. MY MY SHOWROOM, NEAR SWASTIK CROSS ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE - 641 018, TAMIL NADU STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDESH.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FEED SUPPLEMENT FOR ANIMALS.
ENVOY

3589204 11/07/2017
SUMITOMO CHEMICAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
7th Floor, Moti Mahal, 195-J, Tata Road, Churchgate, Mumbai-400020.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING
WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; POISON.
PHENMOL

3589218  11/07/2017
HUMANLIFE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
C 102 RUSTOMJEE ATHENA MAJIWADA THANE WEST MUMBAI
private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.D. AGARWAL & ASSOCIATES
B-11/6, Govind Marg, Nr. Levis Showroom, Rajapark, Jaipur (Raj.) 302004
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICAL
3589320  11/07/2017
TOP VERY BEST PHARMACIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Sharda Fortune Tower, 198/2/1, Fourth Floor, Ramesh Market, East of Kailash, New Delhi 110065
Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA GUPTA
M-57, SHYAM NAGAR, KHYALA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110018
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05.
3589321 11/07/2017
TOP VERY BEST PHARMACIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Sharda Fortune Tower, 198/2/1, Fourth Floor, Ramesh Market, East of Kailash, New Delhi 110065
Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA GUPTA
M-57, SHYAM NAGAR, KHYALA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110018
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05.
3589710   12/07/2017
TULIP DIAGNOSTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
GITANJALI, DR. ANTONIO DO REGO BAGH, ALTO SANTACRUZ, BAMBOLIM, GOA-403202, INDIA
Registered company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IODINE ANTISEPTIC SCRUB SOLUTION FOR TREATMENT OF SUPERFICIAL WOUNDS, INJURIES, VAGINAL
PREPARATIONS PRIOR TO SURGICAL PROCEDURES, DEGERMING OF SKIN PRE AND POST OPERATION FOR ALL
SURGICAL PROCEDURES
3589736  12/07/2017
MILJON MEDI APP LLP
19, FLOOR-1, 98, MANSUR BUILDING, SHAMALDAS GANDHI MARG, PRINCESS STREET, KALBADEVI, MUMBAI 400002
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMOL ATMARAM WALKAR
001, Amardeep Apartment, Plot No.185, Sector 9, New Panvel(E)-410206

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
BRONCHAI-T
3589812 12/07/2017
PRAVEK KALP PVT. LTD.
B-8, SECTOR-3, NOIDA-201301, (U.P)
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PUH (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, Medicinal & Herbal Preparations.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS -T EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3589846  12/07/2017
RAJESH MITTAL
M/S CARWEL LABORATORIES 1/196 A 1ST FLOOR,CIVIL LINES,BAGH FARZANA,AGRA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK K. BANSAL
AGRA TRADE MARK SERVICES 14/6 EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINE
FAROBUZZ

3589919  12/07/2017
ALWIN WILLCURE PHARMACEUTICALS
C 39, Nikhil Bangalows, Phase 3, Hoshangabad Road, BHOPAL (MP)
manufacturer & merchant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical, Pharmaceutical, Veterinary and Sanitary preparations & Substance
PAREE VERVE

3590264  12/07/2017

SOOTHE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
C-56, Basement, Main Shivalik Road, Malviya Nagar, Delhi
a company duly incorporated under the provisions of the companies act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANANT BHUSHAN, ADVOCATE
CH. NO. 325, WESTERN WING, TISHAZARI COURTS, DELHI 110 054, INDIA.

Used Since: 05/01/2017

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE AND OTHER RELATED PRODUCTS
SERVION
3590294  13/07/2017
PRASHANT TIWARI
RUSTAMPUR DEORIYA BY PASS, SHIVPURI COLONY, TARAMANDAL, GORAKHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; ayurvedic medicines, Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
SANKET MOTIRAM KHANVILKAR
trading as ;SHREE BHAVANI FOODS
4, DATTAWADI, RAMBAUG LANE-6, KALYAN (WEST)-421301
MANUFACTURER, TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL FOOD PRODUCT
ALOTHIDE

3590738  13/07/2017
ALODIA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
12, 1st Floor, Satnam Market, Ladowali Road, Jalandhar (Punjab)
A Company duly regd. under the companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since 01/04/2012
DELHI
Medicinal Preparations and Pharmaceutical Preparations
SKURAB
3590787    13/07/2017
SKUMIN LIFESCIENCES
156 MADHUBAN COLONY, BAGPAT ROAD
SANJAY MEHTA PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABBAS QUAISER
LUCKNOW LAW OFFICE, 220 MURLI BHAWAN, 10-A ASHOK MARG, LUCKNOW 226003
Used Since :11/07/2017
DELHI
MEDICINE FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
SKUACE

3590789  13/07/2017
SKUMIN LIFESCIENCES
156, MADHUBAN COLONY, BAGPAT ROAD
SANJAY MEHTA PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABBAS QUAISER
LUCKNOW LAW OFFICE, 220 MURLI BHAWAN, 10-A ASHOK MARG, LUCKNOW 226003
Used Since :11/07/2017
DELHI
MEDICINE FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
PILOKRIS
3590850  13/07/2017
DOTCOM PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
905, I-THUM BUSINESS PARK, PLOT-A40, SECTOR-62, NOIDA DIST. GAUTAM BUDHA NAGAR (UP), PIN 201301
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since: 01/06/2017
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICINAL USE
PROKRS

3590855  13/07/2017

DOTCOM PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
905, I-THUM BUSINESS PARK, PLOT-A40, SECTOR-62, NOIDA DIST. GAUTAM BUDHA NAGAR (UP), PIN 201301

COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Used Since :01/06/2017

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICINAL USE
PANTOHIB

3591001  13/07/2017
M/S IQL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
J- 1 SECTOR 18, NOIDA Gautam Buddha Nagar UP 201301 INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURENDRA PRATAP SHAHI
1ST FLOOR, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, IN FRONT OF JUBILEE INTER COLLEGE, BUXIPUR, GORAKHPUR -273001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicine & Pharmaceutical Preparations
TENWIT

3591069 13/07/2017

NISHA DHINGRA TRADING AS WITS HEALTHCARE
194 Pannu Tower, Khuda Lahora, Chandigarh

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
RIFAWIT
3591071  13/07/2017
NISHA DHINGRA TRADING AS WITS HEALTHCARE
194 Pannu Tower, Khuda Lahora, Chandigarh
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
IRRINORM

3591203  14/07/2017
J. B. CHEMICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
NEELAM CENTER, B WING, 4TH FLOOR, HIND CYCLE ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400030 (STATE) MAHARASHTRA (COUNTRY) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
MELOBRN

3591213  14/07/2017
MELIORATE HEALTH OPC PVT. LTD
OFFICE NO. 810/811, MASTERMIND V, SURVEY NO. 169, ROYAL PALMS ESTATE, AAREY MILK COLONY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI - 400065
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AND NEUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
3591253   14/07/2017
JEETINDER SHARMA And SUNITA SHARMA
24-C Una Enclave Mayur Vihar phase 1, Delhi 110091
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AGGARWAL ASSOCIATES.
N - 17, JANGPURA EXTN., NEW DELHI - 110 014.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS,
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, WHEAT GRASS SUPPLEMENT, DIETIC
BEVERAGES, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, MEDICINAL HERBAL
PREPARATIONS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
Design

3591265   14/07/2017

DHANUKA AGRITECH LIMITED
82, ABHINASH MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, JOSHI ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agoents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Insecticides, Pesticides, Weedicides, Herbicides, Fungicides, Miticides in class 05
Drano

3591270   14/07/2017

DHANUKA AGRITECH LIMITED
82, ABHINASH MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, JOSHI ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Insecticides, Pesticides, Weedicides, Herbicides, Fungicides, Miticides in class 05
Power Pack

3591304  14/07/2017

DHANUKA AGRITECH LIMITED
82, ABHINASH MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, JOSHI ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Insecticides, Pesticides, Weedicides, Herbicides, Fungicides, Miticides in class 05
3591424  14/07/2017
LAVUE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-518/519, NANDDHAM, PLOT NO.59, SECTOR-11 CBD BELAPUR NAVI MUMBAI 400614, MAHARASHTRA
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHVENDRA BHASKAR KULKARNI
RBK & ASSOCIATES, 6, CHINTAMANI, ABOVE AJINKYATARA CO. OP. BANK, SHIVTIRTH NAGAR, PAUD ROAD,
KOTHRUD, PUNE - 411 038.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
TENEDOSE
3591425  14/07/2017
CARE FORMULATION LABS PVT LTD
673 BLOCK E 1ST FLOOR DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA NARELA DELHI 40
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINE PREPARATION.
LEVOALL

3591510  14/07/2017
PREETI JAIN
60, SHEKHAR BHAWAN, OPPOSITE PARK, SARV RITU VILAS GIRWA, UDAIUR PIN 313001, RAJASTHAN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PHOOL SINGH TAILOR
P.S. Tailor & Associates, CFS/1, Nehru Place, Tonk Road, Jaipur-302015 (Rajasthan)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
3591541    14/07/2017
RAVEENDRAN C.P
SRRA-111, Gayathri, Kovilakam-1, Society Road, Maradu-682 304, Kochi ,Kerala
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BONAFIDE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
43/353 B, ANASWARA, CITIZEN ROAD, AYYAPPANKAVU, KOCHI-18, KERALA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals and Other Preparations For Medical Or Veterinary Purposes, Capsules For Medicines, Medicines For Human Purposes, Medical Tonics
FIXOGAP-O
3591802  14/07/2017
KUNAL MEHTA
A98, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI110019
PROPRIETOR, MAXOLUS PHARMACEUTICALS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
TIRATH RAM & SONS

3591944  15/07/2017

VIPAN CHANDER PAL
HOUSE NO. 12, U P BLOCK, PITAMPUR, MAURYA ENCLAVE, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI-110034

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING
Flipkart Supermart

3592103  15/07/2017

FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 3rd Block, 80 Feet Road, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bengaluru, Karnataka - 560034
Manufacturer, Merchants & Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK MALHOTRA
C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI
Used Since :01/07/2017
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS: MATERIAL FOR STOPPING; TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN: FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES;
CEFUKO

3592151  15/07/2017

ATHIKO LIFE SCIENCES

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
Lellon
3592250 15/07/2017
PAPILLON PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD
404/3,T6, SHIVMERIDIAN COMPLEX, S.T. ROAD, KHANBHAG, SANGLI -416416
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UMESH CHANDRA JOSHI
OFFICE NO.304, JAI GANESH VISHWA, VISHRANTWADI, PUNE-411015.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical Goods, Pharmaceutical Medicine, Pharmaceutical preparations and substances adapted for medical use as included in class 5
3592264  15/07/2017
SYED JAWED MOHSIN
105, HITECH REGENCY, EAST BORING CANAL ROAD, PATNA – 800001, BIHAR, INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
RESIFLOW

3592338  15/07/2017
MERRICK HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
B-224/3, AWAS VIKAS COLONY UNNAO UP 209801
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRA SEN DWIVEDI
2/667, Gajia Khera, Shuklaganj, Unnao, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
ADIOSCOLD

3592506   16/07/2017
ANJUM AGGARWAL
# 1560 Sector 38 B Chandigarh 160036
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
TRIOFAST
3592687 17/07/2017
VAISHALI SHIMPI
5/504 Shanti Garden, Sec III CHS Ltd, Opposite Surya Shopping Centre, Shrushti, Mira Road East, Thane 401107 Mumbai, Maharashtra, India
Single Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Used Since :20/05/2017
MUMBAI
Medicines for Human Consumption Only
PEPTIVATE

3592899  17/07/2017
KASHIF RAHMAN KHAN
Ho. No.-242, NEAR MAQBARA, BADHIHAAT, DISTT – BAHRAICH - 271801, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
HONEYKID

3593085  17/07/2017
SANTOSH KUMAR GARG
141, 1st FLOOR, SUNDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110003
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARPREET OBEROI
81, NATIONAL PARK, LAJPAT NAGAR-4 NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIAPERS, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
Easyday
3593173  17/07/2017
SMT CHITRA VIJAY WIFE OF SHRI KAMLESH VIJAY
PROPRIETOR OF M/S. PALAK PHARMA AT- HANUMANT APARTMENT, FLAT No. 202, VIDYUT NAGAR-A, PLOT No. 214,
NEAR AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES.
Fly Wings

3593293 17/07/2017
MANIK ASSOCIATES PVT. LTD.
40 Suruchi Nagar, Kotra Road, Bhopal - 462003
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Sanitary pads, Sanitary pants.
PREM HEENA

3593570  18/07/2017
CHUTRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as ;PREM MEHANDI CENTRE
PLOT NO. 101, SHREE WHIDE HEIGHTS APARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK-422003.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/1998

MUMBAI
HERBAL PRODUCTS, PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD
FOR BABIES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING,
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN,
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
ANGIOTENSIN

3593804  18/07/2017
HITESH M JAIN
trading as ;HEALING PHARMA
UNIT-307, GUDECHA INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL PREMISES SOCIETY LTD, 3RD FLOOR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVLI EAST, MUMBAI-400101, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
MELATRAX

3593889  18/07/2017

RAHUL HARDENIA
C/O MR. PIYUSH HARDENIA, 20, RANI KUAN ROAD, SABAL GARH, MORENA, MADHYA PRADESH-476229, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA SINHA ADV.,
B-9, 2ND FLOOR, HOUSING SOCIETY SOUTH EXTN PART-I, NEW DELHI-110049

Used Since :01/04/2017

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINES AND MEDICAL PREPARATIONS
LYCCOVIT

3594013    18/07/2017
MR. DHARMENDRA SINGH R. YADAV
S. No. F/7, H. No. 1410, Plot No. 09 and 10, Ward No. 04, Dasharath Commercial Complex, Kohale Lay-Out, Khadgaon Road, Wadi, Nagpur - 440 023 (Maharashtra)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
MICTOP
3594089  18/07/2017
IND-SWIFT LIMITED
102-103, The Chambers, W. E. Highway, Service Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai 400 057.
BODY INCORPORATE - Company registered under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address: VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :30/04/2002
MUMBAI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations & Substances.
Tycura
3594265 18/07/2017
PAWAN KUMAR MUDGIL
REGEN BIOCORPS, 301 D/E ANANTA TRENDZ, GOTRI VUDA ROAD, GOTRI, VADODARA-390021, GUJARAT
Sole Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2ND FLOOR, ENGINEERS ENCLAVE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Food supplements for animals, Food supplements for veterinary use, Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs
PIOLINE BIOTECH

3594288 18/07/2017
NEERAJ KUMAR SHARMA TRADING AS: PIOLINE BIOTECH
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA DELHI-110094
An Indian Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016
Used Since: 13/12/2011

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
HAIFA

3594499   19/07/2017

CONSERN PHARMA PVT. LTD.
308-C, B.R.S. NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141012 (PB.)

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ELOLA
3594590  19/07/2017
RAMA MISHRA
trading as ;BHAGWATIDEERGHA ENTERPRISE
HOUSE NO RHB, S-3/39, BLOCK S-3, GOVERDHAN VILAS, UDAIPUR 313001 RAJASTHAN INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
PES
3594611  19/07/2017
AYURVET LIMITED
Unit No. 101-103, 1st Floor, KM Trade Tower, Plot No. H-3, Sec-14, Kaushambi, Ghaziabad-201011 (Uttar Pradesh).
A Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Protein supplements for animals; dietary supplements for animals; vitamins for animals; medicated additives for animals; medicated animal feed.
3594732  19/07/2017
MR. SANJAY AGARWAL
trading as ;ADVANCE NANOMEDS
D-1070, S/F, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110065
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA GUPTA
C-47, OLD GOVIND PURA, NEW DELHI-110051
Used Since :17/08/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY & DIETETIC SUBSTANCES AS PER CLASS-5.
3594734 19/07/2017
ASHOK KUMAR GOYAL
RAM KUMAR NATHU RAM, MASNDI NO 2, GANDHI CHOWK, ABOHAR-152116
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018

ZOTINAC ST
3594738 19/07/2017
ZOTILA PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
DSM-438, DLF TOWERS, SHIVAJI MARG, MOTI NAGAR
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RENU KATHURIA
283/1, JAWAHAR COLONY, N.I.T., FARIDABAD-121005, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAIN RELIEF MEDICATION, ACETAMINOTHEN (FOR RELIEF OF PAIN) PAIN RELIEF PREPARATION, CAPSULES FOR MEDICINES
GINGERKUF

3594779  19/07/2017
RAHUL JAYESH VORA
A/101, Pearl Chambers, Summan Complex, Agashi Road, Virar (W), Thane - 401303
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
D-18, Jai Rameshwar Soc, S.V. Road, Next to Mahesh Nagar, Goregaon (W), Mumbai - 400 062

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax
3594837  19/07/2017  
BEST AGROCHEM PVT.LTD.  
Corp.Off:A–352,GF,MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, DELHI– 87 Fact.: PLOT NO.C–2B,INDUSTRIAL,AREA,UPSIDC,  
GAJRAUL–II, J.P.NAGAR–244 235(U.P )  
Body Incorporate  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.  
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING PESTS, INSECTS, FUNGS, HERBS, WEEDS & DESTROYING VERMIN; MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TREATMENT OF PLANTS FOR DISEASES ARISING OUT OF MICRONUTRIENT DEFICIENCY; INSECT REPELLING & DESTROYING SUBSTANCES & PREPARATION; BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 5
3594862   19/07/2017
SANDIP NATHUBHAI MAHAJAN
206, SHREEJI AVENUE, NEAR VAIKUNTH-I, WAGHODIA ROAD, VADODARA–390019, GUJARAT, INDIA
PERSONAL NAME
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS INCLUDING CLASS – 5.
NEWHEAL PLUS

3594883  19/07/2017
EUNIKA THERAPEUTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
H/O SHIVJEE SHARMA, ASHOK NAGAR, ROAD NO 8, KANKARBAGH, PATNA, Patna, Bihar, India, 800020
An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
LYFDOXIME
3594953  19/07/2017
SH. KULDEEP SETH PROPRIETOR OF M/S LIFEPULSE PHARMACEUTICALS
H.O.: MANGAL DARSHAN, JN OF TURNER ROAD AND WATER FIELD ROAD, BANDRA, MUMBAI-400050 AND B.O.: HAMBRAN ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
OSTARINE
3595138  19/07/2017
DILIP KUMAR
C-649, KHN 920, JVTS GARDEN, CHATTERPUR EXT., NEW DELHI-110074.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :01/05/2017
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
ANDARINE

3595139   19/07/2017
DILIP KUMAR
C-649, KHN 920, JVTS GARDEN, CHATTERPUR EXT., NEW DELHI-110074
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :01/05/2017
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
GROWTWO
3595143  19/07/2017

DILIP KUMAR
C-649, KHN 920, JVTS GARDEN, CHATTERPUR EXT., NEW DELHI-110074
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :01/05/2017
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3595172   20/07/2017
HARISHANKAR SHUKLA TRADING AS HEMSTECH PHARMACEUTICALS
1/12, GOMES A BLOCK, V.B. NAGAR KURLA, MUMBAI-CITY, MAHARASHTRA-400070, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
LEZEE

3595367  20/07/2017
CARREL PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
101, RUNWAL SADHANA, SR. NO. 77/2/2, PLOT NO. 3, KOTHrud, PUNE – 411038, MAHARASHTRA,INDIA
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL LOTIONS, OINTMENTS
MRS. SNEHA PREMNATH DUBE TRADING AS: NEW ERA ENTERPRISES
60/A, 001/002, MANGAL VANDAN SOCIETY, EVERSHINE CITY, VASAI (E), DIST- PALGHAR - 401205, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SANITARY NAPKINS & MATERNITY PADS
LIDONAC

3595430  20/07/2017
AJIT KALU WAGARE
A/p, Karanjafen Shioli (Sonyachi), Taluka -Radhanagri ,District -Kolhapur 416212 Maharashtra India
PROPRITER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJEET PRAKASH KHANDEKAR
Jarag Nagar Last bus stop , Pachagaon , Dist.Kolhapur, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
TRAAMA VENS
3595836  20/07/2017
M/S. WOODAVENS PHARMACARE PRIVATE LIMITED
IN FRONT OF STREET L-10, VINOBA NAGAR, BILASPUR (C.G.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
CO-D3

3595912 20/07/2017
ALYX LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
363/9B, SAKET NAGAR, 363/9B, SAKET NAGAR, BHOPAL (M.P.), BHOPAL - 462023

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical
WILBEN
3596007  20/07/2017
LIFEZ CARDIO AND DIABETIC CARE
G-38, Chetak Chamber, 13-14, R.N.T. Marg, Indore (M.P.)
Partnership firm under Indian Partnership Act through Partner
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal Preparations and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
PAMELOR

3596053  20/07/2017

DHARAM SINGH (PROPRIETOR OF M/S OSAGE LIFE SCIENCES)
Village – Dukhat, Post- Hatli, Tehsil & Distt.- Kathua, Jammu & Kashmir-184152, (India)

PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M- 09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
XIMISTAR

3596055    20/07/2017
M/S BETTER PILLS PVT. LTD.
1090, CGS Complex, Faridabad, Haryana, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 5

DESAI ENTERPRISE
G-26- ASCON PLAZE, B/S- BHULKABHAVAN, ANAND MAHAL ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES, AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES, PESTICIDES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, PESTICIDES FOR HORTICULTURAL USE.
3596386  21/07/2017
RAJENDRA VASANTLAL SHAH
7, Modi Kunj, 3rd Floor, Friends Society, N S Road 5, J V P D Scheme, Vile Parle West Mumbai 400056
INDIVIDUAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMIT NORATMAL MUNDRA
ROOM NO.C.701, TULIP CHS LTD.,GUNDECHA, VALLEY OF FLOWERS, THAKUR VILLAGE, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI-400 0101.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Herbal medicines Herbal remedies Herbal supplements Herbal medicine Herbal dietary supplements Liquid herbal supplements Herbal detoxification agents Medicinal herbal extracts Medicinal herbal infusions Herbal honey throat lozenges Herbal supplements in liquid form Herbal tea for medicinal use Herbal pills for the treatment of diabetes Herbal dietary supplements for persons special dietary requirements Herbal and dietary supplements to aid in milk production in lactating animals Herbal mud packs for therapeutic purposes Herbal preparations for use in medicine Medicinal herbal extracts for medical purposes Anti-oxidants obtained from herbal sources Herbal extracts for medicinal purposes Medicinal herbal sprays and herbal creams for external body use Herbal creams for medical use Herbal creams for medical purposes Herbal extracts for medicinal use Herbal preparations for medical use Herbal teas for medicinal purposes Herbal sprays for medical purposes Herbal sprays for medical use Herbal preparations for medical purposes Herbal extracts for medical purposes Herbal compounds for medical use Herbal beverages for medicinal use Herbal mud packs for therapeutic use Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants.
Proprietor: Mihir A. Patel
Address: C-502, Radhe-111, Above Bank of India, Kudasan, Gandhinagar-382421, Gujarat-India

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

K.C. Patel & Co.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

3596515 21/07/2017

Proposed to be Used

Ahmedabad

Ayurvedic, Pharmaceutical, Herbal, Homeopathic and Medical Preparation, Pharmaceuticals, Medical and Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations for Medical Purposes; Dietary Food and Substances Adapted for Medical or Veterinary Use, Food for Babies; Dietary Supplements for Humans and Animals; Plasters, Materials for Dressings; Material for Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for Destroying Vermin Included in Class-05
RAUVI D3

3596659   21/07/2017

M/S. AMELIA HEALTHCARE
H-223, SUMEL BUSINESS PARK-06, SECOND FLOOR, DUDHESHWAR CIRCLE, DUDHESHWAR, AHMEDABAD – 380 004.
GUJARAT. INDIA.
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
CYPETITE
3596710  21/07/2017
SATYAVIR SHARMA
33/117C, OLD R.T.O. COMPOUND, OPPOSITE-KHALSA INTER COLLEGE, AGRA-282001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHASIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Veterinary, Ayurvedic & Pharmaceuticals Preparations
APTIGLIM

3596883    21/07/2017
APTUS PHARMA PVT. LTD.
C/O. JANTA DRUG AGENCY, WARD NO.-14, CELLER, YOGI TOWER, MOTI TANKI CHOWK, RAJKOT-360 001. GUJARAT. INDIA.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
IMMUNCIA

3596904   21/07/2017
INDISKY HERBS
K-101, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, LANE-5, ABUL FAZAL ENCLAVE, JAMIA NAGAR, OKHLA, NEW DELHI-110025
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
NOVOSCIENT PHARMACEUTICALS

3596910   21/07/2017

MANOJ DWIVEDI
FLAT NO. 225, GF, BLOCK -D, POCKET-II, JASOLA, NEW DELHI-110025

Sole Proprietor NOVOSCIENT PHARMACEUTICALS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Used Since :20/06/2017

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
PAPYRAK

3597038  22/07/2017
RAKANPUR HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD. (OPC)
L/47, Swatantra Senani Nagar, Nava Wadaj, Ahmedabad-380013.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DIPEN THAKKAR, ADVOCATE
MAHI COMMUNICATION, A-2, SAGAR COMPLEX B/h. JANTA ICE CREAM, STERLING HOSPITAL LANE, GURUUL,
AHMEDABAD -52

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES.
LULITE

3597258  22/07/2017
M/S. UNIVERSAL TWIN LABS
A Partnership Firm registered under the provisions of the Partnership Act, 1932.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARAT SHAH & CO.
301, YASMIN HERITAGE , B WING, 84, VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD, ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.
GABAZIL
3597262 22/07/2017
MOUMITA LAHIRI RAY
27, RATION SHOP LANE, NEAR TARUN TIRTHA CLUB, BHARAT NAGAR, SILIGURI, DARJEELING-734006
single firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICALS
TAMZIM+D
3597315   22/07/2017
ZIM LABORATORIES LIMITED
B-21, 22, MIDC Area,Kalmeshwar,PIN: 441 501, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturer
Active
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and Medical Products
LULIVATE
3597395  22/07/2017
EK-TEK PHARMA
15-L, MODEL TOWN, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
UKOTEL
3597505   22/07/2017
GOURAV SHARMA
HOUSE NO 216, DING ROAD, PATLI DABUR. DISTT SIRSA, HARYANA-125058.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE.
UKO PHARMATECH
3597506    22/07/2017
GOURAV SHARMA
HOUSE NO 216, DING ROAD, PATLI DABUR. DISTT SIRSA, HARYANA-125058.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE.
ACIPARA

3597792  24/07/2017
RAMDULAR PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No.2, Chandratara Arcade, Sahakarnagar, Ratnagiri-415612

Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMAR DATTATRAY PATIL
FLAT NO.203, DC ELEGANCE APARTMENT, NAGALA PARK, KOLHAPUR-416002.

Used Since: 27/06/2017

MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical, Veterinary and Sanitary Preparations, Dietetic Substances Adapted For Medical Use, Food For Babies, Plasters, Materials For Dressings, Materials For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax, Disinfectants, Preparation For Destroying Vermin, Fungicides, Herbicides Included Under Class 5.
AMOXYIN

3597793  24/07/2017
RAMDULAR PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No.2, Chandratara Arcade, Sahakarnagar, Ratnagiri-415612
Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMAR DATTATRAY PATIL
FLAT NO.203, DC ELEGANCE APARTMENT, NAGALA PARK, KOLHAPUR-416002.
Used Since :27/06/2017
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, Veterinary and Sanitary Preparations, Dietetic Substances Adapted For Medical Use, Food For Babies, Plasters, Materials For Dressings, Materials For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax, Disinfectants, Preparation For Destroying Vermin, Fungicides, Herbicides Included Under Class 5.
TEMPERATURE 500

3597800  24/07/2017
RAMDULAR PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No.2, Chandratara Arcade, Sahakarnagar, Ratnagiri-415612
Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMAR DATTATRAY PATIL
FLAT NO.203, DC ELEGANCE APARTMENT, NAGALA PARK, KOLHAPUR-416002.
Used Since :27/06/2017
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, Veterinary and Sanitary Preparations, Dietetic Substances Adapted For Medical Use, Food For Babies, Plasters, Materials For Dressings, Materials For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax, Disinfectants, Preparation For Destroying Vermin, Fungicides, Herbicides Included Under Class 5.
3597960 24/07/2017
BIOTICS LAB LIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BIOTICS LAB LIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.1857, 60 FEET ROAD, AECS LAY OUT A BLOCK , KUDLU , BANGALORE , PIN - 560 068 , KARNATAKA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3597961    24/07/2017
BIOTICS LAB LIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BIOTICS LAB LIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.1857, 60 FEET ROAD, AECS LAY OUT A BLOCK, KUDLU, BANGALORE, PIN - 560 068, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Used Since :15/11/2007
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3597983  24/07/2017
ORGYN LABORATORIES (P) LIMITED.
95/2, CHANDER NAGAR, ALAM BAGH, LUCKNOW, U.P., INDIA.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/1999
To be associated with:
1214449
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
RAXNIN
3598086  24/07/2017
MUKESH SOHANLAL RAWAL
C-103, MAGHA, KORES NAKSHATRA, NEAR VEDANT COMPLEX, VARTAK NAGAR, JAKEGRAM, THANE-400606
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
CONSIST
3598139  24/07/2017
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee, 51373 Leverkusen, Germany
A German company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
THAIGER CREA 7EVEN
3598275  24/07/2017
THAIGER NUTRACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
62, PARVEEN MANZIL, M-4, MEZANNINE FLOOR, DONTAD STREET, MASJID BUNDER (WEST), MUMBAI-400 009
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, PARTICULARLY BASED ON AMINO ACIDS, AMINO ACIDS
FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, ANTI-OXIDANT NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, (THE
AFORESAID GOODS IN THE FORM OF LIQUIDS, SOLIDS, POWDERS), PECTIN FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSE
INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CONVIPLEX

3598545    24/07/2017
HORI SINGH CHAUHAN S/O SHRI NATHU SINGH
B-17, Rajendra Nagar, Ganga Nagar , Mawana Road, Meerut, (India)

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
3598574    24/07/2017
KARAN GOOMAR
16, RAJINDRA PARK, NEW DELHI-110060
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1860652, 3053536, 3372690, 3372691, 3548579, 3568294
DELHI
MEDICINES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

3598793 25/07/2017
VITABOLIK PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/205, 2nd Floor, Damji Shamji Corporate Square, Off Ghatkopar Andheri Link Road, Mumbai- 400075
Company limited by shares
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS, 6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical preparations, medicines for human purposes, chemical preparations for pharmaceutical and medical purposes, chemico-pharmaceutical preparations, adjuvants for medical purposes, antibiotics, capsules for medicines, drugs for medical purposes, vitamin preparations, digestives for pharmaceutical purposes, enzymes for medical purposes, acetates for pharmaceutical purposes,aconitine, aldehydes for pharmaceutical purposes, alkaline iodides for pharmaceutical purposes, alkaloids for medical purposes, amino acids for medical purposes, analgesics, collagen for medical purposes, creosote for pharmaceutical purposes, digitalin, hydrastine, hydrastinine, hydrated chloral for pharmaceutical purposes, hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes, iodine for pharmaceutical purposes, iodides for pharmaceutical purposes, iodoform, isotopes for medical purposes, lecithin for medical purposes, magnesia for pharmaceutical purposes, peptones for pharmaceutical purposes, phosphates for pharmaceutical purposes, potassium salts for medical purposes, sulfonamides.
VITABOLIK PHARMACEUTICALS
3598794  25/07/2017

VITABOLIK PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/205, 2nd Floor, Damji Shamji Corporate Square, Off Ghatkopar Andheri Link Road, Mumbai- 400075
Company limited by shares
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS,6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3598793

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical preparations, medicines for human purposes, chemical preparations for pharmaceutical and medical purposes, chemico-pharmaceutical preparations, adjuvants for medical purposes, antibiotics, capsules for medicines, drugs for medical purposes, vitamin preparations, digestives for pharmaceutical purposes, enzymes for medical purposes, acetates for pharmaceutical purposes, aconitine, aldehydes for pharmaceutical purposes, alkaline iodides for pharmaceutical purposes, alkaloids for medical purposes, analgesics, collagen for medical purposes, creosote for pharmaceutical purposes, digitalin, hydrastine, hydrastinine, hydrated chloral for pharmaceutical purposes, hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes, iodine for pharmaceutical purposes, iodides for pharmaceutical purposes, iodoform, isotopes for medical purposes, lecithin for medical purposes, magnesia for pharmaceutical purposes, peptones for pharmaceutical purposes, phosphates for pharmaceutical purposes, potassium salts for medical purposes, sulfonamides.
VITABEND

3598795  25/07/2017

VITABOLIK PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/205, 2nd Floor, Damji Shamji Corporate Square, Off Ghatkopar Andheri Link Road, Mumbai- 400075

Company limited by shares

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS, 6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical preparations, medicines for human purposes, chemical preparations for pharmaceutical and medical purposes, chemico-pharmaceutical preparations, adjuvants for medical purposes, antibiotics, capsules for medicines, drugs for medical purposes, vitamin preparations, digestives for pharmaceutical purposes, enzymes for medical purposes
VITATOR

3598797  25/07/2017

VITABOLIK PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/205, 2nd Floor, Damji Shamji Corporate Square, Off Ghatkopar Andheri Link Road, Mumbai- 400075

Company limited by shares

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS,6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical preparations, medicines for human purposes, chemical preparations for pharmaceutical and medical purposes, chemico-pharmaceutical preparations, adjuvants for medical purposes, antibiotics, capsules for medicines, drugs for medical purposes, vitamin preparations, digestives for pharmaceutical purposes, enzymes for medical purposes
TERBINEW

3598840  25/07/2017
AJIT KALU WAGARE
A/p, Karanjafen Shirol (Sonyachi), Taluka -Radhanagri ,District -Kolhapur 416212 Maharashtra India

PROPRITER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJEET PRAKASH KHANDEKAR
Jarag Nagar Last bus stop , Pachagaon , Dist.Kolhapur, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
LIDOCOLD
3598847    25/07/2017
AJIT KALU WAGARE
A/p, Karanjafen Shirol (Sonyachi), Taluka -Radhanagri ,District -Kolhapur 416212 Maharashtra India
PROPRITER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJEET PRAKASH KHANDEKAR
Jarag Nagar Last bus stop , Pachagaon , Dist.Kolhapur, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PARAM-SP
3598942  25/07/2017
I. SUDARSANAM KORAPATI
trading as ;P.R. ORGANICS
NO. 59 -11-4, KADIYALA VENKAIAH STREET, GAYATRI NAGAR, VIJAYAWADA 520 008, ANDHRA PRADESH INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SYNERGY PERSPECTIVES
11 - 6 - 837, 1 ST FLOOR, SANA COMPLEX, ROAD 1, RED HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 004.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINE FOR VETERINARY PURPOSE
LALAM OILPLUS

3598995   25/07/2017
LALAM LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED.
33/1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, MARSHALL HOUSE, SUITE NO. 567, 5TH FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Ayurvedic Medicinal Preparations and Herbals Preparations.
CKING FORTE

3599002  25/07/2017
SH. PANKAJ KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF M/S VETKING ANIMAL HEALTH CARE
SHEIKH SUBHAN, FAZILKA-152124, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
The HappyGrove Co.
3599013 25/07/2017
M/S KCK AGRO PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No.18, KSIDC Industrial Growth Centre, Kinaloor, Kozhikode, Kerala 673612
Private Limited Company registered under the Indian Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal oils; ayurvedic medicinal oil for the treatment of hair; medicinal oil external use; medicinal preparations being oil; medicated massage oil; medicated hair oil, hair tonic and herbal cosmetics; medicated skin care preparations; cosmetics (medicated)
3599032  25/07/2017

MR. PREM PATHAK, TRADING AS : EASTERN DRUG.
119E, Mancheswar Industrial Estate, Bhubaneswar-751010, Odisha, India.
an Indian Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
Used Since : 10/04/2017

KOLKATA
Manufacturer & Traders of Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations being included in Class-05.
CARITOR

3599085  25/07/2017

VIITOR ILAC PVT LTD
FLAT NO C/302, RAM RATNA CHS, RAMDEV PARK, NR. SHIVAR GARDEN, MIRA ROAD EAST, THANE- 401107,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
IPR GLOBAL SERVICES, 02ND FLOOR, SAOOLI BLDG., J. P. ROAD, NEAR AZAD NAGAR METRO STATION, ANDHERI
(WEST), MUMBAI 400 058

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
CALGISORB
3599103  25/07/2017
MIL LABORATORIES PVT LTD
4TH, FLOOR, PADMAVATI HEIGHTS, SHRADDHANAND ROAD, NEAR SAIBABA TEMPLE, VILE PARLE (EAST) MUMBAI 400057
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COLLAGEN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, BANDAGING AND DRESSING, ADHESIVE BANDAGE, MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
ASCORVET

3599421  26/07/2017

M/S PHOENIX LIFE SCIENCE (P) LTD
1365/34 SHEETAL NAGAR GALI NO 5 JHAJJAR ROAD ROHTAK HARYANA
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007
Used Since :01/11/2009
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
CEFNIX

3599422   26/07/2017
M/S PHOENIX LIFE SCIENCE (P) LTD
1365/34 SHEETAL NAGAR GALI NO 5 JHAIJAR ROAD ROHTAK HARYANA
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007
Used Since :10/11/2009
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS FOOD SUPPLEMNENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
COOLRAS
3599423  26/07/2017
M/S PHOENIX LIFE SCIENCE (P) LTD
1365/34 SHEETAL NAGAR GALI NO 5 JHAJJAR ROAD ROHTAK HARYANA
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007
Used Since :10/11/2009
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
PAINAC-D

3599424  26/07/2017

M/S PHOENIX LIFE SCIENCE (P) LTD
1365/34 SHEETAL NAGAR GALI NO 5 JHAJJAR ROAD ROHTAK HARYANA
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007

Used Since: 10/11/2009
To be associated with:
1891339

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS FOOD SUPPLEMENTNS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
DR. MOREPEN BEST LIFE

3599445   26/07/2017  

DR. MOREPEN LIMITED.
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
DR. MOREPEN BETTER LIFE

3599446  26/07/2017

DR. MOREPEN LIMITED.
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
DR. MOREPEN GOOD LIFE

3599447  26/07/2017

DR. MOREPEN LIMITED.
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
DR. MOREPEN GREAT LIFE
3599448 26/07/2017
DR. MOREPEN LIMITED.
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
COLDBAN

3599732  26/07/2017
MR. JAYANTILAL P. JAIN
8 C, 1ST FLOOR, 190, HAROON BUILDING, SHAMALDAS GANDHI MARG, MUMBAI- 400002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
DERMOBACT

3599753 26/07/2017

MR. JAYANTILAL P. JAIN
8 C, 1ST FLOOR, 190, HAROON BUILDING, SHAMALDAS GANDHI MARG, MUMBAI- 400002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
WTLAC

3599862   26/07/2017
VIITOR ILAC PVT LTD
FLAT NO C/302, RAM RATNA CHS, RAMDEV PARK, NR. SHIVAR GARDEN, MIRA ROAD EAST, THANE- 401107,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
IPR GLOBAL SERVICES, 02ND FLOOR, SAOOLI BLDG., J. P. ROAD, NEAR AZAD NAGAR METRO STATION, ANDHERI
(WEST), MUMBAI 400 058

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
3599885  26/07/2017
OXL ENTERPRISES
SCO 232- 233 - 234. LEVEL - 3, SECTOR - 34 A, CHANDIGARH
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR - 15 A, CHANDIGARH - 160015 MOB: 9988919633 Email: info@lexconsultants.com
Used Since :14/07/2017
To be associated with:
2309464
DELHI
Pharmaceutical preparations for skincare, Pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders, Medicinal healthcare preparations.
3600011  26/07/2017
M/S.IWYNN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
SY.NO 74, FLAT NO. C1203, BLOCK C, VERACIOUS VANIVILAS, YELAHANKA, BANGALORE NORTH - 560064, KARNATAKA, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/06/2017
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
3600012  26/07/2017
M/S. IWYNN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
SY.NO 74, FLAT NO. C1203, BLOCK C, VERACIOUS VANIVILAS, YELAHANKA, BANGALORE NORTH - 560064,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :19/05/2017
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
M/S. IWYNN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
SY.NO 74, FLAT NO. C1203, BLOCK C, VERACIOUS VANIVILAS, YELAHANKA, BANGALORE NORTH - 560064, KARNATAKA, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :19/05/2017
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
3600015  26/07/2017
M/S. IWYNN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
SY.NO 74, FLAT NO. C1203, BLOCK C, VERACIOUS VANIVILAS, YELAHANKA, BANGALORE NORTH - 560064,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :24/11/2016
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
3600134  27/07/2017
VIKRAM INDIA LIMITED
1, Old Court House Corner, 4th Floor, Tobacco House, Kolkata – 700 001, West Bengal
an Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES 38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA - 700104 WEST BENGAL
Email - legal@goldfinn.com Mobile - 9874710123
Used Since :01/01/1980
KOLKATA
Medicinal tea; Asthmatic tea; Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; Slimming tea for medical purposes; Herb teas for medicinal purposes.
OCAL-Z

3600155  27/07/2017
GENIP PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
# 3-4-102/A, Street No 8, Laxmi Nagar, Ramnathapur, Hyderabad-500013, Telangana, India
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALEXIOUS IP ATTORNEYS
H.NO. 3-6-290, FLAT NO. 406, AZIZ TOWERS, HIMAYAT NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500029, TELANGANA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations and substances
3600285    27/07/2017
OM PRAKASH SHARMA
C-53, Pratap Nagar,
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPIKA JAIN
G-11, Geetanjali Tower, Ajmer Road, Jaipur-06
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Baby Care products.
FABIOLA
3600370  27/07/2017
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE;
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
BB REPEL

3600662  27/07/2017

PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, Yusuf Building, M. G. Road, Mumbai - 400 001, Maharashtra, India.

An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Used Since :01/05/2017

MUMBAI

Pesticides, insecticides, disinfectants, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin, insect repelling and destroying substances and preparations, naphthalene balls, phenyl.
ITRABENZ

3600729  27/07/2017

NEERAJ JAIN
C -36, PANDAV NAGAR, MEERUT, U.P.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Used Since :15/03/2016

DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
3600793    27/07/2017
SANJEEV KUMAR TRADING AS M/S EDSECURE SERVICES
Kareya Niwas, New Area, Nutan Nagar, PO- Chand Chaura, Distt. Gaya, Bihar
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RM & ASSOCIATES
F-136B, LAXMI NAGAR, NEAR BAL BHAWAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, DELHI 110092
Used Since :24/04/2014
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, BATH PREPARATIONS (MEDICATED), MEDICINAL OILS,
SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DISPOSABLE SANITIZING WIPES, SANITIZING WIPES, WIPES
FOR MEDICAL USE, TOWELS (SANITARY-), SANITARY TOWELS, BABY DIAPERS, DIAPER COVERS, DIAPER LINERS,
CLOTH DIAPERS, INFANTS FOODS, POWDERED MILK FOODS FOR INFANTS, NAPPY PADS, NURSING PADS, COTTON
WOOL, BUDS, STERILISING TABLETS (FOR FEEDING BOTTLES) INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
SANJEEV KUMAR TRADING AS M/S EDSECURE SERVICES
Kareya Niwas, New Area, Nutan Nagar, PO- Chand Chaura, Distt. Gaya, Bihar
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RM & ASSOCIATES
F-136B, LAXMI NAGAR, NEAR BAL BHAWAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, DELHI 110092
Used Since: 24/04/2014
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, BATH PREPARATIONS (MEDICATED), MEDICINAL OILS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DISPOSABLE SANITIZING WIPES, SANITIZING WIPES, WIPES FOR MEDICAL USE, TOWELS (SANITARY-), SANITARY TOWELS, BABY DIAPERS, DIAPER COVERS, DIAPER LINERS, CLOTH DIAPERS, INFANTS FOODS, POWDERED MILK FOODS FOR INFANTS, NAPPY PADS, NURSING PADS, COTTON WOOL, BUDS, STERILISING TABLETS (FOR FEEDING BOTTLES) INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
LULIFUNG

3601509  28/07/2017

K. UMA
# 28, LAKSHMIPURAM MAIN ROAD, POOMPUKAR NAGAR, EDAYARPALAYAM, COIMBATORE-641 025.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
3601590  28/07/2017
SUMAN SHARMA TRADING AS : DR. DAY PHARMA
KAMLA KUNJ, 230-A, 1ST FLOOR, A.K. GOPALAN NAGAR, KATIPURA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3601698 28/07/2017
K. DEVRAJ
#116, 1st Stage, 7th Main Road, Brindavan Extension, Mysore - 570 020
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
VIT E D

3601885  29/07/2017

UNIVICTOR HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
17, ANNEX MALL, BROADWAY MULTIPLEX, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, WE. HIGHWAY, BORIVALI(EAST), MUMBAI-400066
COMPANY REGD. UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicide
VIVAVIT
3601886  29/07/2017
UNIVICTOR HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
17, ANNEX MALL, BROADWAY MULTIPLEX, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, WE. HIGHWAY, BORIVALI(EAST), MUMBAI-400066
COMPANY REGD. UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicide.
AIRFAST
3602418  29/07/2017
SH. AMIT KUMAR
H.O. VPO BARROD, TEHSIL BEHROR, DISTT. ALWAR-301020, RAJASTHAN B.O. PINDI STREET, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :13/04/2017
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018  Class 5

3602464  30/07/2017
WISE ONLINE STORES PVT. LTD.
4/55, SITE-4, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD, U.P.-201010, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL MEDICINES, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, FOODS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR USE IN WEIGHT LOSS OR WEIGHT MAINTENANCE, VITAMINS AND MINERAL PREPARATIONS; PROTEIN AND/OR CARBOHYDRATE FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR DIETETIC USE;
IGKIT
3602506  30/07/2017
BOYEL PHARMA PVT LTD
13/171R Alfa tower mullampara road, bypass junction, Manjeri, Kerala - 676121
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
GYNOS

3602574  31/07/2017
MMC PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
NO.113, VISALAKSHI STREET, DEVI KARUMARIAMMAN NAGAR, VALASARAVAKKAM, CHENNAI 600 087
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNIQUE TRADE MARK SERVICE CENTRE
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :22/10/1991
CHENNAI
Ayurvedic, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
NORMOFLORA
3602577  31/07/2017
MMC PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
NO.113, VISALAKSHI STREET, DEVI KARUMARIAMMAN NAGAR, VALASARAVAKKAM, CHENNAI 600 087
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNIQUE TRADE MARK SERVICE CENTRE
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
UTEROID

3602810  31/07/2017
TRITON HEALTHCARE (P) LTD.,
trading as ;TRITON HEALTHCARE (P) LTD.,
NO.75, NATARAJAN STREET, DHANALAKSHMI COLONY, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 600 026 TAMIL NADU , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
3603011  31/07/2017
AMIT KUMAR, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS MEGHA CONFECTIONERY
233-A, Sector-3, HSHIDC, Karnal, Haryana
A proprietorship concern
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
medicinal preparations included in class 5
ETORISIDE

3603016   31/07/2017
ANAND KRISHNA MISHRA
538KHA/353 Shiv Nagar Khadra Lucknow - 226020
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations included in class 5.
U-SURE-6

3603104 31/07/2017

PRAKRUTI REMEDIES PVT LTD
trading as :PRAKRUTI REMEDIES PVT LTD

PLOT NO.21, KIADB INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHIRWAD, KARWAR - 581 306
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

FACTUM LAW
NO. 32A, KRISHNA STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.

Used Since :23/12/2016

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICAL PREPARATIONS.
CITRA
3603551  01/08/2017
JOHAN TONK
VPO Zaffarpur, Tehsil Barara District Ambala
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines. for Human being, Food for babies, Dietary and Nutritional supplements, Sanitary preparations included in class 5
ETORIGA
3603699 01/08/2017
AURIGA LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
M S D & CO. B9, BASEMENT, WA121, ROHINI COMPLEX, SHAKARPUR, DELHI 110092

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVIN PRABHAT
W-26/F-40, NEAR LABOUR COURT, NAYATOLA, MUZAFFARPUR-842001 (BIHAR)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
ACECLOGAL

3604112  01/08/2017
SHASHI RANJAN KUMAR trading as REGAL PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O. DRUG PALACE, G - 11, MAHIMA PALACE, G. M. ROAD, PATNA - 800004, PATNA
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GARGI SEN
D.SEN&CO. 6,OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3604177 02/08/2017
ANKUR GARG TRADING AS GADIN BIOTECH
SCO NO- 49, GROUND FLOOR, SHALIMAR ENCLAVE, DHAKOLI ZIRAKPUR- 140603 SAS NAGAR PUNJAB, INDIA
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
3604670 02/08/2017
KAN PHYTOCHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-50, III Floor, Saraswati Vihar, Pitampura, Delhi 110034
Body incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NSATTORNEY
B-4/475-476, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-8, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
Used Since: 25/10/2016
DELHI
Herbal Extracts, Dietary Supplements, Nutritional Supplements
MESTEAT
3604785 02/08/2017
ANJU TRADING AS EVER SALIENT PHARMA
45, AKSHARDHAM COLONY, ROORKEE ROAD, MODIPURAM, MEERUT (UTTAR PRADESH)-250110
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for veterinary purposes.
ZICPALM
3638248  19/09/2017
REKIN PHARMA PVT. LTD
Rz-1106-A, GAli-12 ,Sadh Nagar ,Palam Colony,Delhi-110045
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN LAL & TRADEMARK CO
CHAMBER NO-22A, CIVIL WINGS, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI 110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05
HYDROPALM

3638398  19/09/2017
REKIN PHARMA PVT. LTD
Rz-1106-A, GAli-12 ,Sadh Nagar ,Palam Colony,Delhi-110045

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN LAL & TRADEMARK CO
CHAMBER NO-22A, CIVIL WINGS, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI 110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05
3660701    21/10/2017
BALANI & SONS
40 Krootown Road, Freetown, Sierra Leone, WEST AFRICA.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :27/03/1998
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal preparations included in class 05
Nagpifonil
3662970 25/10/2017
MULTIPLEX AGRICARE PVT LTD.
No.180, 1st Main, Mahalaxmi Layout, Bangalore-560086.
A company incorporated under the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides; preparations for Destroying Vermin;
BEPOVIS
3669164  03/11/2017
BADRINATH VIJAYANAGARAM
trading as ;CORNEAL CARE LIFE SCIENCES
NO. 11, 1ST FLOOR, KARNATAKA COMPLEX, LALBAGH FORT ROAD, NEAR MINERVA CIRCLE, OPP PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK, BANGALORE - 560004, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EYE DROPS AS MEDICINE
MONGES
3674872  10/11/2017
GESCO HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
G-6, GEE GEE CRESCENT, 114 POONAMALLEE HIGH ROAD, CHENNAI - 600084
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations For Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food And Substances Adapted For Medical Or Veterinary Use, Food For Babies; Dietary Supplements For Humans And Animals; Plasters, Materials For Dressings; Material For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparations For Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
FLAMGES
3674882  10/11/2017
GESCO HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
G-6, GEE GEE CRESCENT, 114 POONAMALLEE HIGH ROAD, CHENNAI - 600084
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations For Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food And Substances Adapted For Medical Or Veterinary Use, Food For Babies; Dietary Supplements For Humans And Animals; Plasters, Materials For Dressings; Material For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparations For Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
3675074  10/11/2017
MSD WELLCOME TRUST HILLEMAN LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
D-15, Ground Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014, India.
Manufacturer/ Merchant
A company incorporated under the laws of India.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SKS LAW ASSOCIATES
C-1/611, MAYFAIR TOWER, CHARWOOD VILLAGE, SUARKUND, FARIDABAD-121009
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PRESEC
3679378  16/11/2017
MANOJ GARG
trading as ;R.G. HEALTH CARE
KK-86, KAVI NAGAR, GHAZIABADA-201001 (U.P.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/03/2005
To be associated with:
1625669
DELHI
ALLOPATHIC MEDICINE
CVF-Z

3679379  16/11/2017
MANOJ GARG
trading as ;R.G. HEALTH CARE
KK-86, KAVI NAGAR, GHAZIABADA-201001 (U.P.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/03/2005
To be associated with:
1625668
DELHI
ALLOPATHIC MEDICINE
3684061  22/11/2017
HEPTAGON LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT G-2, GROUND FLOOR ‘A’ BLOCK, MAHA FLATS NO.17/19 ALI KHAN STREET, ALANDUR, CHENNAI-600 016, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
BODY-INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHITRA ARVIND
RAJESHWARI & ASSOCIATES, AMSOFT BUSINESS CENTRE, UNITECH TRADE CENTRE, Sector 43, Gurgaon- 122 002, Haryana, India
Used Since :09/11/2017
To be associated with:
3473196
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and sanitary preparations, dental preparations, pain killer for tooth ache, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants and other substances for dental use included in class-5
3684388  22/11/2017
NARENDRA BHAI LALJIBHAI GHELANI
trading as AGRICON CROP SCIENCE
505, WINDSOR PLAZA, R.C.DUTT ROAD, ALKAPURI, VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE INCLUDING IN CLASS 05.

RAJMIDA 30
MATICAPIX

3684898    22/11/2017
YUZDERM PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
1/116, Dewan Tower, Wing No. 5, Opp Parvati Cinema, Navghar, Vasai West- 401202
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical preparations.
ZY FSH

3685028  22/11/2017
ZYDUS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
Zydus Tower, Satellite Cross Roads, Ahmedabad- 380015
A Company Incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :31/03/2013
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations, for medical purpose, for medical use, Chemical preparations for Pharmaceuticals purposes.
PROLIVEMOM

3685126  23/11/2017

A MAHABOOBALI
33/1-9, Shop No - 6, Kamarajar Street, Salem - 1

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Used Since :08/09/2013

CHENNAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MAKEWAY
3685581  23/11/2017
MAKEWAY FORMULATIONS PVT. LTD.
5/180, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI 110092
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05
LIZODOZ

3686923  24/11/2017
JIOMED HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
D.No.3-18-155, Ground Floor, Pragathi Nagar, Ramanthapur, Hyderabad-500013 (T.S)

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

3687606  25/11/2017
SUPRIYA MODY
UNICHEM LABORATORIES LTD, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 2nd Floor, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai – 400 026
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI – 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS.
ESROMAP

3687823  25/11/2017

MANISH KUMAR SINGH TRADING AS AVAYA PHARMA.
434, PARASHURAMPUR, MUGHAL SARAI, CHANDAULI-232101, U.P., INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

HERBAL MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES, SHILAJEET(AYURVEDIC MEDICINES), MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3688304  27/11/2017
GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE-641 018, TAMIL NADU , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, 2ND FLOOR, NO.208, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500 001, A.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES.
LUPIN'S NU CORCAL
3688502  27/11/2017
LUPIN LIMITED
Kalpataru Inspire, 3rd Floor, Off Western Express Highway, Santacruz (East), Mumbai 400055
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2328770, 2331721, 2331722

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
LUPIN'S NU CORCAL MAX

3688503  27/11/2017
LUPIN LIMITED
Kalpataru Inspire, 3rd Floor, Off Western Express Highway, Santacruz (East), Mumbai 400055
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2331722
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3689452    28/11/2017
RAJESH S. SHETTY.TRADING AS : ECO REMEDIES.
2, CRYSTAL HEIGHTS, LIFELINE CIRCLE, DR. BHABHA NAGAR, VADALA ROAD, NASHIK-422001. MAHARASHTRA. (INDIA)
proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS, HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS, MEDICINAL USE, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05.
3689508    28/11/2017
UNI-CHARM CORPORATION
182 Shimobun, Kinsei-cho, Shikokuchuo-shi, Ehime-ken, Japan
Japanese Corporation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARAD VADEHRA
KAN AND KRISHME, Attorneys at Law, KNK House, A-11, Shubham Enclave, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi-110063, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; breast-nursing pads; wet tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; bandages for dressings; absorbent cotton; gauze for dressings; oiled paper for medical purposes; pharmaceutical wafer; lactose (milk sugar); lacteal flour (for babies); eyepatches for medicated purposes; ear bandages; diapers; baby's diaper-pants; disposable diapers or nappies of paper or cellulose for babies; diapers or nappies of paper or cellulose in type of pants for babies; baby's napkins; training pants; baby wipes for sterilization; wet tissues for wiping an infant's face or hands for sterilization; wet tissues impregnated with alcoholic ingredients for sterilization of human; wet tissues impregnated with alcoholic ingredients for sterilization of articles; wet tissues impregnated with alcoholic ingredients and aloe extracts for sterilization; wet tissues for sterilization of articles; wet tissues for sterilization (non-alcoholic); wet tissues impregnated with toilet lotion, alcoholic ingredients and ingredients for sterilization for removing sweat; sanitary napkins; panty liners (sanitary); menstruation tampons; sanitary shorts; sanitary shorts made of textile and not disposable; incontinence diapers; incontinence diapers of paper or cellulose; incontinence diapers or nappies of paper or cellulose in type of pants; urine pads; incontinence pads; incontinence liners; wet tissues for adult after urination or defecation; wet tissues for wiping an adult's body; incontinence diapers used in hospitals; incontinence diapers of paper or cellulose used in hospitals; incontinence diapers or nappies of paper or cellulose in type of pants used in hospitals; urine pads used in hospitals; incontinence pads used in hospitals; incontinence liners used in hospitals; wet tissues for adult after urination or defecation used in hospitals; wet tissues for wiping an adult's body used in hospitals
3689893  29/11/2017
M/S. NSK PHARMACEUTICALS
NO A-11, GOKULAM, K.S. NAGAR, PUTTAPARTHI, ANANTAPUR, ANDHRA PRADESH - 515134, INDIA
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS, POWDERED NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT DRINK MIXES, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS CONSISTING OF TRACE ELEMENTS, MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, ANTI-OXIDANTS FOR USE AS FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY FIBRE FOR USE AS AN INGREDIENT IN THE MANUFACTURE OF DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, PROTEIN DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS.
3689896  29/11/2017
M/S. GUDNES HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO: 20, MS RESIDENCY, GF-002, GARDEN VILAS, 1st MAIN, CHALUKYA NAGAR, NAGARBHAVI, BANGALORE- 560 072,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since: 25/10/2017
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION.
3690169  29/11/2017
GALPHA LABORATORIES LIMITED
E-221, KANAKIA ZILLION JUNCTION OF LBS AND CST ROAD, BKC ANNEXE, KURLA WEST MUMBAI 400070
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATIONS
BIP-BASANT

3690688  30/11/2017
M/S BIPHA DRUG LABORATORIES PVT LTD
XIII/804 D, Pallipurathu Kavu Junction, Kottayam, Kerala, Pin- 686 001, India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Advocates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjuran Road, Cochin - 682018

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Ayurvedic medicinal preparations included in class 5.
3690997  30/11/2017
DR. RUPALI DNYANESHWAR TIPRE, DR. DNYANESHWAR BHAGWANRAO TIPRE
trading as ;DR. TIPRE HEALTHCARE LLP
C-101, NAKODA HEIGHTS, BUILDING NO. 03, YASHWANT GAURAV TOWNSHIP, NALASOPARA (WEST)- 401203,
PALGHAR, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
GRANCLAV
3691553 30/11/2017
M/S GRANVIA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 1303, Cenal Road, Nilakantha Nagar, Laxmisagar, Bhubaneswar, Orissa-751006, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-09871034747, 09990034747
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
VILTAGRAM

3691554  30/11/2017
M/S GRANVIA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 1303, Cenal Road, Nilakantha Nagar, Laxmisagar, Bhubaneswar, Orissa-751006, (India)

COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
DYNCLOM
3692059  01/12/2017
SHAILESH HIRALAL SATWARA
D/204, SILVER STROKE APPT NR SARKARI TUBEWELL, BOPAL, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
3692332  01/12/2017
VIVIPARITY BIOCEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
81, ANKUR SOCIETY, BAMROLI ROAD, GODHRA-389001, DIST : PANCHMAHAL, GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS 5.
LANODEW
3693819 04/12/2017
M/S. INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT. LTD,
NEW NO.3, OLD NO.231, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560 027.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
DULOFIB
3693820 04/12/2017
M/S.WALTON HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.,
#103/1, 1st Floor, Block No. 5, Gokulam Nagar, Near B. G. Nagar, jagir ammapalayam Post, Salem - 636 302.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
SUNTHIO - P
3695077  05/12/2017
N. SATYNARAYANA
trading as ;SUNCOR PHARMA
1-6-509/1, NEAR RAMALAYAM, CHAITANYAPURI, DILSUKNAGAR, HYDERABAD-500060, TELANGANA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :04/11/2017
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
3695130 05/12/2017
SUDARSAN MAHARANA, VISHAL ANAND, ANKUR CHAUDHARY
trading as ORGERA HERBLINES LLP
237/C-2C, POCKET-2, GROUND FLOOR, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI, WEST DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
KAIRA DISTRICT COOPERATIVE MILK PRODUCERS UNION LIMITED
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING, STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCL. IN CLASS 5.
Dwaraka D-Cough

3696830 07/12/2017
M/S DWARAKA AYURVEDIC PHARMACEUTICALS P LTD.,
Kottiode, Vyyakurussi P.O., Mannarkad, Palakkad Dist, Kerala
INCORPORATED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. RAMACHANDRAN
17/18, S.K.C.BLDGS, III FLOOR, MILL ROAD, COIMBATORE 641 001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Ayurvedic Medicines
3696859  07/12/2017
AVDHESH MAYAPRASAD VARMA
T - 300, NANDANVAN COMPLEX, SUBHASH BRIDGE, R.T.O. CIRCLE, AHMEDABAD - 380027 STATE GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :01/04/2017

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3696944  07/12/2017
FRUOR LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
A - 501, VRAJDHAM - 1, JANTANAGAR RAILWAY CROSSING, GHATLODIA AHMEDABAD - 380061, GUJARAT INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL J UPADHYAYA, ADVOCATE
KJLEGAL 1209 - ELITE BUSINESS ICON, OPP. SHAPATH HEXA, S G HIGHWAY, SOLA, AHMEDABAD - 380060
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3697179 07/12/2017
KARAN GOOMAR
16,RAJINDRA PARK,NEW DELHI-110060
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/01/1992
To be associated with:
1860652, 2567468
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
3697380 07/12/2017
ATUL JAIWAL
KOTHIBHAR, SISWA BAZAR, DIST- MAHARAJGANJ (U.P.)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
AKUKAST-L

3697587   07/12/2017

AKUOM BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
F-107, 1ST FLOOR, AJNARA TOWER-1, L.S.C, SAVITA VIHAR, DELHI-110092

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AEGIS INC

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
3697588    07/12/2017
AKUOM BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
F-107, 1ST FLOOR, AJNARA TOWER-1, L.S.C, SAVITA VIHAR, DELHI-110092
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AEGIS INC
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT
3697589 07/12/2017
PRAVAL PHARMACEUTICALS (P) LTD
No.39/5, Jagathambigai Street, Tiruvalleswarar Nagar, Tirumangalam, Anna Nagar West, Chennai 600 040, Tamil Nadu
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical preparations, pharma and medicine for human consumption
CHAGAVIT

3697692  08/12/2017

CHANDNI
R-3, TURNING POINT BUILDING, R.N GROUND, PALGARH , MUMBAI - 4014404
INDIVIDUAL AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Vitamin preparations.
JIMLOR
3697972  08/12/2017
JIMSUN LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
SHOP NO.1, B-7, DATTANI APTS, 5A CHS, THAKUR SCHOOL LANE, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
BSOB

3698150  08/12/2017
GOUTAM KRISHNA GHOSH
trading as ;B.P. LIFESCIENCE
42/1,DHAKURIA STATION ROAD,DHAKURIA,KOLKATA 700038,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/12/2017
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 ,  22/01/2018          Class 5

3698445   08/12/2017
SACHIN ARORA S/O BAL KRISHAN
H. NO. 54, VIKAS NAGAR, BHIWANI, HARYANA
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.S. GILL & CO.
H-84, G.S. APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, PLOT NO.38, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals Medicines
MITHRA MICROS

3698636  09/12/2017

MITHRA MICROS
24-2-1351,GROUND FLOOR, CCS NAGAR, DARGAMITTA, NELLORE - 524004

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Nutritive Substances For Microorganisms, Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations
For Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food And Substances Adapted For Medical Or Veterinary Use, Food For Babies; Dietary
Supplements For Humans And Animals; Plasters, Materials For Dressings; Material For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax;
Disinfectants; Preparations For Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
3699099  09/12/2017
M/S. R.T. PHARMA
25/35, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR MGS HOSPITAL, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110026
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
3699233  11/12/2017
SUNIL BATHLA TRADING AS VET SAMPARK PHARMA
Sarswati Colony Rania Road Sirsa-125055
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAH RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary Medicines & Dietetic substance adapted for Veterinary use; Dietary Feed Supplements
3699406   11/12/2017
RAM KUMAR YADAV (C/O RAM CHEMIST)
2/70, Top floor Jangpura Janpura S.O. South Delhi- 110014
Prop. Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAIN AKSHI & ASSOCIATES
10924/14, DORI WALAN, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SELLERS OF ALL TYPES OF PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
3699497 11/12/2017
AAYAM PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
9/3, Manoramaganj, Near Geeta Bhawan Hospital, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
M-Sense
3699578  11/12/2017
RECON OIL INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
5, Chunawala Estate, Kondivitta Road, J.B. Nagar, Andheri East, Mumbai – 400 059.
Body Incorporate - Pvt. Ltd. Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIDDHARTH SOUMIL MEHTA
Fort Chambers C Block, 65 Tamarind Street, Fort, Mumbai 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies, dietary supplements for humans and animals, plasters, materials for dressings, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, dietary supplements, intended to supplement a normal diet or to have health benefits, meal replacements, balms for medical purposes.
BECOCNX LITE
3699927   11/12/2017
CNX HEALTHCARE PLUS PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor, Shop No. A-1 Patanwala Est. Shed No.6599, Ghatkopar (W), L.B.S. Marg, Mumbai MH 400086 IN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS RAMCHANDRA CHOMAL
601/602, B-3, Mansarvar, Near Varal Devi Temple, Bhiwandi, Thane-400 601.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3436578
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CNPRAZ
3699928  11/12/2017
CNX HEALTHCARE PLUS PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor Shop No.A-1 Patanwala Est. Shed No. 6599, Ghatkopar (W) L.B.S Marg Mumbai 400086
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS RAMCHANDRA CHOMAL
601/602, B-3, Mansarover, Near Varal Devi Temple, Bhiwandi, Thane-400 601.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
NexGreen-G

3700052 12/12/2017
RONAM HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
F - 101, T.S. TOWER, 15 ASHOK MARG, LUCKNOW - 226001
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY KUMAR TIWARI
209, Second Floor, Murali Bhawan, Ashok Marg, Hazarat Ganj, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh-226001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
VitaLeap - L

3700053  12/12/2017

RONAM HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
F - 101, T.S. TOWER, 15 ASHOK MARG, LUCKNOW - 226001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY KUMAR TIWARI
209, Second Floor, Murali Bhawan, Ashok Marg, Hazarat Ganj, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh-226001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
VETNEPHRO-RX

370059  12/12/2017
VETRX FORMULATIONS PVT LTD
328/12, SHASHTRI NAGAR, KANPUR, UP
Registered Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS
3700105  12/12/2017
ANURAG GUPTA
#1140, PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR - 50 B, CHANDIGARH - 160047
INDIVIDUAL AN INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Dietary supplements, Nutritional supplements for humans.
ELIPH NUTRITION PRIVATE LIMITED
333, CENTRUM PLAZA, GOLF COURSE ROAD, SECTOR 53, GURGAON-122011
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ORBIT
E-968 SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI - 110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADHESIVE PLASTERS / STICKING PLASTERS, ADHESIVE TAPES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES / ADHESIVE BANDS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, MEDICINAL HERBS, MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES.
3700263  12/12/2017
INCUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
WILLY VILLA, PARADISE ROAD, KOCHI 682019, ERNAKULAM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BENOY K. KADAVAN.
KADVANS LEGAL OFFICES 4TH FLOOR, I.S. PRESS BUILDING, BANERJEE ROAD, KOCHI-682 018.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3700572  12/12/2017
RUBICON RESEARCH PVT. LTD.
221, ANNEX BLDG., GOREGAON-MULUND LINK RD, OPP. INDIRA CONTAINER YARD, OFF L.B.S. MARG, BHANDUP(W).
SERVICE PROVIDERS,
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956).
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
STEGANZA
Priority claimed from 06/07/2017; Application No.: 87517365; United States of America
3700605  12/12/2017
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, 08933, U.S.A.
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Jersey, U.S.A.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Human pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of viral diseases, auto-immune and inflammatory diseases, cardiovascular diseases, central nervous system diseases, pain, dermatologic diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases, infectious-related diseases, metabolic diseases, oncologic diseases, ophthalmic diseases, and respiratory diseases; vaccines.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

TOCOMARIN
3701311 13/12/2017
KEE PHARMA LIMITED
A-8, 3rd Floor, Naraina Industrial Area Phase-II, New Delhi-110028
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
an Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956; now existing under Companies Act, 2013
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AVIS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
R- 92/5- 1 NORTH AVENUE, MUTHAMIZH NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600118
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
CEFTRINITY PLUS

3701536  13/12/2017
VICINITY PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
6-A,GROUND FLOOR, RAMDOOT APARTMENT EXPORT ENCLAVE NAI BASTI DEVLI , NEW DELHI-110080.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
 Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05
ARTINTY

3701537  13/12/2017
VICINITY PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
6-A,GROUND FLOOR, RAMDOOT APARTMENT EXPORT ENCLAVE NAI BASTI DEVLI, NEW DELHI-110080.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05
MARONITY
3701538  13/12/2017
VICINITY PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
6-A,GROUND FLOOR, RAMDOOT APARTMENT EXPORT ENCLAVE NAI BASTI DEVI, NEW DELHI-110080.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05
BACLORICH

3701539  13/12/2017
MR. MOHAN KUMAR AGARWAL
M/MIG 260-261, LDA COLONY, RAM NAGAR, AISHBAGH, LUCKNOW-226004 (U.P.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND Ayurvedic, Veterinary Preparation AS PER CLASS-05
VALCIMAG
3701540 13/12/2017
MR. MOHAN KUMAR AGARWAL
M/MIG 260-261, LDA COLONY, RAM NAGAR, AISHBAGH, LUCKNOW-226004 (U.P.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
WESIMILK
3701541  13/12/2017
MRS. RENU SHARMA
trading as ;WESFA PHARMA
K-5/94 KHN-445, GALI NO-27 WEST GHONDA-110053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05
Canbrid

3701545   13/12/2017
VRITIKA SHARMA TRADING AS NEXA MEDICARE
Village, Maganpura, Nalagarh Ropar Road, P.O. Manjholi Teh. Nalagarh, Distt. Solan, Himachal Pradesh-174101
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore, Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
imuski fast

3701695  13/12/2017

6IPAIN HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C-3/600, KH NO.-25, GALI NO.-27, HARSH VIHAR, MANDOLI, DELHI-110093.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

AMANDEEP SINGH

GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
Rivatrans

3701696  13/12/2017
6IPAIN HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C-3/600, KH NO.-25, GALI NO.-27, HARSH VIHAR, MANDOLI, DELHI-110093.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
ditrik

3701845  13/12/2017

CORSLET LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
M J lifestyle Amadeus,E119,Raysandra lake road, Hosa Road, Bangalore – 560099, karnataka

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3702248  14/12/2017
SOCOMED PHARMA PVT LTD
NO. 3, MARUTI PARADISE, SECTOR - 15, CBD BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI - 400 614, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
A company registered under the provisions of Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Used Since :09/04/2015
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
3702261  14/12/2017
SEEMA YADAV
295, MAYA CHAWL, SUBHASH NAGAR, VILLAGE ROAD, BHANDUP WEST, MUMBAI-400080, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
UTIBIO
3702585   14/12/2017
BIOTICSLAB LIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BIOTICSLAB LIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 1857, 60 FEET ROAD, AECS LAY OUT A BLOCK, KUDLU, BANGALORE, PIN - 560 068, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR,D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANThRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
ITOCLEN

3702719  14/12/2017

FILANT (INDIA) HEALTHCARE
B/204, OM SAI DARSHAN, CHANKYA CHOWK, VIRAR WEST, DIST. PALGHAR – 401303
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
SETIKAST

3702721 14/12/2017

FILANT (INDIA) HEALTHCARE
B/204, OM SAI DARSHAN, CHANKYA CHOWK, VIRAR WEST, DIST. PALGHAR – 401303
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
HEMOVAL-Z
3702763  14/12/2017
M/S. VALERIAN HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
B. NO. 1, PLOT NO. 1, GAT NO. 94/3+4, DIVYA PARK, SHRIRAM NAGAR, JALGAON, MAHARASHTRA
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
AG RED

3702766   14/12/2017
M/S. AGCL LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 138, NEW VERMA LAYOUT, NAGPUR-440010 (M.H.)
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
Derikoff

3702874    14/12/2017

AMIT ARORA

HOUSE NO-52A, ANAND GARDEN NEAR RAILWAY STATION GURGAON, HARYANA-122001

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SANJEEV KUMAR

AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Used Since :01/12/2017

DELHI

Pharmaceuticals, veterinary and Sanitary preparations; Dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides, Food supplements, Feed supplements, Ayurvedic Product
3702900  14/12/2017
SABAPATHI C. GOUNDER TRADING AS NATURAL SECURE
12/63, M.N.Palayam West, Irachapadi Post, Dharapuram Taluk, Tiruppur District, Tamil Nadu -639202
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Sanitary napkins, Incontinence napkins, Herbal medicines, Herbal supplements.
AMFLOR ORAL RINSE PRO
3703341  15/12/2017
GROUP PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
W / 46(B) MIDC, TARAPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, DIST.-THANE-401506 MAHARASHTRA STATE
A Company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.
163, Ashoka shopping center, First floor, G.T. hospital complex, L.T. Road Mumbai-400001
Used Since :01/04/2010
To be associated with:
1980010, 2072478, 3703340
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Dental abrasives; Dental amalgams; Dental cements; Dental impression materials; Dental lacquer; Dental mastics.
ANABEL PRO
3703342   15/12/2017
GROUP PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
W / 46(B) MIDC, TARAPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, DIST.-THANE-401506 MAHARASHTRA STATE
A Company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.
163, Ashoka shopping center, First floor, G.T. hospital complex, L.T. Road Mumbai-400001
Used Since :01/04/2006
To be associated with:
1527633, 2130672, 2130673, 2130674, 2211680
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Dental abrasives; Dental amalgams; Dental cements; Dental impression materials; Dental lacquer; Dental mastics.
ASTRIGUM PRO
3703343  15/12/2017
GROUP PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
W / 46(B) MIDC, TARAPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, DIST.-THANE-401506 MAHARASHTRA STATE
A Company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.
163, Ashoka shopping center, First floor, G.T. hospital complex, L.T. Road Mumbai-400001
Used Since :01/04/2006
To be associated with:
1499473
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Dental abrasives; Dental amalgams; Dental cements; Dental impression materials; Dental lacquer; Dental mastics.
GLODENT PRO

3703344  15/12/2017

GROUP PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
W / 46(B) MIDC, TARAPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, DIST.-THANE-401506 MAHARASHTRA STATE

A Company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.
163, Ashoka shopping center, First floor, G.T. hospital complex, L.T. Road Mumbai-400001

Used Since :01/04/2008

To be associated with:
1436930, 1645659

MUMBAI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Dental abrasives; Dental amalgams; Dental cements; Dental impression materials; Dental lacquer; Dental mastics.
GUARD-OR PRO

3703345  15/12/2017

GROUP PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED

W / 46(B) MIDC, TARAPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, DIST.-THANE-401506 MAHARASHTRA STATE

A Company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.

163, Ashoka shopping center, First floor, G.T. hospital complex, L.T. Road Mumbai-400001

Used Since :01/04/2006

To be associated with:

1515290

MUMBAI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Dental abrasives; Dental amalgams; Dental cements; Dental impression materials; Dental lacquer; Dental mastics.
LACTOLINDA

3703484  15/12/2017
BELINDA LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
E -186, Ground Floor, Greater Kailash-I, New Delhi – 110048.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
CLINI CLAV

3703607    15/12/2017
M/S. BIOCLINIX FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO. 2-89/1/5/9/A, 2nd FLOOR, GOPANPALLY VILALGE, GACHIBOWLI, RANGAREDDY - 500046, TELANGANA STATE.,
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CEFECLINIX
3703608  15/12/2017
M/S. BIOCLINIX FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
# H.NO. 2-89/1/5/9/A, 2nd FLOOR, GOPANPALLY VILALGE, GACHIBOWLI, RANGAREDDY - 500046, TELANGANA STATE.,
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New Malakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NEFIPOD

3703614   15/12/2017

ASIM SHARAD MILMILE
SHREE VILLA, HOUSE NO 101, SMURTI NAGAR, KORADI ROAD, BEHIND TULI PUBLIC SCHOOL, BOKHARA, NAGPUR-441111

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AZINEF

3703615  15/12/2017
ASIM SHARAD MILMILE
SHREE VILLA, HOUSE NO 101, SMURTI NAGAR, KORADI ROAD, BEHIND TULI PUBLIC SCHOOL, BOKHARA, NAGPUR-441111
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MAGNIPIK-8

3703631    15/12/2017
AGILIS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Lodha Supremus II, A Wing, Office No. 525, Wagle Estate, Thane (West) Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400604, India
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Veterinary and Medicinal preparations included in class 5.
ZEOMOX
3703741  15/12/2017
NEWZEN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
HOUSE NO-25,G.F.,DEEPAK VIHAR,NILOTHI EXTN.DELHI-110041
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05
PURELUBE
3703752  15/12/2017
NEWZEN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
HOUSE NO-25, G.F., DEEPAK Vihar, NILOTHI EXTN, DELHI-110041
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05
3703775   15/12/2017
ASIM SHARAD MILMILE
SHREE VILLA, HOUSE NO 101, SMURTI NAGAR, KORADI ROAD, BEHIND TULI PUBLIC SCHOOL, BOKHARA, NAGPUR-441111
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3703797    15/12/2017
MR. HRISHIKESH RAMCHANDRA GUDEKAR TRADING AS: ENORMASS NUTRITION
E- 4/205, RUTU TOWER, NEAR HIRANANDANI ESTATE, PATLIPADA, GHODBUNDER ROAD,THANE (W)- 400607,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAJ KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROTEIN FOOD SUPPLEMENT, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3703826  15/12/2017
BRINTON PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
Brinton House, Survey No.55/2, Kharadi, Pune – 411 014
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS,
NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
3704012  15/12/2017
T.STANES & COMPANY LIMITED
No: 8/23-24, Race Course Road, Coimbatore - 641 018, Tamilnadu, India
Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

**Proposed to be Used**
To be associated with:
1200248, 3073539, 3500205

**CHENNAI**
Pesticides, Fungicides, Insecticides, Weedicides, Herbicides and Germicides
3704329  16/12/2017
DEEPAK KUMAR PODDAR
208/C, Viman Darshan, 28/29 S N Marg, Andheri East Mumbai 400069
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dietary supplements
SETVONIL
3704558  16/12/2017
ANJULI PATHAK
S.L ROAD, MULUND, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
NIDABID

3704559  16/12/2017

ANURADHA PANDEY
HITKARI NAGAR, KAKADEV, KANPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
AYUSPRIN

3704629  17/12/2017

PURUSHOTAM AGGARWAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S DHARMANI'S INTERNATIONAL
1968,SECTOR 4,URBAN ESTATE,GURGAON-122001

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

M.S. GILL & CO.
H-84, G.S. APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, PLOT NO.38, ROHINI, DELHI-85

Used Since : 15/03/2017

DELHI

AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
KUF GUARD
3704632  17/12/2017
PURUSHOTAM AGGARWAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S DHARMANI'S INTERNATIONAL
1968, SECTOR 4, URBAN ESTATE, GURGAON-122001
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.S. GILL & CO.
H-84, G.S. APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, PLOT NO.38, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since : 25/05/2017
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
LEUCO GUARD
3704633  17/12/2017
PURUSHOTAM AGGARWAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S DHARMANI'S INTERNATIONAL
1968,SECTOR 4,URBAN ESTATE,GURGAON-122001
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.S. GILL & CO.
H-84, G.S. APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, PLOT NO.38, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :25/05/2017
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
MOLIB
3704646  17/12/2017
ALGEN REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
487/65, 2ND FLOOR, NATIONAL MARKET, PEERAGARHI, NEW DELHI-110087, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2012
To be associated with:
1261218
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ALNISER
3704669  17/12/2017
ALLEVIATE LIFE SCIENCES
66, 1st Floor, Maheshpur, Sector 21 Panchkula
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
EFICROM
3704788  18/12/2017
CROMSON PHARMA
101, Riddhi Siddhi Nagar Vistar, Kalwar Road, Jhotwara JAIPUR (Raj)
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicines for human purpose
CROMDOX

3704789   18/12/2017
CROMSON PHARMA
101, Riddhi Siddhi Nagar Vistar, Kalwar Road, Jhotwara JAIPUR (Raj)
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicines for human purpose
PERAECTIN
3704794    18/12/2017
Mitesh Jayantilal Doshi, Trading as Agilis International
409, Bldg No. 2, New Donal Link Ind. Estate, Link Road, Malad (West), Mumbai-400064
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Dinesh & Co.,
110, Sonal Shopping Centre, Nalasopara (W) Mumbai-401203
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparation Included in Class 5
FX TAPE

3704804  18/12/2017

ANKIT GUPTA
UG-8 ASHOKA PALACE, 877 EAST PARK RD KAROL BAGH DELHI-110005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

KINESIOLOGY TAPE, MEDICAL ADHESIVE TAPE
AEQUIMOX CLAV

3704978  18/12/2017
AEQUITAS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
207, Neelkanth Commercial Center, 122, Sahar Road, Andheri (east), Mumbai 400099
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JANAKI BHIDE
313, 3rd Floor, "12 Bake House", Opp MSC Bank, MCC Lane, Behind Rhythm House, Kala Ghoda, Fort, Mumbai

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
XL BKC

3704997   18/12/2017
EXCELLAR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
# 202, Silverline, Opp. Holycross High School, Old Mumbai – Pune Road, Thane (W) – 400 601.
Pvt Ltd firm as Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PURVI RAGHUNATH JADHAV

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURERS OF PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
BFG
3704998  18/12/2017
EXCELLAR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
202, Silverline, Opp. Holycross High School, Old Mumbai – Pune Road, Thane (W) – 400 601.
Pvt Ltd Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PURVI RAGHUNATH JADHAV

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Manufacturers of Pharmaceuticals, Medicinal And Veterinary Preparations And Substances Included In Class 5
Poul'Care

3705028  18/12/2017

SUGUNA FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SUGUNA FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE-641018, TN INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSR & CO
INDUS CHAMBERS GROUND FLOOR NO.101 GOVT ARTS COLLEGE ROAD COIMBATORE TAMILNADU-641018

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HERBAL VETERINARY FEED SUPPLEMENTS.
3705130  18/12/2017
CHETAN KANTILAL PUJARA
trading as ;LUPICHEM HEALTHCARE
R-406, VENUS PARKLAND, NR VEJALPUR POLICE CHOWKI JIVRAJ-VEJALPUR ROAD, VEJALPUR AHMEDABAD - 380051 (GUJARAT)
Used Since :06/10/2017
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS.
3705131  18/12/2017
CHETAN KANTILAL PUJARA
trading as ;LUPICHEM HEALTHCARE
R-406, VENUS PARKLAND, NR VEJALPUR POLICE CHOWKI JIVRAJ-VEJALPUR ROAD, VEJALPUR AHMEDABAD - 380051 (GUJARAT)
Used Since :06/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS.
PRANJLI
3705151  18/12/2017
CHANDA MISHRA TRADING AS : PRANJLI E.H HEALTHCARE
P. NO. 28 - A, SHREE JEE COLONY AKEDA DUNGER, ROAD NO. 17, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
CNXCLAV

3705232  18/12/2017

CNX HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor Shop No.A-1 Patanwala Est. Shed No. 6599, Ghatkopar (W) L.B.S Marg Mumbai 400086

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VIKAS RAMCHANDRA CHOMAL
601/602, B-3, Mansarovar, Near Varal Devi Temple, Bhiwandi, Thane-400 601.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
3705510  18/12/2017
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
Lilly Corporate Center, Indianapolis, Indiana 46285, United States of America
A corporation organized and existing under the Laws of the State of Indiana

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2325203
DELHI
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune diseases and disorders and psoriasis.
KERALUSH
3705516  18/12/2017
UNIMARCK PHARMA (INDIA) LIMITED
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations; medicated hair care preparations, hair growth stimulants, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use; dietary supplements for humans.
CELLCOT
3705612  18/12/2017
S.GURPREET SINGH ARNEJA S/O S.GURBACHAN SINGH ARNEJA
C/O ALCOTT HEALTH CARE PVT LTD, FIRST FLOOR 3750/19/2E, PUSHPA TOWER, NEW SANT FATEH SINGH NAGAR,
OPPOSITE KING SPADE PLACE, DUGRI ROAD, LUDHIANA-141002 (PUNJAB)
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAII RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical, pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for
babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
NEFICAST

3705671 19/12/2017

ASIM SHARAD MILMILE

SHREE VILLA, HOUSE NO 101, SMURTI NAGAR, KORADI ROAD, BEHIND TULI PUBLIC SCHOOL, BOKHARA, NAGPUR-441111

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
REMOGLYN

3705687  19/12/2017
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOR MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
GLUFLOZIN
3705689  19/12/2017
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOR MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
AMBRODIL-D

3705692  19/12/2017
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
820156, 2604528, 2629590, 2662787
MUMBAI
FOR MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
TELVAS-CL
3705693  19/12/2017
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1204537, 2486028, 2486029, 2486030, 2490447
MUMBAI
FOR MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
PARA COL

3705727  19/12/2017
SH. PARMINDERJIT SINGH PROPRIETOR OF M/S BIOMEDICA REMEDIES
3RD, LOWER BACK, NOBLE ENCLAVE, OPPOSITE PARK PLAZA, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/01/1963
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
PARTRUVIX
3705800 19/12/2017
BeiGene, Ltd.
c/o Mourant Ozannes Corporate Services (Cayman) Limited, 94 Solaris Avenue, Camana Bay, Grand Cayman KY1-1108, Cayman Islands
A company registered in Cayman Islands
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, Cachets for pharmaceutical purposes, Capsules for medicines, pharmaceutical preparations, chemico-pharmaceutical preparations, drugs for medical purposes, chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, biological preparations for medical purposes, chemical preparations for medical purposes, diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes.
APAVRYS

3705801  19/12/2017

BeiGene, Ltd.
c/o Mourant Ozannes Corporate Services (Cayman) Limited, 94 Solaris Avenue, Camana Bay, Grand Cayman KY1-1108, Cayman Islands

A company registered in Cayman Islands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Medicines for human purposes, Cachets for pharmaceutical purposes, Capsules for medicines, pharmaceutical preparations, chemico-pharmaceutical preparations, drugs for medical purposes, chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, biological preparations for medical purposes, chemical preparations for medical purposes, diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes.
PARTRUBIX
3705802  19/12/2017
BeiGene, Ltd.
c/o Mourant Ozannes Corporate Services (Cayman) Limited, 94 Solaris Avenue, Camana Bay, Grand Cayman KY1-1108, Cayman Islands
A company registered in Cayman Islands
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, Cachets for pharmaceutical purposes, Capsules for medicines, pharmaceutical preparations, chemico-pharmaceutical preparations, drugs for medical purposes, chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, biological preparations for medical purposes, chemical preparations for medical purposes, diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes.
3705834 19/12/2017
MODICARE LIMITED
5, COMMUNITY CENTRE, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110025, INDIA.
BODY-INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHITRA ARVIND
RAJESHWARI & ASSOCIATES, AMSOFT BUSINESS CENTRE, UNITECH TRADE CENTRE, Sector 43, Gurgaon- 122 002, Haryana, India
Used Since :01/01/2016
To be associated with:
637351, 902323
DELHI
Mouthwash, Nutrition Health & Wellness (Nutraceuticals, Health Supplements & Drinks, Herbal, Health, Ayurvedic, Unani, Homeopathy, Naturopathy, Medicines, Protein Powders, Vitamin & Minerals, Health Supplements, Herbal Supplements, Dietary Supplements, Seaweed, Extracts, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Surfactants, Adjuvant, Acid, Fertilizers included in class-5
MUCOZICA
3706010  19/12/2017
DILIP JETHAMAL KARIA
D 403, Sai Park CHSL., Road No. 20, Plot No. 22 & 24, Sector 12, New Panvel East, Dist: Raigad – 410 206
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, Veterinary And Sanitary Preparations; Dietetic Substances Adapted For Medical Use, Food For Babies; Plasters, Materials For Dressings; Materials For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparation For Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
OLAGAIN
3706034   19/12/2017
SMT. ROOPALI TRADING AS OLAMIC HEALTHCARE.
BEHIND HOTEL CLASSIC RESIDENCY, PINJORE-134102, DISTT.-PANCHKULA, HARYANA, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
LYNDERMA

3706114  19/12/2017
JAMALUDDIN
B-96, KUMHAR GALI, AJABPUR KALAN, DEHRADUN,UTARAKHAND
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
SKINSCOPE

3706121   19/12/2017

M/S. SKINSCOPE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Unit No.101, #74/13, 1st Floor, St.Marks Road, Opp. Bishop Cotton Boys School, Srinivasa Nagar,Bangalore-560001. Karnataka, India
a Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATS
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR,ADYAR,CHENNAI-600020
Used Since: 06/10/2015
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations
LANZOCAP
3706137  19/12/2017
M/S CAPLIN POINT LABORATORIES LIMITED
NARBAVI, No. 3 Lakshmanan Street, T. Nagar, Chennai, Tamil nadu 600017, India
a Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATS
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI-600020
Used Since : 14/06/2010
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
PROHENZOD
3706321  19/12/2017
STELIN PULLAMKOTTU MATHAI
48A, MANNARAKKARA ROAD, PONNURUNNI EAST, VYTTILA PO, COCHIN-682019, CHENNAI
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
MORTEIN INSTA NEEM

3706405  19/12/2017
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
227 Okhla Industrial Estate Phase–III, Okhla New Delhi–110020, India
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
939013
DELHI
Insecticides, Insect Repellents, Pesticides, Rodenticides, Miticides, Preparations for destroying vermin, anti-allergy preparations and sprays, disinfectants, germicides, fungicides, herbicides, preparations for killing weeds and vermin.
MORTEIN InstaTulsi
3706406 19/12/2017
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
227 Okhla Industrial Estate Phase–III, Okhla New Delhi–110020, India
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
398519, 820788
DELHI
Insecticides, Insect Repellents, Pesticides, Rodenticides, Miticides, Preparations for destroying vermin, anti-allergy preparations and sprays, disinfectants, germicides, fungicides, herbicides, preparations for killing weeds and vermin.
Recophos
3706431  19/12/2017
AVIBO ANIMAL HEALTH LLP
B-304, Gera’s 77, PI No. 1, S. 206/1, FP 88, Kalyani Nagar, Yerwada, Pune-411006 , Maharashtra, India
The Limited Liability Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WAGHMARE DHANAJI LAXMAN
304, A-Wing, Pranavshree, Riddhi Siddhi Paradise, Near Manas Society, Dhyari, Pune- 411041, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicated animal feed, Dietary supplements for animals, Protein supplements for animals, supplements, namely, dietary food supplements, dietary supplements, food supplements, herbal supplements, meal replacement and dietary supplement drink mixes, mineral nutritional supplements, mineral supplements, nutritional supplements, nutritional supplement drink mix, vitamin and mineral supplements, vitamin supplements, meal replacement bars for animals being goods included in class 5
Zoxibo

3706432  19/12/2017

AVIBO ANIMAL HEALTH LLP
B-304, Gera’s 77, Pl No. 1, S. 206/1, FP 88, Kalyani Nagar, Yerwada, Pune-411006 , Maharashtra, India
The Limited Liability Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WAGHMARE DHANAJI LAXMAN
304, A-Wing, Pranavshree, Riddhi Siddhi Paradise, Near Manas Society, Dhyari , Pune- 411041, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Medicated animal feed, Dietary supplements for animals, Protein supplements for animals, supplements, namely, dietary food supplements, dietary supplements, food supplements, herbal supplements, meal replacement and dietary supplement drink mixes, mineral nutritional supplements, mineral supplements, nutritional supplements, nutritional supplement drink mix, vitamin and mineral supplements, vitamin supplements, meal replacement bars for animals being goods included in class 5
DIVYA DRISHTI
3706444  19/12/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
Cough Rahat

3706446  19/12/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2196631
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
CHACHU
3706452  19/12/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR
Address for service in India/Angents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
MAAMU

3706453  19/12/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
BEHAN JI

3706454 19/12/2017

MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
FUKREY

3706456 19/12/2017

MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
Jija ji

3706457  19/12/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPONENT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
GURU CHELA

3706459  19/12/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
BOLTI BAND
3706462  19/12/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
Kamal Nayan

3706463  19/12/2017

MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
Chashme Baddoor

3706469   19/12/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
DIVISA EYE DROPS

3706474  19/12/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPERITOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :16/02/2012
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
Livercreo

3706593  19/12/2017
ASITRA PHARMACON PRIVATE LIMITED
81/1, NEAR BOB MAIN ROAD, BARRA 2, KANPUR, UTTAR PRADESH- 208027.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
RESHARTOL

3706720  19/12/2017
LEEFORD HEALTHCARE LIMITED
LEO HOUSE, SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR, DUGRI-DHANHRA ROAD, NEAR JOSEPH SCHOOL, LUDHIANA, 141116
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRABHU TANDON
Kochhar & Co.,11th Floor, Tower-A, DLF Towers Jasola,Jasola District Centre,New Delhi -110025, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, NUTRITIONAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICALS.
ALGERED-XT

3706734   19/12/2017

PREM BHUSHAN
J-57, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI
INDIVIDUAL, PROPRIETOR OF HARSHLIN REMEDIES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
ALCEACAL

3706903  20/12/2017
ALCEA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED.
OFFICE NO.-43, PROP NO.-544-B, 1ST FLOOR, SHIV ARCADE, ACHARYA NIKETAN, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-1, DELHI-110091, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
DEFLONA

3706907  20/12/2017

ASTERON PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor, Mulloth Building, SC Bo, KKF Colony, Elamkulum, Kadavanthara PO - 682020

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV K.
WAUM, 3rd floor, Springdew, Karingachira, Kochi-682 301, Kerala

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Medicines for human purposes
RGMK G-1 OIL

3707148  20/12/2017
GOPESH SHARMA S/O. SH. RAMESH SHARMA
M/s. RGMK LIFE SCIENCE AT- 661, KAILASH PATH, DEVI NAGAR, N.S. ROAD, SODALA, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)

Single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
NATDOX-LP
3707179  20/12/2017
NATCO PHARMA LIMITED
NATCO HOUSE, ROAD NO.2, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD 500 034
LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
A.P.1396, 31st street, 6thsector kknagar Chennai 600078

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2639835
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Moxibax
3707228  20/12/2017
PREETI PANCHAL
trading as ;PREETI PANCHAL
A-19 BLOCK-A, RATAN PARK, NANGLOI, NEW DELHI 110041
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :27/07/2017
DELHI
MEDICINES
PIPERNEX
3707289  20/12/2017
ALIVIRA ANIMAL HEALTH LIMITED
301,3 rd Floor, ‘Dosti Pinnacle’ Plot no. E7, Road No. 22, Wagle Indl. Estate, Thane (W), Mumbai 400 604, India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHI SAMHITA, ADVOCATES
408, Lawyers Chambers III, Delhi High Court, Sher Shah Road, N Delhi - 110003
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 5.
ATORICA

3707310  20/12/2017
ERIS LIFESCIENCES LTD
8TH FLOOR, COMMERCE HOUSE IV, BESIDES SHELL PETROL PUMP, 100 FEET ROAD, PRAHLADNAGAR, AHMEDABAD-380015
Company Incorporated Under Company's Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO., ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT
Used Since :07/02/2012
To be associated with:
2199416, 2377125

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ATORICA CRC
3707311  20/12/2017
ERIS LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, COMMERCE HOUSE IV, BESIDES SHELL PETROL PUMP, 100 FEET ROAD, PRAHLADNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380015.
Company Incorporated Under Company Law, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT
Used Since :07/02/2012
To be associated with:
2377125
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
UJJIBAN
3707381 20/12/2017
QAZI SAFIQUAL ALAM
VILL, POST - KATIAHAT, P.S- BADURIA, CITY-BASIRHAT, DIST- NORTH 24 PARGANAS - 743427
THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations For Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food And Substances Adapted For Medical Or Veterinary Use, Food For Babies; Dietary Supplements For Humans And Animals; Plasters, Materials For Dressings; Material For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparations For Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
CLINJUV

3707423  20/12/2017
ASHISH KUMAR SHAH TRADING AS: ALISTA PHARMA
221-D DEFENCE COLONY, AJMAU KANPUR-208010
An Indian Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
LORDIZIN
3707750  20/12/2017
AEQUITAS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
207, Neelkanth Commercial Center, 122, Sahar Road, Andheri (east), Mumbai 400099
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JANAKI BHIDE
313, 3rd Floor, "12 Bake House", Opp MSC Bank, MCC Lane, Behind Rhythm House, Kala Ghoda, Fort, Mumbai
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
FARPENEM
3707847  20/12/2017
AUXESIA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LTD
26/494 B, Darshanam, Konthuruthy, Thevara PO, Cochin, Kerala 682013
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENKATESH S
Fortune City, Block A, S10, 17 Hospital Rd, Ambattur, Chennai 600053
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE
FAROCAN

3707870    21/12/2017

SENVION BIOTECH
Shop No. 2, Shree Ram Market, Near Gaushala, Main Gaushala Road, Karnal-132001, Haryana
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations; Dietetic Substances adapted for medical use
INFLU-DAY
3707878   21/12/2017
G.C.CHEMIE PHARMIE LTD.
5/C, LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI - 400 053. MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
An Indian limited company incorporated under the companies act 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor,22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar, Dahisar(E), Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Vaccine preparations; Vaccine adjuvants; Vaccines; Viral vaccines; Vaccines against flu; Vaccines against influenza; Oral vaccine preparations; Human vaccine preparations; Veterinary vaccines for bovine animals; Adjuvants for use with vaccines; Veterinary vaccines for sheep; Vaccines against pneumococcal infections; Vaccines for human use; Veterinary vaccines for horses; Vaccines for horses; Vaccines for cattle; Foot rot vaccines; Veterinary vaccines; Antiviral drugs for treating influenza; Pharmaceutical substances; Pharmaceutical preparations; Pharmaceutical drugs; Pharmaceuticals; Injectable pharmaceuticals;
CAPRI FLEX
3707879  21/12/2017
ANOVAA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
A-10, PANKAJ MANSION, 8, DR. A.B.ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Private Limited Company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor, 22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar, Dahisar(E),
Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal preparations; Medicinal health care preparations; Medicinal oils; Medicinal preparations and substances; Medicinal preparations for the mouth to be taken in the form of tablets; Medicinal preparations for the mouth to be taken in the form of capsules; Medicinal preparations for the mouth to be taken in the form of drops; Medicinal preparations for the mouth in the form of drops, capsules, tablets or compressed tablets; Vitamin tablets; Antibiotic tablets; Allergy tablets; Unit dose capsules sold empty for pharmaceutical use; Antioxidant pills; Capsules for medicines; Pharmaceuticals; Homeopathic pharmaceuticals; Antibacterial pharmaceuticals; Antidiabetic pharmaceuticals; Pharmaceuticals for ophthalmological use; Empty capsules for pharmaceuticals; Pharmaceuticals for the prevention and treatment of cancer; Pharmaceuticals for treating the symptoms of radiation sickness;
Zerospore
3707883  21/12/2017
UNITY PHARMACARE PRIVATE LIMITED
M.No.1630/9, Upper & Ground Floor, Shivali Heights, Agashivnagar, Dhebewadi Road, Malkapur Karad, Satara-415110, Maharashtra
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :08/08/2017
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Kalpshree
3707898  21/12/2017
EBONY PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
G-121, TRANSPORT NAGAR KP ROAD LUCKNOW-226023 UTTAR PRADESH
Pvt. Ltd. Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYANK TIWARI (ADVOCATE)
C/o. RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER AT- 14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, RAJA PARK, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/11/2016
To be associated with:
3401205
DELHI
Tonics for medical use (Ayurvedic) in class 05.
TORVACH
3707959   21/12/2017
NEST PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
Plot No:A1/D, Nacharam 'X' Road, IDA, Nacharam, Hyderabad – 500 076 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
OLMEPRIDE
3708047  21/12/2017
Shaik Shariff, Proprietor, Trading as JS DISTRIBUTORS
D.No.17-22-16, Opp: to RCM Church, Pozzonipet, Vijayawada-520 010 Krishna Dist., (A.P) India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
GAINSMITH

3708195  21/12/2017
AMIT KUMAR PROP. OF MEDSMITH PHARMACEUTICALS
THIRD FLOOR, PLOT NO-1 AND 2, OFFICE NO-313, SHIV LOK HOUSE-II, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, NAJAFGARH ROAD, KARAMPURA, DELHI-110015

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IN INDIA/ATTORNEY ADDRESS:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

PROPOSED TO BE USED
DELHI
DRUGS MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ITCHMED
3708648  21/12/2017
VINEET ARORA
SHOP NO:-116, KDA MARKET, BARRA2 KANPUR, UP-208027
individual firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
VELENO

3708651  21/12/2017
ANIL KUMAR
66E/11 dabouli -1 RATAN LAL nagar Kanpur 208022
proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
AMROSY
3708679  21/12/2017
SYSTOPIA LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
101, PRAGATI CHAMBERS, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, RANJIT NAGAR, NEW DELHI -110008
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations included in class 05
K-GUT

3708736  21/12/2017

JITENDRA TIWARI
NAV JYOTI SCHOOL, 55, DEVKI PURAM, BADSHAH KHEDA, MOHAAN ROAD, ALAM NAGAR, RAJA JI PURAM,
LUCKNOW-226017, UTTAR PRADESH
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
AVINOVA

3708811 21/12/2017
AVANCER LABS PVT LTD.
PLOT NO. 544B/75-76-77, 3RD FLOOR A/2 SHIVA ARCAD, ACHARYA NIKETAN, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-1, DELHI-91
A company incorporated under companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ZILIPSE
3708813   21/12/2017
AVANCER LABS PVT LTD.
PLOT NO. 544B/75-76-77, 3RD FLOOR A/2 SHIVA ARCAD, ACHARYA NIKETAN, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-1, DELHI-91
A Company incorporated under companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gsse72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
VITRAYS
3708815  21/12/2017
AVANCER LABS PVT LTD.
PLOT NO. 544B/75-76-77, 3RD FLOOR A/2 SHIVA ARCAD, ACHARYA NIKETAN, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-1, DELHI-91
A Company incorporated under companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
VITREDI
3708816   21/12/2017
AVANCER LABS PVT LTD.
PLOT NO. 544B/76-77, 3RD FLOOR A/2 SHIVA ARCAD, ACHARYA NIKETAN, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-1, DELHI-91
A Company incorporated under companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
MOISRELA
3708817  21/12/2017
AVANCER LABS PVT LTD.
PLOT NO. 544B/76-77, 3RD FLOOR A/2 SHIVA ARCAD, ACHARYA NIKETAN, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-1, DELHI-91
A Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
GRANBLISS
3708901  21/12/2017
M/S GRANVIA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
F-105, Katwaria Sarai, Bear Dda, Flat New Delhi- 16 (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-09871034747, 099990034747
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
GRANVBIT
3708904  21/12/2017
M/S GRANVIA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
F-105, Katwaria Sarai, Bear Dda, Flat New Delhi- 16 (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
BOVITREAT FARM CARE

3708905  21/12/2017

YOGESH KUMAR GUPTA (PROPRIETOR OF M/S BOVITREAT FARM CARE)

Kriahna Kunj, Chandausi Road, Bahjoi, Distt- Sambhal, U.P., (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES

451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
ARSHYAN HOMOEO REMEDIES

3708906   21/12/2017
YOGESH KUMAR GUPTA (PROPRIETOR OF M/S ARSHYAN HOMOEO REMEDIES)
P.N.B. Road, Rudain, Distt – Budaun, U.P., (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09999003474

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
RICHFEEL
3708942  21/12/2017
RICHFEEL HEALTH & BEAUTY PVT. LTD
554/D, 1st & 2nd Floor, Friends C.H Education Charity Trust, Above Bank of Baroda, Near Nirmal Lifestyle, LBS Marg, Mulund (W),
Mumbai-400 080.
A Company incorporated in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002”.
Used Since :15/09/1987
To be associated with:
555297, 1331940, 1984819, 1984820
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
KADARTA

3709027  22/12/2017

ZOETIS SERVICES LLC
10 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054, United States of America
An entity organized under the laws of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for pain relief in canines and felines; veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of heart disease and renal disease in canines and felines; veterinary preparations for the treatment of dermatological conditions in felines
VAITENSA
3709029  22/12/2017
ZOETIS SERVICES LLC
10 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054, United States of America
An entity organized under the laws of Delaware
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for pain relief in canines and felines; veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of heart disease and renal disease in canines and felines
JANARAB-DSR
3709101   22/12/2017
RAJESH SHARMA S/O. SH. GAJANAND SHARMA
A-4, PUSHP VILLA, VAN VIHAR COLONY, TONK ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
3709155 22/12/2017

H K NANJAIH TRADING AS VARSHA MULTI TECH
18, 40 ft ROAD, MANJUNATHA NAGAR, FIRST STAGE, SECOND PHASE WEST OF CORD ROAD BANGALORE 560 010

propreitor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

V RAVI
A.P.1396, 31st street, 6thsector kknagar Chennai 600078

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

feed supplements for aquaculture.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018 Class 5

3709159 22/12/2017
H K NANJAIH TRADING AS VARSHA MULTI TECH
No 18, 40ft Road,Manjunathnagar, first stage, Second phase, West of Cord Road, Bangalore 560 010
propreitor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
A.P.1396, 31st street, 6thsector kknagar Chennai 600078
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
feed supplements for aquaculture.
CALLINGTON PRESPRAY
3709338  22/12/2017
CALLINGTON HAVEN PTY LTD
30 South Street, Rydalmere, New South Wales, 2116, Australia
An Australian Proprietary Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3041474
DELHI
Insecticides, parasiticides and pesticides including aerosol insecticides, parasiticides and pesticides for use in aircraft cabins.
ETHISH
3709506  22/12/2017
AMAN AGGARWAL
S/O SH. HEM CHAND, SN. - 9, SHYAM NAGAR, BHUTESHWAR MANDIR ROAD, NEAT TOTA CHOWK, SAHARANPUR,
UTTAR PRADESH - 247001
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
COLLAGE-P
3709595  22/12/2017
WANBURY LIMITED
10th Floor-B Wing, BSEL Tech Park, Sector No-30 A,Opp. Vashi Railway Station, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400705
A company incorporated under Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRAKSHAR.
3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3709594
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparation; food for invalids and children; dietetic beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medicinal use; drugs for medicinal purposes; medicinal herbs; medicinal drinks; medicines for human purposes; food and nutritional supplements for medicinal purposes; flavoured and unflavoured nutritional food and nutritional food supplements; health food supplements; meal replacement and dietetic foods
EDOARGIN

3709614   22/12/2017

GURMEET SINGH CHOWDHARY (PROPRIETOR OF M/S EDDONA LIFE SCIENCES)
MIG(H) 466, Jamalpur Colony, P.O. Focal Point, Ludhiana -141010, Punjab (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-09871034747, 09999003474

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
EDOPICOS

3709615    22/12/2017

GURMEET SINGH CHOWDHARY (PROPRIETOR OF M/S EDDONA LIFE SCIENCES)
MIG(H) 466, Jamalpur Colony, P.O. Focal Point, Ludhiana - 141010, Punjab (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHaziabad-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
RAFFLESIA HEALTHCARE

3709617  22/12/2017
MANOJ KUMAR (PROPRIETOR OF M/S RAFFLESIA HEALTHCARE)
Near Arogya Sadan ,Distt.-Chandpur,Bijnor,UP,-246725, (India)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,UP,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
CUTISCIDAL

3709618  22/12/2017
ADITYA KUMAR GUPTA S/O SHRI JAGDISH MITTER GUPTA
M-15, 1st Floor, Guru Harkishan Nagar, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi – 110087, (India)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
CUTISWIFT

3709619  22/12/2017
ADITYA KUMAR GUPTA S/O SHRI JAGDISH MITTER GUPTA
M-15, 1st Floor, Guru Harkishan Nagar, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi – 110087, (India)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 5

NETHNEURO
3709620 22/12/2017
ADITYA KUMAR GUPTA S/O SHRI JAGDISH MITTER GUPTA
M-15, 1st Floor, Guru Harkishan Nagar, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi – 110087, (India)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P.
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
ADALIPCA

3709631  22/12/2017

IPCA LABORATORIES LIMITED
48, Kandivli Industrial Estate, Kandivli (West), Mumbai 400 067 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Used Since :27/10/2017

MUMBAI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances
HARTY PLUS

3709653  22/12/2017

LUPIN LIMITED
Kalpataru Inspire, 3rd Floor, Off Western Express Highway, Santacruz (East), Mumbai 400055
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
LEVISTAR

3709664   22/12/2017
QUALCHEM HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
10-1-35,BALAJIRAO PETA,NO.25,8TH STREET,SRIDEVI NAGAR,ALAPAKKAM,CHENNAI - 600116

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
PROLIFRAC

3709725  22/12/2017

WISTERIA HEALTHCARE LLP
FL-D/203, SNO 65/1, SHRINANDA CLASSIC, SHRINAGAR, RAHATANI, CHINCHWAD, PUNE - 411017

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations For Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food And Substances Adapted For Medical Or Veterinary Use, Food For Babies; Dietary Supplements For Humans And Animals; Plasters, Materials For Dressings; Material For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparations For Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
Swadrate

3709761  22/12/2017
SWABHI PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
#60, Fourth Floor, Krishankunj Colony, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi 110092
Indian Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations
BRISKARB
3709795  22/12/2017
TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED.
Bombay House, 24, Homi Mody Street, Fort, Mumbai – 400 001.
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal, pharmaceutical, veterinary, sanitary & ayurvedic preparations & substances, food for babies; active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; drug delivery agents in the form of powders that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical solutions used in dialysis; injectable pharmaceuticals; infants & invalid foods, mosquitoes coil, plasters, materials for bandaging, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for killing weeds & destroying vermin; pesticides including insecticides fungicides, weedicides, herbicides; nutritive micro-organism for medicinal & veterinary use being goods included in class 5.
ITCHVIPE

3709898    22/12/2017

ABHISHEK
132/18/B/SIDE POLICE LINE, NANGAL KOTLI, GURDASPUR-143521, PUNJAB
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
ACIVIBE-L
3709899 22/12/2017
ABHISHEK
132/18B/SIDE POLICE LINE, NANGAL KOTLI, GURDASPUR-143521, PUNJAB
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
Antifeedant

3710318  23/12/2017
ADVANCE PESTICIDES
Somnath Park, Near Dindori Naka, Panchavati, Nashik-422003.
A Registered Partnership concern.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Biocides, Fungicides, Insecticides, Pesticides And Herbicides.
ChemBmin
3710516  23/12/2017
CHEMLIFE INNOVATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
183/2, 3RD FLOOR, CORPORATION BANK BUILDING, KATTIGENHALLLI YELAHANKA BANGALORE 560063
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL & ASSOCIATES
943/2, GROUND FLOOR, 1ST CROSS, NEAR SKYLINE CITY APARTMENTS, CHANDRA LAY-OUT, BANGALORE - 560072,
KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FOOR SUPPELEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS CONSISTING OF TRACE MINERAL ELEMENTS,
VITAMIN AND MINERAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
OSFALIEF

3710523  23/12/2017
MEDILIEF BIOSCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
215, IInd Floor, Medilief House, Ansal Classique Tower, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi-110027
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use; dietary supplements for humans.
ADDTEN

3710599  23/12/2017
ERIS LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, COMMERCE HOUSE IV, BESIDES SHELL PETROL PUMP, 100 FEET ROAD, PRAHLADNAGAR, AHMEDABAD-380015
Company Incorporated Under Company Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
4K-PEG
3710601   23/12/2017
ERIS LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, COMMERCE HOUSE IV, BESIDES SHELL PETROL PUMP, 100 FEET ROAD, PRAHLADNAGAR, AHMEDABAD-380015
Company Incorporated Under Company Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT
Used Since :29/09/2017
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, ISABGOL (PSYLLIUM HUSK, A MEDICINAL PLANT USED AS LAXATIVE)
HAROPYO

3710714  24/12/2017
PYOZA BIO-TECH PVT LTD
FLAT NO.205, S.NO.80/1-A+B, PLOT NO.11, SHRI VARANASI SAHAKARI CO-OP PUNE, PUNE - 411 058
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPA KULKARNI
Than (w)

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MYLOZEST
3710718 24/12/2017
YOGESH SHESHRAO MOGAL
RH NO. 28, SHRI GANESH SOCIETY, WANKHEDE NAGAR, OPP. HOTEL TAJ VIVANTA, HUDCO, N-13, AURANGABAD - 431 001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPA KULKARNI
Thane (w)
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ADDINTRIOL

3710723  24/12/2017
SUNEETA SINGH, PROPRIETRESS OF M/S. ANTHRALL HEALTH SOLUTIONS
D-53, Ram Vihar Dhanwapur Road, Gurgaon
(A Sole Proprietorship Concern)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE MRS. PARVEEN ARYA
P2 LEX PERITUS, Advocates & Solicitors, E-48, 3rd Floor, Jhilmil Colony, Delhi - 110095

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical Preparations, Medicinal Preparations, & Ayurvedic Medicine Preparations included in Class 05.
3710831  25/12/2017
ASCLEPIAN HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
22, MANU VIHAR PHASE-I, MARUTI ESTATE, SHAHGANJ
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TARUN KANT
13, SARYU DHAM NEAR KARMYOGI FOUNTAIN KARMYOGI KAMLA NAGAR AGRA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, MULTI-VITAMIN PREPARATIONS, FOOD FOR BABIES AND INVALIDS,
BLAZING HEALTHCARE

3710855  25/12/2017
ATYAD LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
SCF-241, 1ST FLOOR, MOTOR MARKET & COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH - 160101
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
SIMOTUNE
3710856  25/12/2017
DAVINDER SINGH BHATIA
1299/1, SECTOR 37-B, CHANDIGARH-160036
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
3710871   25/12/2017
K SHEELA
WARD-15, DOOR NO;66, MUTHUNAGAR 1ST STREET, NEAR UNION BANK, P.C.PATTI, PERIYAKULAMKUMULI ROAD,
THENI (DT) PIN; 625531.
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRakash
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;
plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
K SHEELA
WARD-15, DOOR NO;66, MUTHUNAGAR 1ST STREET, NEAR UNION BANK, P.C.PATTI, PERIYAKULAMKUMULI ROAD, THENI (DT) PIN; 625531.
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
3710874  25/12/2017
K SHEELA
WARD-15, DOOR NO;66, MUTHUNAGAR 1ST STREET, NEAR UNION BANK, P.C.PATTI, PERIYAKULAMKUMULI ROAD, THENI (DT) PIN; 625531.
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
BUDICT

3710895  25/12/2017

NARESH O. JAIN PROPRIETOR OF MICRON PHARMACEUTICALS
A SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Used Since: 03/02/2016

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
HERBKART
3710945    25/12/2017
ASHISH KASHMIRI
BEHIND PRATIMA NURSING HOME, BARAIPALI, KHETRAJPUR, SAMBALPUR, 768003-ODISHA
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADYUMNA KUMAR KAR
F-98, Sector-8, CDA, Cuttack-753014, Odisha

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
3711001  25/12/2017
OM LATA SANKHYAN TRADING AS SHOP INDIA
WZ-125/A-119, STREET NO. 39, NEAR SHOE MARKET, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
registered
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR CHHABRA
WZ-5, STREET NO. 10, PREM NAGAR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TRADING, IMPORTING AND EXPORTING OF DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, INTENDED TO SUPPLEMENT A NORMAL DIET OR TO HAVE HEALTH BENEFITS & MEAL REPLACEMENTS, DIETETIC FOOD AND BEVERAGES, ADOPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE AND OTHER RELATED ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
GLELNA M1

3711014  25/12/2017
ELNAA PHARMA
14/316, Rohini, Vandannur, Perumpazhuthoor - P.O, Thiruvananthapuram, Pin - 695126
Private limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IVIN GANCJUS
Ivin Gancius, Advocate & Trademark Attorney, Purathezhathu Veedu, Sakthikulangara, Kollam - 691581, Kerala

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
UTUDO
3711089   25/12/2017
DR. RAM KUMAR SAREEN
Flat No 1702, Tower 5 A, Suncity Parikarma Sector 20 Panchkula
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
PANHOLD

3711090  25/12/2017

DR. RAM KUMAR SAREEN
Flat No 1702, Tower 5 A, Suncity Parikarma Sector 20 Panchkula
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
Telforce

3711211  26/12/2017
SUNIL JAIN TRADING AS SUNOLK PHARMA INC.
329, M.G. Road, Dist.- Alirajpur (M.P.) Pin- 457887
Sole Proprietary firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal Preparations and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
MITARO-CORP

3711531   25/12/2017
METAMORF LIFESCIENCES
SCF- 495, MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH-160101 (U.T) INDIA
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
3711537  25/12/2017
CUBIC LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
1731/4, MAIN BAZAR MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH-160101 (U.T) INDIA
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
3711610  26/12/2017
TADHANI PARESHBHAI TULSIBHAI
trading as : KPT HEALTHCARE
14, GROUND FLOOR, SHREE HARI AVENUE, OPP. SHREENATH PARTY PLOT, NEAR SHABARI BANGLOW, NIKOL
NARODA ROAD, AHMEDabad - 382350 -GUJARAT. GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since : 01/12/2017
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
TIGICYS
3711772  26/12/2017
ASHISH KUMAR SHAH TRADING AS: ALISTA PHARMA
221-D DEFENCE COLONY, JAIMAU KANPUR-208010
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
TEICODART

3711773  26/12/2017
ASHISH KUMAR SHAH TRADING AS : ALISTA PHARMA
221-D DEFENCE COLONY, JAJMAU KANPUR-208010
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
INPRAZYME

3711811  26/12/2017
INPRA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
YASHWANT SIDDHI, SHOP NO 11, Y K NAGAR, VIRAR WEST, THANE - 401305

THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
ROAMON
3711852  26/12/2017
D.B.VENKATESH
12-B, West Ponnagaram, Third Street, Madurai - 625016
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, Medicine, Medical preparations, Dressings, medical.
EUROCRAZE
3711923    26/12/2017
DHARMENDRA SINGH
245, Mukund Nagar, Ghaziabad - 201001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. KUMAR & CO.
G.F., D-248/10, BALAJI COMPLEX, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
WOLFSBANE

3711934    26/12/2017

DHARMENDRA SINGH
245, Mukund Nagar, Ghaziabad - 201001

INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. KUMAR & CO.
G.F., D-248/10, BALAJI COMPLEX, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
3711985  26/12/2017
DEEPAK AZAD TRADING AS M/S SYNTHCHEM REMEDIES
VILLAGE- BAJIDPUR SAIDAT, P.S.-BIDUPUR, DISTT- VAISHALI-844503, BIHAR
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal, Veterinary, Ayurvedic & Pharmaceuticals Preparations
Bentova
3712126  26/12/2017
M/S. BENCURE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
PLOT NO.2, SUDARSHANPURA, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEAR BAIS GODAM, JAIPUR -302006
COMPANY REGD. UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Used Since :29/07/2014
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CANDIBEST

3712701    27/12/2017

NEEL KANTH
Neel Kanth, Street No: 6, K.C. Road, Barnala 148101

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
3712893  27/12/2017
INNOWELL PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-114,Floor-1,Plot-616,A/1,Swarajya CHS Senapati Bapat Marg, Shroffwadi Kamgar Stadium, Dadar (W) Mumbai City MH 400013
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHEJA SHANKARLAL KISHANDAS
Block no 7/1. Mulund Colony, Mulund West, Mumbai -400082
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides and all related items/services in class 5
GOHEAL

3713419   28/12/2017
SHERYL COLACO
"COLACOS", 20-73/1, Sirle Padpu, Kulshekar, Mangalore – 575005, Karnataka

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 23/12/2016

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
MICRO
1690132  22/05/2008
PAWAN KUMAR GOEL
trading as: MUKESH ELECTRICAL
1987 A KATRA LACHHU SINGH BHAGIRATH PALACE DELHI-110006
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURO & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 01/09/2005
DELHI
WIRES AND CABLES MADE OF COMMON METAL LIKE SUPER ENAMELED ALLUMINIUM WINDING WIRE, SUPPER ENAMELED COPPER WINDING WIRE, SUBMERSIBLE ALLUMINIUM WINDING WIRE, SUBMERSIBLE COPPER WINDING WIRE AS PER CLASS-06.
1771818  07/01/2009

AMIT AHUJA
trading as : INTERIO PARADISE
SHOP NO. 14 CHOWDHARY COMPLEX VILLAGE RALY SEC-12A PANCHKULA HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIPAN JAIN.
T-2475, 2ND FLOOR, SUBHASH NAGAR, OPP. GALI NO. 8, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI- 110005.
Used Since : 26/04/2008

DELHI
HARDWARE GOODS OF ALL KINDS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
V.S.P VIZ TMT
1831315  22/06/2009
AMBICA IRON & STREET(HYD) PVT LTD
trading as ;AMBICA IRON & STREET(HYD) PVT LTD
NO.19-1-918/4 TO 6 PURANAPUL, NEAR DEVI BAGH, BAHADURPURA ROAD, HYDERABAD 500 265, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LONG AND FLAT STEEL PRODUCTS, METALS, METAL COMPOUNDS, METAL PRODUCTS, METAL ALLOYS, BASE METALS, FERROUS METALS, NOBLE METALS, PERCIOUS METAL, METAL CASTING, METAL FORGINGS, SINTERED METAL PRODUCTS, FABRICATED METAL PRODUCT, IRON, PIG IRON, CAST IRON, DUCTILE IRON, WROUGHT IRON, SPONGE IRON, IRON ORIDES, IRON COMPOUNDS, FERROUS ITEMS, FERROUS ALLOYS, STEEL, MILD STEEL PRODUCTS, ALLOY STEEL PRODUCTS, CARBON STEELS, ALLOY STEELS, LOW ALLOY STEELS, HIGH STRENGTH LOW ALLOY STEELS, TOOL STEELS, STRUCTURAL STEEL, CONCERTE REINFORCEMENT BARS, REBAR-S, STEEL INGOTS, STEEL BEAMS, STEEL BARS, STEEL RODS, STEEL PLATES, STEEL SHEETS, STEEL CABLES, STEEL ANGLES, STEEL PIPES, STEEL BEAMS, STEEL WIRES, STEEL CHANNELS, HOLOOW STEEL STRUCTURAL SECTIONS, STEEL RAIL PROFILES, THERMO-MECHANICALLY TREATED (TMT) STEEL, TMT BARS, ELECTRIC POWER, AND OTHE METAL, IRON, STEEL, LONG STEEL, FLAT STEEL AND STAINLESS STEEL PRODUTS. COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, PIPES AND TUBES MADE OF METALS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS,GOODS OF COMMON METAL, METAL ORES, SAFES, METAL RODS AND BARS, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWAREE, BUILDING MATERIAL OF METALS SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
AURAWARE
1912502   22/01/2010
AURA INTERIOR HARDWARE
3026/6-A RANJIT NAGAR NEAR SHIV MANDIR NEW DELHI-6
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :01/10/2009
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF LOCKS AND HARDWARE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
1966945  18/05/2010
PEBBLE INNOVATIONS
trading as: PEBBLE INNOVATIONS
DHOGRI ROAD VILLAGE RERU JALANDHAR PB.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/04/2006
DELHI
STEEL ALMIRAH, STEEL RACKS AND CABINETS.
JYOTIKA TMT

1990973  08/07/2010
PARAMJIT SINGH
VIRENDER KUMAR
trading as ;JYOTI STEEL ROLLING MILLS
VILLAGE, MUGHAL MAJRA, MANDI GOBINDGARH - 147301, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
CTD BARS ANGLES CHANNELS FLATS AND BARS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE TMT.
1993394  14/07/2010
NIKHIL JOSHI
B-43, HARI OM APARTMENT, NEAR TIMES OF INDIA PRESS, OPPOSITE RADIO MIRCHI TOWER, TIMES OF INDIA ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :25/06/2010
AHMEDABAD
ALUMINIUM COMPOSITE PANEL, SEMI-FABRICATED PRODUCTS OF NON NOBLE METALS AT LEAST IN PART OF ALUMINIUM ALLOYS ALUMINIUM SHEET BUILDING PANELS SANDWICH PANELS PANELS FOR ROOFING AND INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLADDING OF BUILDINGS DIVIDING WALL PANELS BALCONY PARAPET PANELS PANELS FOR SIDEWALLS ROOFING DOORS WINDOWS WINDOW AND DOOR FRAMES SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS ALLOY OR ALUMINIUM OR ALUMINIUM ALLOYS IN FORM OF BLOCKS PANELS SHEET STRIP THIN SHEET BAR TUBE AND OTHER SECTION ALSO COMBINATION WITH MATERIALS OF ESPECIALLY PLASTIC MATERIALS LICENSE PLATES WARNING AND INDICATION PANELS PROVIDED WITH AN INSCRIPTION FOR SIGNALLING OR CONVEYING A MESSAGE FOILS AND METAL FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING ALUMINIUM FOILS FOIL ROLLS AND PARTS THEREOF ALL OF ALUMINIUM ALLOY AS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
2007242  10/08/2010
KANWAL INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
B-168, PHASE-II, NOIDA-201305
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :03/12/1976
DELHI
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
MASTERCRAFT
2098775  11/02/2011
CANADIAN TIRE CORPORATION, LIMITED
trading as ;CANADIAN TIRE CORPORATION, LIMITED
2180 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO M4P 2V8 CANADA,
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Tool Storage (Metallic), clamps in class 6.
2111230 08/03/2011
DEEPAK ANAND
C - 67 OLD DLF COLONY NEAR SECTOR-14 GURGAON,HARYANA
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGALESE LAW FIRM
H. NO.-285, SECTOR-14, GURGAON, HARYANA
Used Since :01/01/2007
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIAL; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDING MATERIAL; SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, HANDLES, HINGES, DRAWER SLIDES, DOOR HANDLES, LEVER HANDLES, KITCHEN WIRE DRAWS & WIRE CORNERS, PIPES AND TUBES OF METALS; SAFES;
SHANGHAI STAL

2111252  08/03/2011
SHANGHAI STAL PRECISION STAINLESS STEEL CO. LTD.
NO. 291 HUAJIN RD. XINZHUANG INDUSTRIAL ZONE, MINHANG DISTRICT, SHANGHAI 201108
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SHANGHAI
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002
Used Since :30/09/2007
DELHI
STAINLESS STEELS AND OTHER SPECIFIED METALS, NAMELY NICKEL-BASED ALLOYS, TITANIUM-BASED ALLOYS,
AND OTHER HIGH TECHNOLOGY ALLOYS IN FLAT ROLLED, SHEET AND STRIP FORMS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (SHANGHAI).
PASSION
2115740  15/03/2011
S.MANPREET SINGH
trading as ;M.S. STEEL INDUSTRIES
11 SUDARSHAN NAGAR 100 FT. ROAD AMRITSAR PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE.
4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 065.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
SCREWS MADE OF COMMON METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
2125645 05/04/2011
OZONE OVERSEAS PVT LTD
H-40, BALI NAGAR, NEW DELHI 15
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058
Used Since:01/04/2010
DELHI
BALLUSTRADE FITTINGS, PATCH FITTINGS, SPIDER FITTINGS, CANOPY FITTINGS, SLIDING/SWING DOOR SYSTEMS,
AUTOMATIC GLASS DOOR SYSTEMS, AUTOMATIC GLASS DOOR FITTINGS, GLASS HARDWARE FITTINGS, FRAMELESS
DISPLAY SYSTEMS, CHANNELS & DOOR CONTROL, FLOOR SPRING, KNOBS, HANDLES, DOOR CLOSERS IN CLASS 6
2127241 08/04/2011
JSW STEEL LIMITED
JINDAL MANSION, 5A, DR. G. DESHMUKH MARG, MUMBAI-400 026
MANUFACTURER AND MARCHANT
INCORPORATED ON 15TH MARCH, 1994
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.H. LAW ASSOCIATES
502, PROSPECT CHAMBERS,5TH FLOOR, 317/321, DR.D.N. ROAD, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, STEEL, CAST IRON, ALUMINIUM, COPPER, NICKEL; STEEL BUILDINGS, PIPES, SHEETS, STRIP, UNWROUGHT OR SEMI-WROUGHT, WIRE; IRON AND STEEL ROLLING PRODUCTS; STRUCTURAL STEEL; BARS AND TOR STEEL; IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS LIKE INGOT BILLETS JOINTS, ROLLING IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS LIKE ROUNDS, FLAT, SQUARES AND STRUCTURAL AND STEEL CASTING, STEEL INGOTS AND BILLETS BLOOMS AND SLABS, TOOL AND ALLOY; SPECIAL, SPRING, HIGH SPEED, HIGH ALLOY, DIE STEELS; STEPS (LADDERS) OF METAL; TANTALUM (METAL); TIN; TINFOIL; TINPLATE; TINPLATE PACKING; TITANIUM; TITANIUM IRON; TRELLIS OF METAL; TUBES OF METAL; TUNGSTEN; VANADIUM; RODS OF METAL FOR WELDING; WIRE GAUZE; WIRE OF COMMON METAL AND ALLOYS; WIRE ROPE; ZIRCONIUM; STEEL BARS, STRANDS, CABLES, AND SHAPES; WIRE OF METAL FOR WELDING; HEAVY PLATE; HOT-ROLLED AND COLD-ROLLED STEEL SHEETS AND COILS; TIN FREE STEEL SHEETS AND COILS; ELECTRICAL STEEL SHEETS; GALVANIZED SHEETS AND COILS, ALLOYED AND UNALLOYED TOOL STEEL AND STAINLESS STEEL IN THE FORM OF BARS, BLOCKS, PLATES, RINGS, WIRES, STRIPS, TUBES AND CASTINGS, ALUMINIUM; ALUMINIUM FOIL; ALUMINIUM WIRE; BOXES OF COMMON METAL; BRACKETS OF METAL FOR BUILDING; BRASS, UNWROUGHT OR SEMI WROUGHT; BRAZING ALLOYS; RODS OF METAL FOR BRAZING; BUILDING BOARDS OF METAL; BUILDING OR FURNITURE FITTINGS OF NICKEL SILVER; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES; ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN SAID CLASS;

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2129493  13/04/2011
SHOM PRAKASH PRAJAPATI
trading as ;SWATI AUTO LOCKS
H.NO. 1/306 BEHIND NORNGABAD POLICE CHOWKI KUMHARON WALI GALI NORNGABAD ALIGARH
MANUFACTURER ,MERCHANTS & SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GLOBAL TRADE MARK SERVICE
L8, P.S. RATHI BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI 110 054
Used Since :27/11/2010
DELHI
LOCKS, AUTO .PARTS, BUILDING FITTINGS ALL OTHER ITEM BEING CLASS 06.
2134597 25/04/2011
MR. DHARMENDRA
trading as : PEE DEE TRADE LINKS
D-57 50 FOOT ROAD NIHAL VIHAR DELHI 41
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS, DOOR BOLTS, TOWER BOLTS, HINGES ALDROPS, HANDLES, SCREW, FASTNERS, WASHERS RIVETS, PIANO HINGES, DOOR CLOSER, CLOCKS, HINGUS, BUILDING FITTINGS, KITCHEN AND WARDROBE COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES, HARDWARE ITEMS INCLUDING IN CLASS-6
2137751  29/04/2011
LAXMI AGGARWAL
trading as ;ALLOUT INDUSTRIES
GOOLAR ROAD GALI NO 1 ALIGARH UP INDIA
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/1985
DELHI
LOCKS, DOOR & WINDOW FITTINGS AND HARDWARE GOODS OF ALL KINDS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
VENUSPLUS
2138779  03/05/2011
DEVAKI NANDAN SHARMA
trading as ;BANKE BIHARI METAL WORKS
17/184 A2, SHIV VIHAR COLONY, GALI NO-1, SASNIGATE, MATHURA ROAD, ALIGARH 202001 U.P
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/10/2003
DELHI
ALL KIND OF LOCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS VI
Venus
2138780  03/05/2011
DEVAKI NANDAN SHARMA
trading as : M/S BANKE BIHARI METAL WORKS
17/184 A2, SHIV VIHAR COLONY GALI NO- 1 SASNIGATE MATHURA ROAD ALIGARH 202001
MANUFACTURE & TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.
Used Since :01/04/2003
DELHI
ALL KIND OF LOCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS VI
M A S T E R    B U I L D E R S

2139609 04/05/2011
CONSTRUCTION RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY GMBH.
DR. ALBERT - FRANK - STR. 32, TROSTBERG, GERMANY
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018  Class 6

2139793  04/05/2011
NASIR AHMAD
trading as ;RUBY INTERNATIONAL
JAMAL NAGAR COLONY, KHAIR RAOD, ALIGARH 202001 U.P
MANUFACTURES & MERCHANTS & SUPPLIERS & EXPOTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAIRO TRADE MARK OFFICE.
17/186, JAIRO BUILDING JAIGAN JMARKRT CROSSING, ALIGARH- 202 001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/04/1989
DELHI
2196793  29/08/2011
MARIYA VIMALA
W.JESUDASS
J.MARY ARCHANA
trading as : ARCHANA WIRE NETTING COMPANY
ARCHANA WIRE NETTING COMPANY, NEAR ST.JOSEPH OLDAGE HOME, LOURDU NAGAR, METTUR ROAD, PODANUR, COIMBATORE-641023.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. BALAKRISHNAN
17/18, MILL ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, COIMBATORE - 641 001.
Used Since :01/08/2011
CHENNAI
BARBED WIRE, FENCING WIRE, NON ELECTRIC METAL WIRES, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE.
Subject to the mark is allowed as whole and no exclusive rights to the descriptive matters except substantially as shown in the form of representation..
SHREE

2203286  12/09/2011
RAJESH MANUBHAI PATNI
VEENA MANUBHAI PATNI
PIYUSH MANUBHAI PATNI
VAISHALI MANUBHAI PATNI
trading as ;METRO ENGINEERING WORKS
GALA NO.15, SIDDHI SAGAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CHINCHPADA VALIV, VASAI (EAST), DIST-THANE
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :30/04/1999
MUMBAI
METAL STITCHING WIRES
TRENDSUTRA

2227111 01/11/2011
TRENDSUTRA CLIENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
101, 1st Floor, Ackruti Corporate Park, L.B.S. Marg, Kanjurmarg (West), Mumbai - 400078"
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :01/08/2011
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NON ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ALL KINDS OF HARDWARE FITTINGS IN BRASS, S.S. ALUMINIUM, IRON FOR WOODEN DOORS AND WINDOWS, NAILS, HAILS, SCREWS, ALL TYPES OF DOOR SET, LOCKS, ZIPCO, ITALIC A FURNITURE, FITTINGS, IMPORTED HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, FASTENERS, NAMELY, METAL BARS AND CHAINS, PARTS FOR SCREW, NUTS, PINS AND BOLTS, ARCHITECTURAL FASTENERS OF METAL, METAL FASTENERS FOR AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY (CHANNELS, PLUGS, CABLE STRAPS, CABLE CLIPS, SENSORS, TAPE ON CLIPS, SWIVEL CLIPS, HOSE CLIPS, BRACKETS, PROTECTION COVERS), BLIND BOLT FASTENERS OF METAL, METAL BOLTS (FASTENERS), SELF CLINCHING FASTENERS MADE OF METAL, ANCHOR AND FLANGES OF METAL, FLANGES (METAL) BEING PIPE CONNECTIONS (OTHER THAN PARTS OF MACHINES), FLANGES (METAL) BEING PIPE SUSPENSION DEVICES (OTHER THAN PARTS OF MACHINES), FLANGES OF METAL (COLLARS), ORIFICE FLANGES OF METAL, AND ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
2344192 06/06/2012
JITENDRABHAI LAXMANBHAI ASODARIYA
KETANBHAI LAXMANBHAI ASODARIYA
SMT. SHOBHABEN VINODBHAI ASODARIYA
SMT. VILASHBEN DIPAKBHAI ASODARIYA
SMT. RASHMITABEN VIJAYBHAI DOBARIYA
SMT. MADHUBEN NILESHBHAI AMBALIYA
SMT. RIMABEN SAGARBHAI SAKARIYA
trading as ;M/S. J. K . STEEL
Ramnagar, Society, Nr. Samnvay Diomond, Kothariya Chokdi, RAJKOT-360 002. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SMALL METAL HARDWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
2348057  14/06/2012
MUKESH HIRALAL JAIN
trading as ;ARIHNAT-NX
SHOP NO.4, GORDON BUILDING, NEAR HIRO RADIO PROCTOR ROAD, GRANT ROAD (EAST), MUMBAI 400007, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MRCHANT
A PROPRIETOR CONCERN
Used Since :07/06/2012
MUMBAI
SOLDER WIRE.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2348607  15/06/2012
INDIGA TECH BUILDING SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT LTD
trading as :INDIGA TECH BUILDING SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT LTD
NO.83/2, INDUSTRIAL SUBURB, YESHWANTHPUR, BANGALORE - 560 022, KARNATAKA,
MANUFACTURERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :30/12/2010
CHENNAI
FIRE RATED STEEL DOORS
2355107  28/06/2012
LAXMIKANT NANDKISHORJI DHOOT
trading as ;ARUN SALES CORPORATION
SARAF LANE, LATUR-413512, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALL HARDWARE, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS
2368285 23/07/2012
KLAD ON DESIGN PVT. LTD
trading as ;KLAD ON DESIGN PVT. LTD
NO. 5 AND 6, 1ST CROSS, WARD NO.71, NEAR PEENYA 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE - 560009, KKRANATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/04/2000
CHENNAI
METAL PARTS (MACHINE ENCLOSURE, SOUND PROOF ENCLOSURE, TELESCOPIC COVERS, BELLOWS, WIPERS,
CABLE CARRIES AND SHEET METAL PARTS)
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF SOUTHERN STATES OF INDIA ONLY.
2394115  11/09/2012
LOKHANDWALA CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
48, INDRANARAYAN ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BA HADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :01/01/2002
MUMBAI
BUILDING (FRAMEWORK OF METAL, REINFORCING MATERIALS OF METAL), BUILDING OR FURNITURE FITTINGS OF NICKEL SILVER, BUILDING- PANEL OF METAL, FLOOR TILES, AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION (DUCTS FOR METAL FOR VENTILATION), METAL STRUCTURES, BALLS OF STEELS, BARS FROM METAL RAILINGS, CABLE JOINTS OF METAL-NON-ELECTRIC, ARCHITECTURAL METALWORK
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.:1905268.
2456379    08/01/2013
DYNAMIC FORGE AND FITTINGS (I) PVT. LTD.
2ND GROUND FLOOR, SHASHIKRIPA BLDG, PAOWALA STREET, RAJA RAM MOHAN ROY ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/09/2009
MUMBAI
BUTT WELD PIPE FITTINGS, FORGED FITTINGS AND FLANGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
2460576  15/01/2013
LUCKY STEEL FALSE CEILING SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
B-1, NEW MODERN SOCIETY, LOKMANY TILAK NAGAR, 90 FEET ROAD, SAKINAKA, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since :01/10/2000
MUMBAI
ALUMINIUM PATTI, G. I. CHANNEL PATTI, L. PATTI, FALSE CEILING SHEET, P. O. P. FLOWER, UNWROUGHT AND PARTLY WROUGHT COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; ANCHORS ANVILS, BELLS, ROLLED AND CAST BUILDING MATERIALS; RAILS AND OTHER METALLIC MATERIALS FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, CHAINS (EXCEPT DRIVING CHAINS FOR VEHICLES); CABLES AND WIRES (NON ELECTRIC); LOCK SMITHS WORK; METALLIC PIPES AND TUBES; SCREWS; OTHER GOODS IN NON-PRECIOUS METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
2492347  08/03/2013
PRAVIN PANCHAL
VASANT PANCHAL
trading as ;JEEEKAY ENTERPRISES
F/2, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, SAKI NAKA, MUMBAI-400072.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :15/06/2001
MUMBAI
FAN CARDS AND WIRE PRODUCTS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH WORDS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2512853  12/04/2013
AAKAR PIPES & METALS PVT. LTD.
306, PREET SNEH BUILDING, 7/3, SNEHLATAGANJ, INDORE - 452 003 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :19/12/2011
MUMBAI
Pipes & Sheets of Metal
2521276  29/04/2013
ROOP LAXMI INDUSTRIES INDIA PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. D-21, TEXTILE MARKET, PANDRI, RAIPUR, (CHHATTISGARH)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CTD BARS, TMT BARS SARIYA JOIST, CHANNELS, M.S. ROUNDS, M.S. ANGLE, M.S. FLATS, M.S. WIRES, COMMON
METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL, MATERIALS OF
METAL FOR RAILWAY, TRACKS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES OF COMMON METAL, IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF
METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; ORES IN CLASS-06
Mittal Corp Limited
315, Jolly Bhawan No.1, 10, New Marine Lines, Mumbai Pin-400020
Manufacturer and Merchants
A Company Incorporated Under Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Rakesh Soni,
4, Seva Sardar Nagar, Near Geeta Bhavan, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452 001.
Used Since: 16/12/2008
Mumbai
Stainless Steel, Mild Steel, Alloy Steel Billets, Flats, TMT Bars, Wire Rods, Sariya, Metal, Steel and Alloy Products
2526406 07/05/2013
ADOR WELDING LIMITED
ADOR HOUSE, 6 K. DUBASH MARG, FORT, MUMBAI 400001-16
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT VII OF 1913
Used Since :30/06/2008
MUMBAI
METAL WIRES FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING
2535394   22/05/2013
ARISTO TRANSMISSION PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 100-101, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE - 2, SILTARA, RAIPUR - 493 111 (CHHATTISGARH)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pipes & Tubes of Metal
2549165   15/06/2013
CHEMTECH INDUSTRIAL VALVES LTD.
105, HIRANANDANI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KANJURMARG (W), MUMBAI- 400 078
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :01/04/2006
MUMBAI
METAL VALVES FOR CONTROLLING THE FLOW OF FLUIDS IN PIPELINES AND FLOW OF GASES IN PIPELINE, METAL VALVES FOR WATER PIPES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2551939  20/06/2013
ISHAN KESHRIMAL JAIN
25/29, GAGANGIRI TOWERS, FLAT NO. 2003, DR. DESHMUKH LANE, V. P. ROAD, MUMBAI- 400 004
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BARS FOR METAL RAILING, HAND RAILING, HOLDERS OF METAL, ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE MADE OF COMMON METALS AND ALLOYS THERE OF, ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE MADE OF COMMON METAL, WINDOW GLAZING FIXTURES, STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCTS, DOUBLE GLAZING PANELS (METAL) INCORPORATING INSULATING GLASS, MOUNTING OF METAL FOR GLASS
2553141 24/06/2013
CLASSIC ELECTRODES (INDIA) LIMITED
1A,BONFIELD LANE,KOLKATA 700001,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER.
a company formed and existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
BB-01,PRAFULLA KANAN,KRISHNAPUR ROAD (WEST),KOLKATA 700 101,WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2005
KOLKATA
RODS OF METAL FOR WELDING
2553142  24/06/2013
CLASSIC ELECTRODES (INDIA) LIMITED
1A, BONFIELD LANE, KOLKATA 700001, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
a company formed and existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
BB-01, PRAFULLA KANAN, KRISHNAPUR ROAD (WEST), KOLKATA 700 101, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/01/2005
KOLKATA
RODS OF METAL FOR WELDING
2553404  24/06/2013
ELLENABAD STEEL PVT. LTD
210, SHIV TOWERS, 14 PATTO PLAZA, PANAJI-GOA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :27/07/1994
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS
2553593  24/06/2013
LOKHANDWALA CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
48, INDRANARAYAN ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
BUILDING (FRAMEWORK OF METAL, REINFORCING MATERIALS OF METAL), BUILDING OR FURNITURE FITTINGS OF NICKEL SILVER, BUILDING-PANEL OF METAL, FLOOR TILES, AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION (DUCTS FOR METAL FOR VENTILATION), METAL STRUCTURES, BALLS OF STEELS, BARS FROM METAL RAILINGS, CABLE JOINTS OF METAL-NON-ELECTRIC, ARCHITECTURAL METALWORK INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
MRS. ANITA M. PAREKH
trading as KASTUR INDUSTRIES
407, EXCEL ARCADE, L.B.S. MARG, OPP. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, NEAR VISHA TRANSPORT, GHATKOPAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400086, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB. VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since: 01/03/2013
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
2555765  27/06/2013
HARESHBHAI SAVJIBHA FACHARA
trading as ;J. B. ENTERPRISE
Plot No. 01, Survey No. 31, Nr. Raj Fiber, Vavdi, Gondal Road, Rajkot. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Plot No. 01, Survey No. 31, Nr. Raj Fiber, Vavdi, Gondal Road, Rajkot. (GUJARAT)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :01/06/2013

AHMEDABAD
ALL KIND OF SMALL METAL HARDWARE DOOR FITTING, WINDOW FITTING AND FURNITURE FITTING INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF GUJARAT.
2557103 01/07/2013
INDIAN STEEL CORPORATION LTD.
503, MAHAKOSH HOUSE, 7/5, SOUTH TUKOGANJ, NATH MANDIR ROAD, INDORE-452001 (MP)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 01/06/2012
To be associated with:
2372671
MUMBAI
STEEL AND IRON PRODUCTS, COLD ROLLED STEEL SHEETS/COILS, GALVANIZED STEEL SHEETS/COIL,
BLACK/GALVANIZED PIPES, WIRE, RODS, BARS, CORRUGATED SHEET, COLOUR COATED COILS/SHEETS, PRE-
PAINTED GP/GC, ANGELS, BILLETS, SPONGE IRON, STRUCTURAL MATERIAL MADE FROM IRON, COLOUR COATED
STEEL SHEET AND COLOUR COATED STEEL MATERIAL IN CLASS 06
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
INDIAN STEEL CORPORATION LTD.
503, MAHAKOSH HOUSE, 7/5, SOUTH TUKOGANJ, NATH MANDIR ROAD, INDORE-452001 (MP)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 01/06/2012
MUMBAI
STEEL AND IRON PRODUCTS, COLD ROLLED STEEL SHEETS/COILS, GALVANIZED STEEL SHEETS/COIL,
BLACK/GALVANIZED PIPES, WIRE, RODS, BARS, CORRUGATED SHEET, COLOUR COATED COILS/SHEETS, PRE-
PAINTED GP/GC, ANGELS, BILLETS, SPONGE IRON, STRUCTURAL MATERIAL MADE FROM IRON, COLOUR COATED
STEEL SHEET AND COLOUR COATED STEEL MATERIAL IN CLASS 06
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION. REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD
PLUS.
2557105    01/07/2013
INDIAN STEEL CORPORATION LTD.
503, MAHAKOSH HOUSE, 7/5, SOUTH TUKOGANJ, NATH MANDIR ROAD, INDORE-452001 (MP)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
STEEL AND IRON PRODUCTS, COLD ROLLED STEEL SHEETS/COILS, GALVANIZED STEEL SHEETS/COIL,
BLACK/GALVANIZED PIPES, WIRE, RODS, BARS, CORRUGATED SHEET, COLOUR COATED COILS/SHEETS, PRE-
PAINTED GP/GC, ANGELS, BILLETS, SPONGE IRON, STRUCTURAL MATERIAL MADE FROM IRON, COLOUR COATED
STEEL SHEET AND COLOUR COATED STEEL MATERIAL IN CLASS 06
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
2557106    01/07/2013
INDIAN STEEL CORPORATION LTD.
503, MAHAKOSH HOUSE, 7/5, SOUTH TUKOGANJ, NATH MANDIR ROAD, INDORE-452001 (MP)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/06/2012
To be associated with:
2372672, 2372675, 2557105
MUMBAI
STEEL AND IRON PRODUCTS, COLD ROLLED STEEL SHEETS/COILS, GALVANIZED STEEL SHEETS/COIL,
BLACK/GALVANIZED PIPES, WIRE, RODS, BARS, CORRUGATED SHEET, COLOUR COATED COILS/SHEETS, PRE-
PAINTED GP/GC, ANGELS, BILLETS, SPONGE IRON, STRUCTURAL MATERIAL MADE FROM IRON, COLOUR COATED
STEEL SHEET AND COLOUR COATED STEEL MATERIAL IN CLASS 06
2557107  01/07/2013
INDIAN STEEL CORPORATION LTD.
503, MAHAKOSH HOUSE, 7/5, SOUTH TUKOGANJ, NATH MANDIR ROAD, INDORE-452001 (MP)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
STEEL AND IRON PRODUCTS, COLD ROLLED STEEL SHEETS/COILS, GALVANIZED STEEL SHEETS/COIL,
BLACK/GALVANIZED PIPES, WIRE, RODS, BARS, CORRUGATED SHEET, COLOUR COATED COILS/SHEETS, PRE-
PAINTED GP/GC, ANGELS, BILLETS, SPONGE IRON, STRUCTURAL MATERIAL MADE FROM IRON, COLOUR COATED
STEEL SHEET AND COLOUR COATED STEEL MATERIAL IN CLASS 06
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE
COLOUR..
2558576  03/07/2013
SIYARAM SILK MILLS LIMITED
B/5, TRADE WORLD, KAMALA CITY, KAMALA MILLS COMPOUND, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400013
MANUFACTURERS, MARKETERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAM PARKASH KUMAR & CO.
Ram Parkash Kumar & Co., 2204, Neptune, Suncity, A.S. Road, Nr. Gandhi Nagar Flyover, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
2559835   05/07/2013
LAXMICHAND MANGILAL PRAJAPATI
PARASMAL JAYWANTRAJ PUNAMIYA
BABULAL JAISHANKAR JOSHI
trading as ;SHREE GURUDEV HARDWARE
39, SARANG STREET, KHOKHA BAZAR, CENTERONE MARKET, SHOP NO.19, MUMBAI-400003
TRADING, MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/07/2013
MUMBAI
BUTT HINGES, L TYPE HINGES, RLY. HINGES, ALDHROP, TOWER BOLT, BABY LATCH, ROD LATCH, TOWER BOLT-
CAPSUL, SCREW, D BRACKET, SQUARE BRACKET, FOLDING SQUARE BRACKET, F BRACKET, SELF BUTTON, GLASS
PIVOT, LOCKE, PIPE SOCKET, MIRROR CAP, GLASS STUD, MIRROR BRACKET, HINGES, AND TOWER BOLT IN CLASS
06
2561392  09/07/2013
CLASSIC ELECTRODES (INDIA) LIMITED
1A,BONFIELD LANE,KOLKATA 700001,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader
a company formed and existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
BB-01,PRAFULLA KANAN,KRISHNAPUR ROAD (WEST),KOLKATA 700 101,WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/1999
KOLKATA
Rods of Metal for Welding; Manual Metal for Arc Welding.
CHALLENGER

2561393  09/07/2013
CLASSIC ELECTRODES (INDIA) LIMITED
1A, BONFIELD LANE, KOLKATA 700001, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader
a company formed and existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
BB-01, PRAFULLA KANAN, KRISHNAPUR ROAD (WEST), KOLKATA 700 101, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/1999
KOLKATA
Roofs of Metal for Welding; Manual Metal for Arc Welding.
2587211  28/08/2013
NEWAY VALVE (SUZHOU) CO., LTD.
trading as ;NEWAY VALVE (SUZHOU) CO., LTD.
NO. 999 XIANGJIANG ROAD, SUZHOU NEW DISTRICT, SUZHOU, JIANGSU, CHINA.
Manufacturer, Merchant & Exporter
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Valves of metal, other than parts of machines; Waterpipe valves of metal; Drain traps [valves] of metal; Pipework of metal;
Collars of metal for fastening pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; Reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; Wall hooks of
metal for pipes; Washers of metal; Flanges of metal [collars].
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833 , 22/01/2018  Class 6

2617030    23/10/2013
JAGDISHBHAI JIVANBHAI SANTOKI
MANISHBHAI RAMESHBHAII CHHATABAR
trading as ;SHINNING SOLUTION
JILLA GARDEN ROAD, KHADPITH STREET,NO.1, BAPUNAGAR, B/H. SHIV KRUPA WAY BRIDGE, RAJKOT - GUJARAT - (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONI ASSOCIATES
A-2, CHANDRALAY APARTMENT, NARANPURA CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD - 13, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/10/2013
AHMEDABAD
HARDWARE ITEMS OF METAL AND STAINLESS STEEL INCLUDING IN THE CLASS 06
subject to sale of goods in the state of Gujrat.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1833, 22/01/2018 Class 6

RAJESHBHAI N. KATHIRIYA
trading as ;RAJ BRASS INDUSTRIES
Plot No. 383, Dared GIDV, Phase-2, Nr. Patel Chowk, JAMNAGAR. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :01/10/2014

AHMEDABAD
BRASS BALL VALVE, VALVES, EXTENSION NIPPLE, HEX NIPPLE, VEST COUPLING, METAL NIPPLE, METAL COUPLING, JOINTS FLANGES OF METAL, ALBOW OF METAL, METAL PIPE FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-06
3500482  03/03/2017
MASO AUTOMOTIVES PVT LTD.
F-55,MIDC Area,Waluj,Aurangabad-431136.
Manufacture & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :01/07/1981
MUMBAI
STEEL FORGINGS
ERC DOUBLE LOCK

3507380   10/03/2017

NARESH KUMAR
251, RAJIV GANDHI NAGAR, VICTORIA PARK, JAIL CHUNGI-MEERUT, U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI PRAKASH
CHAMBER NO. 129, OLD BLOCK CHAMBER, NEAR POST OFFICE, SUPREME COURT, COMPOUND, BHAGWAN DAS ROAD, NEW DELHI-110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS;
3575631  21/06/2017
MEHI METALLS & ALLOYS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MEHI METALLS & ALLOYS PVT. LTD.
MAHESHMATI,MALDA,PIN-732101,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JP TRADE MARK SERVICES
"APARNA BUSINESS CENTRE",5,CLIVE HOUSE (STRAND ROAD),ROOM NO.C-3,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :05/06/2017
KOLKATA
ALUMINIUM PROFILES (SS PIPES, ROD, BAR, TUBE, PLATES, ANGLES, WIRE AND EXTRUSION).
3575829  21/06/2017
HARSH PANJWANI TRADING AS M/S RAINBOW TRADING CO
5232/34, SHOP NO-1, FIRST FLOOR, GANDHI MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHANNA REGISTRATION CO
13-A RAJPUR ROAD CIVIL LINES DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LOCKS AND KEYS, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
3582317    01/07/2017
JINENDER JAIN
BP-132, BLOCK BP WEST NEAR SHALIMAR BAGH CLUB, DELHI-110088
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

stainless steel superior hinge ball
3582517  01/07/2017
JINENDER JAIN
BP-132, BLOCK BP WEST NEAR SHALIMAR BAGH CLUB, DELHI-110088
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
STAINLESS STEEL SUPERIOR HINGE BALL
RUPA

3583410 03/07/2017
RUPA & COMPANY LIMITED
“Metro Tower”, 1, Ho-Chi-Minh Sarani, Kolkata – 700 071
Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Ductile Pipe Made Of Common Metal, Steel Pipes, Metal Pipe Fittings, Stainless Steel Pipes, Metal Sewer Pipes, Cast Iron Pipes, Metal Water Pipes, Pipes And Tubes Of Metal, Common Metals And Their Alloys, Metal Tanks, Building Panels Of Metal.
Buildmat
3583907  04/07/2017
BUMA LIMITED
301-303 GOLDEN GATE COMMERCIAL BUILDING, 136-138 AUSTIN ROAD, TSIM SHA TSUI, KOWLOON, HONG KONG
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND ELEMENTS OF METAL, UNPROCESSED AND SEMI-PROCESSED MATERIALS OF METAL, METAL HARDWARE, DOORS, GATES, WINDOWS AND WINDOW COVERINGS OF METAL; STRUCTURES AND TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; STATUES AND WORKS OF ART OF COMMON METALS; CONTAINERS, AND TRANSPORTATION AND PACKAGING ARTICLES, OF METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; AND PARTS AND FITTINGS OF ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS, INCLUDED IN THE CLASS
CUTEX
3584787   05/07/2017
NAEEM AHMED PROPRIETOR OF FUTURES BATH PRODUCTS.
PLOT NO.-4, FRIENDS COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110095, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
Hardware Goods, Door & Window Fittings including Lock, Nut, Bolts, Screw, Washer, Springs, Clips, Chains, Hook, Hinges, Brass Parts, Hose Clamps, Handles, Tower Bolts, Gate Hooks, Window Stags, Door Locks, Door Stopper, Aldrops, Door Safety, Magnetic Catcher Gate Hook, Fasteners of Common Metal, Metal Frame for Door and Window included in class 6.
RHINO

3586930  07/07/2017
Assam Roofing Ltd.
Bonda, Narangi, Guwahati-781026
an Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Mild Steel Pipes.
3587225  07/07/2017
HARMONY PRODUCTS
BEHIND CHANDRA TYRE, KANKARBAGH MAIN ROAD PATNA- 800020, BIHAR INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :02/07/2007
KOLKATA
Common metals and their alloys; rods for hanging of curtain, vertical roller, channel, frames of metals for hanging of curtains
3589799 12/07/2017
RASHMI CEMENT LIMITED
P. O. JHARGRAM, DIST. WEST MIDNAPORE - 721 507, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :01/01/1998
KOLKATA
STEEL IN SHEET, ROD, BAR OR BILLET FORM, GALVANISED STEEL SHEETS, PIPES MADE OF CAST IRON,
GALVANISED STEEL TUBES, STEEL WIRE, ALLOY STEEL, STEEL BAR, STEEL ROD AND STAINLESS STEEL.
3590651  13/07/2017
PANKILBHAI R. MAKADIA TRADING AS MOHIT METAL
7, AJI VASAHAT, OPP. KAMANI FOUNDRY, RAJKOT.GUJARAT.INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/12/2005
AHMEDABAD
S.S.KITCHEN BASKET, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE INCLUDING HINGES, TOWER BOLTS, HANDLES,KNOBS, STOPPERS, MORTICE LOCKS, HOOKS, ALDROPS, LACHES, CATCHERS, FURNITURE AND CABINE LOCKS AND FITTINGS AND ALL ITEMS OF DOORS WINDOWS & CABINETS FITTINGS, ALL BEING GOODS MADE OF COMMON METAL AND GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
METALKARMA

3591676  14/07/2017

MR. RITESH GUPTA
No. 16- L4, Attibele Industrial Area BANGALORE 562107
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Racking [structures] of metal for supporting pipes; Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials, Space frames of metal, Roofing (Metal -) , Roofing panels of metal, Metal roofing materials, Metal structures, Structures of metal, Transportable metal structures,
GFL1

3593039  17/07/2017
ATUL DOSHI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS GELFIT FASTENERS
97, Narayan Dhuru Street, Mumbai - 400003, Maharashtra
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :01/04/2007

MUMBAI
Nuts, bolts, fasteners, screws, washers, anchors of metal
**GRIP TIRUPATI STRONG**

3597243    22/07/2017

M/S BINJUSARIA ISPAT PVT LTD.,

C-1, GOVT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CHANDULAL BARADARI, BAHADURPURA, HYDERABAD - 500 064.

A Company registered under the companies Act 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R. V. R ASSOCIATES.

FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

**Proposed to be Used**

To be associated with:

3570186

**CHENNAI**

CONSTRUCTION STEEL-TMT, REBAR, ROUND, STRUCTURAL STEEL-ANGLE, CHANNEL, I-BEAM/GARTER, FLAT,

UNWRONG AND PARTLY WROUGHT COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; IRON & STEEL, ANCHORS ANVILS ,

BELLS ROLLED AND CAST BUILDING MATERIALS; RAILS AND OTHER METALLIC MATERIALS FOR RAILWAY TRACKS;

CHAINS (EXCEPT DRIVING CHAINS FOR VEHICLES); CABLES AND WIRES (NON-ELECTRIC); LOCKSMITH’S WORK;

METALLIC PIPES AND TUBES; SAFES AND CASH BOXES; JEWEL BOXES STEEL BALLS; HORSESHOES; NAILS AND

SCREWS;
3599728   26/07/2017
JITENDRA SOLANKI TRADING AS SILVER STAR ENTERPRISES
1901, B Wing, Kandiwali Kesar Aashish CHS, Link Road, Kandiwal (W), Mumbai - 401202
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Wire mesh, Door friction stays of metal, Metal springs, Metal drawer trim, Drawer handles of metal, Metal window locks
3599890  26/07/2017
M/S. PRATIK METAL
PLOT NO. 8, SURVEY NO. 135, SHREE HARI IND. ESTATE, S.I.D.C. ROAD, NR. PRIMETECH IND., VERAVAL (SHAPAR), DIS:-RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Railings of Metal, Railing Accessories, Baluster of Metal, Metal Pipe Fittings , Hinges, hardware and hardware product being made form metal, Building or furniture fittings of nickel-silver, Fittings of metal for furniture, door metal fitting, window metal fitting in class-6
STEXA

3600197    27/07/2017
MANJIT SINGH TRADING AS SEEMA PUMP STORE
CHOWK LAKKAR BAZAR, BROWN ROAD, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/07/2017

DELHI
Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Door Closer (Non-electric), Floor Springs & Door Handles – all being metal goods included in class-6.
BEROUJ
3603169  31/07/2017
EICHER GOODEARTH PRIVATE LIMITED
Raghuvanshi Mansion, Raghuvanshi Mills Compound, 11-12, Senapati Bapat, Lower Parel, Mumbai City, Maharashtra, India, 400013
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Goods of Common metal, artefacts, frames
3606506 04/08/2017
PRAVEEN KAPOOR TRADING AS NARAIN MANUFACTURER
45/2B, Dada Nagar, Near Cooperative State School, Kanpur - 208021
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/07/1994
DELHI
Pyrophoric metals, Iron, Stainless steel.
BILLET TMT

3637086   17/09/2017
M K STEELS
PARA ROAD, MANIYERI, VENGODI POST, KANJIKODE
partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUPARNA GOPAL.T.K
Ravikulam, Devinagar, Manali, Palakkad, Kerala - 678001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURE OF IRON AND STEEL
3670583  06/11/2017
RINESHBHAI A. MANVAR
trading as ;RAMDEV INDUSTRIES
BEHIND KANERIYA OIL MILL, NEAR SHREE ANALING, SHAPAR MAIN ROAD, TAL KOTDA SANGANI DIST RAJKOT, AT SHAPAR (VERAVAL) 360024 GUJARAT INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/2014
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, CURTAIN BRACKET, HINGES, STOPPER, HOOK, LOCK, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
3670606 06/11/2017

MOHD. ATHAR TRADING AS IMPEX ENTERPRISES (INDIA)
11/346/AB-09, BEHIND BHUJ PURA, POLICE CHOWKI, BYE-PASS ROAD, ALIGARH (UTTAR PRADESH)-202001.

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Metal hardware, Ropes of metal, Tow ropes of metal, Aluminum windows, Aluminum sheets, Copper alloys, Aluminum alloys, Iron alloys, Casting alloys, Steel alloys. Catches (Door -), Metal door hinges, Metal door bolts, Aluminum, Door holders, door catches, Aluminum wire, Door knobs of common metal, door locks, door closers, non-electric, Door latches of metal, Door stops of metal, Gate hooks of metal; door hardware (metal -), Screw rings, metal clips, Nuts, bolts and fasteners, of metal, Locks and keys, of metal, bicycle locks, spring locks, metal sash locks, Padlocks, Trigger locks of metal, metal screws, Caps (Metal -) for screws, Metal picture hangers, Metal mirror hangers, Castors of metal for furniture, Safety chains of metal, Wall plugs of metal, Sleeves [metal hardware], Towers [metal structures], Structures and transportable buildings of metal, Pipe support sleeves of metal, Door buffers of metal, Brackets of metal for hanging window draperies, Non-electric metal door closers, Metallic doors, windows, shutters and slatted shutters, Rolling window shutters of metal, Corrosion-resistant metal overlays and alloys for fittings.
3680807  17/11/2017
MRS. SAKSHI PRASAD MAYEKAR
trading as ;HEETA COLLECTION
SHOP NO.27, INTOP HEIGHTS, SECTOR 19, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI, PINCODE- 400708
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, GOODS OF COMMON METAL, COPPER UTENSILS
3686769    24/11/2017
NISHIT PATEL PROPRIETOR OF KRISTAL INDUSTRIES
SAHAJANAND INDUSTRIAL AREA, SUR. NO. 234, SHED NO. 03, NR. MURLIDHAR WEYBRIDGE, OPP. VASANGI DADA TAMPLE, NATIONAL HIGHWAY 8B, KOTHARIYA RING ROAD, RAJKOT-360022, GUJARAT. INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2008
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF HANDLE, KNOBS, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, NUTS, BOLTS, HINGES, STOPPER, ALDROP, GATE HOOK, SOFA LEG TOWER BOLT, LOCK, S.S. HARDWARE AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.
3689389  28/11/2017
GOPALBHAI RAMJIBHAI VEKARIYA
trading as ;AONE TECHNOCAST
SHREE HARI INDUSTRIAL AREA, STREET NO. 6, OPP MURLIDHAR WEIGHT BRIDGE, - 8 A NATIONAL HIGHWAY,
RAJKOT, GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, CURTAIN BRACKET, HINGES, STOPPER, LOCK. HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, BRASS
PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
3690002    29/11/2017
MR. P.C GEORGE
Poovathukaran House, Chettiparambu, Irinjalakuda, Thrissur District - 680 121, Kerala
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since : 10/11/2017
CHENNAI
Small items of metal hardware; metal architectural and furniture hardware namely, locks, handles, levers, stopper, closer, hinges and knobs; door knockers, screws, rivets, padlock, nails, hooks, tower bolts, fasteners, bolts, nuts, washers, springs, kick plates, latches, hinges, house numbers, mail slots, cabinet pulls, stops, shelf brackets, safety chain, girders, joints, keys, railings, clamps, escutcheon, runners and channels all of metal; all kinds of hardware items included in class 06
3692764 01/12/2017
XYZPRINTING, INC.
10F, NO. 99, SEC. 5, NANJING E. ROAD, SONGSHAN DISTRICT, TAIPEI CITY 10571, TAIWAN (R.O.C.)
A Company incorporated under the Laws of Taiwan(R.O.C)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Metal foil for 3D Printers; Metal powder for 3D Printers.
3697424  07/12/2017
JAINAM INDUSTRIES
325/2, DANDESHWAR PATIYA, VILLAGE-POST-BHATTAI, TALUKA-DISTRICT-NAVSARI-396427, STATE : GUJARAT
PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILESH I MEHTA
202, SHOPPERS PLAZA-4, 2nd FLOOR, OPP BSNL TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, ABOVE SBI BANK, C.G. ROAD, NAVRANGPURA-380009
Used Since :01/11/2017
AHMEDABAD
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, ORES; METAL MATERIALS FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; SAFES; METAL CONTAINERS FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT
3697425 07/12/2017
JAINAM INDUSTRIES
325/2, DANDESHWAR PATIYA, VILLAGE-POST-BHATTAI, TALUKA-DISTRICT-NAVSARI-396427, STATE : GUJARAT
PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILESH I MEHTA
202, SHoppers PLAZA-4, 2nd FLOOR, OPP BSNL TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, ABOVE SBI BANK, C.G. ROAD, NAVRANGPURA-380009
Used Since: 01/11/2017
AHMEDABAD
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, ORES; METAL MATERIALS FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION;
TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; SMALL ITEMS OF
METAL HARDWARE; SAFES; METAL CONTAINERS FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT
KALPESH JAMANLAL VIROJA
trading as ;NAKSH STEEL
PLOT NO. 325, ROAD NO. 5, KATHWADA GIDC, NEAR S.P RING ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 382415, GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :15/07/2014
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER OF S.S. PIPES FITTINGS.
3699491  11/12/2017
DIVYA SAHAJWANI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS HARI OM INDUSTRIES
37 - A, Prakash Palace, Veer Sawarkar Nagar, Indore - 452014, Madhya Pradesh
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since : 17/10/2017
MUMBAI
Metal hose clamps
MALPINE
3699686  11/12/2017
LOKESH JINDAL
3560/4, NARANG COLONY, TRI NAGAR, DELHI-110035.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
GRATINGS OF METAL, WASTE COUPLINGS OF METAL, WROUGHT, UNWROUGHT, AND COMMON METALS AND GOODS MADE FROM SUCH MATERIALS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, METALLIC PIPES AND TUBES, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES & WIRES OF COMMON METAL, TOWEL HANGERS OF METAL, HANGERS (STANDS) OF METAL, DOUBLE HOOK RINGS OF METAL, STEEL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
ELOFIC

3699802  11/12/2017

ELOFIC INDUSTRIES (INDIA)
Patel Motor Market, Lothian Road, Kashmere Gate, Delhi - 110006

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Safes; Metal containers for storage or transport
3700008  11/12/2017
MR. VIJAY G. VIRANI, TRADING AS:- S. A. INDUSTRIES
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESSAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING HARDWARE FURNITURE FITTINGS AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS.
3701337  13/12/2017
KUNDANBEN VIJAYKUMAR PATEL
trading as PATORK ENGINEERING
A-26, MADHAV ESTATE, SARDAR PATEL RING ROAD, ODHAV AHMEDABAD - 382415
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TUBE FITTING, INSTRUMENTATION VALVES AND MANIFOLD VALVES INCLUDING IN CLASS 06.
Millotek

3703594  15/12/2017
M.S. ENTERPRISES
Old Mumbai Pune Highway Thergaon Opposite Santosh Mangal Karyalaya, Pune 411033
Active

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL DAHAPUTE
Office No 403, 4th floor, Pinnacle Pride, Opp. Cosmos Bank, Tilak Road, Sadashiv Peth, Pune 411030

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Safes; Metal containers for storage or transport
PHHARDWARE

3704295 16/12/2017
MAHESHBHAI D. AKBARI PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SWASTIK ENTERPRISE
JAY SOMNATH APARTMENT, FL NO. 102, NEAR ALAY VATIKA, 150 FEET RING ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT - INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since :01/10/2014

AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, CURTAIN BRACKET, GLASS STUD, HINGES, TOWER BOLT, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS,
BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
ONUXX

3704296  16/12/2017
MAHESHBHAI D. AKBARI PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SWASTIK ENTERPRISE
JAY SOMNATH APPARTMENT, FL NO. 102, NEAR ALAY VATIKA, 150 FEET RING ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT - INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since :01/10/2014

AHMEDABAD

HANDLE, KNOBS, CURTAIN BRACKET, GLASS STUD, HINGES, TOWER BOLT, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS,
BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
PARSHWANATH

3704298  16/12/2017
VIPULBHAI D. WAGHAJIYANI PROPRIETO OF PARSHWANATH TRADING
D/4, MAHAVIR PARK, NEAR SOJITRA NAGAR, BEHIND NIRMALA CONVENT SCHOOL, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, CURTAIN BRACKET, GLASS STUD, HINGES, STOPPER, TOWER BOLT, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.
3704408  16/12/2017
PITRU KRUPA INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 1257, UDHYOGIK IND. VASAHAT, 5- AJI VASAHAT NEAR APEX DIE 80- FEET ROAD (THORALA MAIN ROAD) RAJKOT-3600002 GUJARAT INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Magnetic cabinet door catches, Metal cabinet door catches, Catches (Door -) of metal, Cabinet door catches of metal Cantilevered brackets of metal, Gutter brackets of metal, Brackets of metal for building, Brackets of metal for furniture, Brackets of metal used for fixing plaques, Brackets of metal for hanging window draperies, Metal brackets for use in the construction and assembly of decking, Door fittings of metal, Safety fittings of metal for doors, Latches (Metal -) being fittings for doors, Ventilation grilles of metal for fitting in doors, Metal fittings for windows, Hardware of metal, small, Springs [metal hardware], Door hardware (Metal -), Architectural hardware made of common metals and alloys thereof, Metal wall linings, Metal wall claddings, Armoured metal walls, Metal curtain walls, Walls of metal. Curtain walling of metal, Dividing wall panels of metal, Metal wall hooks for pipes, Metal handles, Adhesive wall decorations of common metal, Curtain walling installations of metal, Metal window handles, Metal door handles,Hinges, and hardware product being made form metal, Building Fittings of metal for furniture, or furniture fittings of nickel-silver, Fittings of metal for furniture, door metal fitting, window metal fitting, in class-6
3704677  17/12/2017
MOHD BILAL ANSARI
M B A INDUSTRIES (FANCY) , 320, CHARAKH WALAN, AHMADULLAH NAGAR, SHAHJAMAL, ALIGARH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.
Used Since :10/04/2014
DELHI
PAD LOCKS, MULTIPURPOSE LOCKS, FURNITURE LOCKS, ROUND LOCK, DOOR LOCK, RIM LOCK AND MORTICE
LOCKS ,DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES, KNOBS, TOWER BOLT, KHUNTI, DOOR STOPPER,
BRACKETS, LATCHES, KATCHER, HINGES, GATEHOOK AND MAGIC EYE MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS
METALS.
3704689  17/12/2017
MOHD BILAL ANSARI
M B A INDUSTRIES (FANCY) , 320, CHARAKH WALAN, AHMADULLAH NAGAR, SHAHJAMAL, ALIGARH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.
Used Since :20/06/2012
DELHI
PAD LOCKS, MULTIPURPOSE LOCKS, FURNITURE LOCKS, ROUND LOCK, DOOR LOCK, RIM LOCK AND MORTICE
LOCKS ,DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES, KNOBS, TOWER BOLT, KHUNTI, DOOR STOPPER,
BRACKETS, LATCHES, KATCHER, HINGES, GATEHOOK AND MAGIC EYE MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS
METALS.
3705104 18/12/2017
TARAPARA JAYDEEPRAMNIK BHAII
trading as ;VICTONOX
B 127, NARAYAN NAGAR, NEAR PATEL SAMAJ, KHODIYAR MANDIR - 361 004, JAMNAGAR - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING HARDWARE, FURNITURE FITTING AND HARDWARE, PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
TOOLMAN
3705319  18/12/2017
VIKRAM DHINGRA
trading as TOOLMAN INDUSTRIES OF INDIA
39, G.T. ROAD, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA-141003
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. K. DHINGRA, ADVOCATE.
39, G. T. ROAD, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA - 141 003.
Used Since :04/07/1980
To be associated with:
2746444
DELHI
WROUGHT & UNWROUGHT METALS, ALLOY STEELS, FERROUS & NON-FERROUS METALS, CASTINGS, FORGINGS, STEEL STRIPS, SCRAPES.
METAFLEx

3705470  18/12/2017
METAFLEx DOORS INDIA PVT. LTD
C - 2/32, SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI - 110016
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063
Used Since :01/04/2007
To be associated with:
1638450, 3705464
DELHI
METAL HARDWARE, METAL DOORS, METAL WINDOW FITTINGS, METAL PANELS
J SON
3706535  19/12/2017
JASWINDER SINGH TRADING AS SUNRISE INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. B-6, ST. NO. R-8, PREMIER COMPLEX, NICHI MANGLI, CHANDIGARH ROAD, LUDHIANA-141128 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/09/2014
DELHI
Metal Sheets Components & Die Castings of Metal; Runoff Channels of Metal, Metal Brackets, Metal Rails, Sign Holders of Metal, Metal Pipe Connector, Metal Hooks & Picture Hangers.
3706757    19/12/2017
RAHEEL KHAN PROPRIETOR OF MOFARO
E-2/34B, UGF FRONT SIDE, CHANKYA PLACE, PART-1, 25 FEET ROAD, DELHI-110059
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
METAL LADDER, ALUMINIUM LADDERS RUNGS, METAL STEP LADDER, WARDROBE RAIL FITTING OF METAL, IRON, STAINLESS STEEL
HYNA DECOR
3706898  20/12/2017
SONIA PLASTIC PVT. LTD.
20, NEELGIRI APARTMENT, SECTOR-9, DELHI-110085, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
UNWROUGHT & PARTLY WROUGHT COMMON METALS & THEIR ALLOYS, METALS, STEEL & ALUMINIUM SHEETS & PLATES, ALUMINIUM COMPOSITE PANEL, GOODS OF NON-PRECIOUS METALS, NUT, BOLT SCREW, WASHER, SPRINGS, CLIPS, U.J CROSS, STEEL BALLS, LOCKS, IRON NAILS, CHAINS, SPOKES, RIMS, BULLOCK SHOE NAILS AND HORSESHOE NAILS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
3706992 20/12/2017
BRIJ R VARSHNEY (PROP) TRADING AS M/S MADHAV INTERNATIONAL
19/515, T-1A, PREMIER NAGAR EXTENSION BANK COLONY, ALIGARH U.P.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007
Used Since: 01/04/2012
DELHI
LOCKS & HARDWARE.
GUNENG
3707246  20/12/2017
RUIAN GUNENG HARDWARE PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
Dongzhou Industry Zone, Baotian, Tangxia Town, Ruian, Wenzhou, Zhejiang
Limited Liability Compnay
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANKUSH BEDI
704/6, Lotus Boulevard, Sector 100, Noida, UP - 201304

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Description: 1.) Door bolts of metal, 2.) Window pulleys/sash pulleys, 3.) Fittings of metal for windows, 4.) Door handles of metal, 5.) Hinges of Metal, 6.) Ironmongery*/hardware* of metal, small, 7.) Locks of metal, other than electric, 8.) Doors of metal*, 9.) Ironwork for woods, 10.) Building material of metal
WARIE
3709109  22/12/2017
JAGMOHAN SINGH TRADING AS WADHAWAN MILL STORE
G.T. ROAD, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
Metal Water Pipe Valves, Metal Pipes, Steel Pipes & Metal Pipe Fittings.
3709247  22/12/2017
RAMAVTAR BOHRA
trading as : BOMBAY BELT HOUSE
JHAILAR ROAD NEAR ARYA NAGAR MOR, ROHTAK-124001 (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 07/04/2007
DELHI
METAL WINDOW FITTINGS, METAL DOOR FITTINGS, DOOR CLOSERS, DOOR STOPPERS AND DOOR SPRING, DOOR METAL HINGES, DOOR LOCKS AND PADLOCKS, LATCHES, AND CATCHES, LOCKING BOLTS, BOLTS AND TOWER BOLTS, AUTOMATIC DOOR OPERATORS, BRACKETS OF METALS USED FOR FIXING PLAQUES, DRAWER SLIDERS OF METAL, HOSE PIPES OF METAL, METAL PIPE FITTINGS, METAL SCREWS RIVITS BOLTS AND ALL OTHER HARDWARE PRODUCTS
3710865  25/12/2017
SURYAPRAKASH BHARADIA
PLOT NO. 34 & 35, APPAREL PARK, GUNDLA POCHAM PALLY VILLAGE, HYDERABAD – 501401, TELANGANA
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FITTINGS OF METAL FOR COMPRESSED AIR LINES, DUCTS OF METAL FOR VENTILATING AND AIR-CONDITIONING
INSTALLATIONS, VALVES OF METAL, OTHER THAN PARTS OF MACHINES
3711218 26/12/2017
KARTIKBHAI BATUKBHAI KHUNT
JAY KHODIYAR MANUFACTURES, C/O. CHIRAG MACHINE TOOLS, 50 FEET RING ROAD, STREET NO.6, PARSANA SOCIETY, RAJKOT - 360 002 (GUJARAT)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
METAL HARDWARE, DOOR HANDLES OF METAL, WINDOW HANDLES OF METAL, METAL KNOBS, DOOR KNOBS OF COMMON METAL, DRAWER HANDLES OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06
3711676  26/12/2017
SHIVAM METAL
PLOT NO.A-16, PATEL IND. AREA, BEHIND RIDDHI SOCIETY, NEAR OVER BRIDGE, GONDAL CHOWKDI, RAJKOT,
GUJARAT, INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, CURTAIN BRACKET, GLASS STUD, HINGES, STOPPER, TOWER BOLT, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE
FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.